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The Affairs of Angels
Jason Jones (Archangael)

An insistent beeping filtered into Daven Velleuse’s sleep. In a panic, she bolted upright and saw that the noise was
her comm ringing. She quickly checked the time and realized that she was supposed to be at work. The display on
the comm showed that it was her father, who was also her boss, calling.
She keyed it on. “I’m on the way,” she mumbled, trying not to sound like she had just woken up. Her father’s
voice replied tinnily over the scratchy link. “It’s starting to get busy here. Hurry up!” She thumbed off the comm,
breaking the connection. She only had herself to blame for oversleeping, having been up too late, again. Last night’s
sim scenario had taken longer than she expected, but she had defeated it. The memory was still sweet.
In only a few minutes she was walking out the door of her quarters. Quickly turning off the main corridor,
she entered a side passage, found the loose panel, and darted into the dimly lit maintenance passage.
In some earlier age these passages had been used by maintenance workers and bots, but now were mostly
sealed up. But for Daven, there were few mysteries of this space station that she did not know. She had grown up
here, in the orbit of the Jita system’s fourth moon of its fourth planet.
The station at Jita 4-4 was officially named Caldari Navy Assembly Plant, but almost no assembling was
done here any longer. Over time, the assembly lines, warehouses, docking facilities, and amenities had given way to
commercial traffic. There was a very specific reason for this: the capsuleers.
This still relatively-new kind of starship pilot were effectively immortal while in their ships due to a
marriage of two technologies: cloning and a mental link to their ships’ systems. In addition, the link also allowed
them to fly their ships with a precision that put manually crewed ships to shame, and hence they were in high
demand in warfare, policing of pirate factions, providing raw materials by means of asteroid and other mining,
and exploring the far reaches of the star cluster. As a result, they were also usually incredibly rich.
Jita 4-4 was the star cluster’s primary trade hub for capsuleers. Almost anything could be bought, sold, or
traded here, and in larger quantities than anywhere else. So nowadays, nearly all the warehouses held capsuleers’
goods, nearly all the docking facilities were attached to the capsuleer-specific living areas known as Captains’
Quarters, and nearly all the amenities were aimed at their particular needs. The bar, owned by her father Roeber,
was just outside a major capsuleer secured area and catered mostly to non-capsuleers, commonly called “baseliners”,
who supported the trade operations: longshoremen, brokers, managers, warehouse workers, and others.
The passages that Daven now navigated were now mostly closed off and abandoned, unknown and off the record.
While her father had worked and saved until he could open his own establishment, Daven had spent endless
afternoons ranging among the abandoned niches and obsolete spaces until she knew the station like she knew her
own hand. Four or five turns down this particular passage was an exit about a block down the mezzanine from
Roeber’s Bar. The bar was open to about ten meters of corridor, and as she hurried in she noted that the seats were
beginning to fill up, as her father had said. At this moment, he was impassively listening to a customer sitting at the
bar. The customer, wearing a rather luxurious dress coat identifying him as a minor bureaucrat, was gesticulating and

his voice was rising. He was sitting on a barstool and so seemed to tower over her short, thin father with his sparse
dark hair and wisp of a mustache.
Daven hurried over. The man was talking loudly, almost shouting now. “... shouldn’t have to pay for this
watered-down excuse for a drink! I read that your bar has a good reputation, but I see now that the reality falls far
short!”
Daven stood beside her father and removed the objectionable cocktail. “Can I give it a try? Let me see if I
can do any better.” Roeber withdrew.
The customer gave her an appraising look. “It can hardly be worse than this engine wash. Go ahead.” He
turned sideways, crossed a leg and looked haughtily into space with an offended expression.
Daven carefully made the drink, adding a little extra alcohol - not enough to affect the taste, but enough
remove any suspicion of watering it down. As she served it she apologized, “I’m sorry. It was probably my fault. I
was late to work and my father was having to handle everything himself.”
The customer sipped. A guardedly positive expression crossed his face. He nodded. “This is a little better.”
“I’m glad to hear. Let me know if it needs any adjustment.” She wiped the counter. “How has your day
been?”
The customer put down his drink and leaned forward. “You don’t want to know!” he said loudly. “Have
you ever dealt with Darius Bruton?” he asked. “No, I suppose you haven’t. Well, he’s the customs inspector for this
section of the station. He’s… “ The man looked around the bar. In a lower voice, he continued, “he’s got no real
power of his own, so he throws what little weight he has around through the regulations. I think he’s made a game
of blocking me in everything he possibly can. Most of my clients are capsuleers. And I can tell you that they don’t
take kindly to delays!”
Half an hour later, the man finished his third drink, closed his tab, and stood up unsteadily. Meandering only a little,
he managed to weave his way out of the bar and out into the corridor. Daven’s father came and stood next to where
she was cleaning glasses. A slight smile played at the corners of her lips. Her father picked a glass. “Thank you for
that,” he said.
“All in a day’s work,” she smiled.
“If only showing up for a day’s work was a little more timely.”
“I’m sorry. Ok? Is that enough? I really don’t want to have this conversation right now.”
“Stay up too late again? Playing your capsuleer simulations?”
Daven sighed at the condescension. “You could be a little less dismissive of my ambitions.”
This, she knew, would lead to a conversation that recurred periodically between them. Only two nights ago,
after a long evening shift, they had eaten together after the bar was closed.
“Did you see the latest news out of Fountain?” she had asked. Fountain was a region on the outskirts of the
New Eden cluster, well beyond the reach of the established governments. Capsuleer empires and coalitions lived
there and fought each other over their resources and living space. “The war is almost over. Looks like the region will
go to the C-”
He speared another bite with his fork and interrupted. “I still don’t get your fascination with them.”
“Ever since you showed me that holoreel when I was eleven. The freedom. Choosing your own allegiance.
Being one with a starship.” Her eyes unfocused a little. “‘Out there, among the stars, are the waters, freedom
incarnate.’” she quoted.
He grunted. “Why can’t we all be immortal demigods, then?” He hadn’t waited for an answer. “I can tell you
why. They need us. Who works their planetary colonies? Moves their goods around station? Crews their ships? But
at the same time, they look down their noses at us. We’re just ‘baseliners’. And they aren’t shy to even let their crews
die in battle while they eject and go on living. Their idea of warfare is just a game, but for us it still means death.”
“Fair,” she allowed. “But people who sign on with capsuleers know the risks. And they’re paid very well for
it. We’re paid very well for it, indirectly, considering our clientele.”
“And here’s another thing,” he went on. “Both capsuleers and baseliners count as humans, but in reality we
are very different. Half the laws being made nowadays only make sense being applied to capsuleers. Meanwhile our
mere ‘human’ rights are being slowly eroded and ignored. We can’t hope to meet their economic productivity. Sooner
later we’ll be on the level of serfs. Just watch.”
To head off this turn of conversation, she put away the glass and walked out to one of the tables. A tall, thin
man in a leather flight jacket was talking in a low excited voice into his comm. He was pale, with a day’s worth of
stubble on his face and an unruly thicket of black hair on his head. He was poking nervously at a datapad on the

table while he talked. Daven came up from behind him. “Can I get you something?” she asked.
He hadn’t noticed her walk up. “What do you mean, there’s no place to store it?! The courier is late! Didn’t
you have a backup place to stash it for now? Damn… where is it now? How much time do we have?”
And then she noticed, partially concealed by the collar of the jacket: the flat round black data jack attached
to his spine. She felt a rush of nervous excitement that she always felt in the presence of a capsuleer.
Daven walked around into view. “Can I get you something?” she repeated.
The capsuleer’s face went a few tones grayer, but he hastily regained his composure. “Um, wine. Red. Got
anything Amarrian?”
“Yes, we do. I’ll bring you my pick of the month, if you don’t have a preference.”
The capsuleer nodded and looked back at his datapad. “Just a minute,” he said into the comm as she walked
away.
As she poured the drink, she noticed the capsuleer giving her furtive glances. Roeber scurried up beside her.
He looked at her, and at the customer at his table, then back. She noticed a sneer begin to form on his face. He knew
her only too well.
“Yeah,” she said without looking at him, “it’s one of them. He’s in some kind of trouble. I wonder if we
can...”
“Don’t get involved.” Roeber was now staring at her, his expression dark. Without looking at him, she
placed the now-full wine glass on a tray and strode off across the floor.
The capsuleer was speaking in a low voice into his comm, but this time, he was wary and stopped as she approached.
She placed the glass gently in front of him, taking longer than strictly necessary. She straightened, but did not make
a move to go. He watched her expectantly.
“I’m sorry for overhearing your conversation,” she started haltingly. He seemed taken aback, but did not
speak. “We happen to have a storage area in the back. This is um… irregular, but if you are in need, maybe we could
offer to help you. For a little while.” She blushed at her awkwardness.
The capsuleer eyed her calculatingly, and didn’t answer at once. “It’s just a small cargo shipment. I need a
place for it, temporarily. You should know that - suffice to say - it’s not suitable for the ordinary customs process,”
he smirked.
Daven plunged ahead, encouraged by the response and the idea of being able to help a capsuleer. “How
long?”
“Oh, not very. Just this evening, most likely.” He held out a hand to shake. “I’m Haayo Atami.”
Daven’s father stood by the bar. He was not near enough to overhear the conversation, but she could see him
slowly shaking his head. She ignored it.
-o0oDaven and Atami received the crates at the delivery entrance to the bar, in the back. Atami bustled around, paying
the porters and checking the crates. When he was satisfied, he pulled out his datapad and started to poke at it.
Roeber entered the room with a scowl. He motioned to Daven and guided her out front. The bar was empty except
for one table. An enormous Minmatar Brutor sat at a large table by himself. By the plates on the table, he had finished two large courses - meals, really - and was started on a third. Two desserts sat to one side, and an appetizer and
large, half full glass of Quafe was also present at the table.
She approached the man. As she had expected, there were connection nodes at the top of his spine as well. He
was portly, even for a Brutor, who were known for running intimidatingly large to begin with, augmented by their
culture of physical excellence. His hair was cropped close and he wore an unbuttoned leather flight jacket. Intricate
tattoos could be seen on the dark skin beneath. He looked up at her expectantly. Atami had told her to expect a
Brutor named Matari.
“Are you Hemi Matari?” He nodded. “Haayo Atami is in our storeroom. Please come with me. At your
convenience of course.”
The man left his meal and followed her back into the storeroom. Atami looked appraisingly at Hemi. He
seemed to pass inspection so the two capsuleers crowded together. They inspected the crates and looked together
at Atami’s datapad. Atami pointed to the datapad and looked expectantly at Hemi. “Curse region?“ Hemi said and

nodded.
Roeber was standing in the doorway to the storeroom, nervously looking back and forth. Daven knew that he wanted the men gone. Despite her exhilaration with being this close to real capsuleers and overhearing their affairs, her
practical side agreed. This was an experience to treasure, but the sooner it was over, the better.
They were now haggling over expenses. “How much do you eat?” Atami was saying. “And at the most expensive
places on station! I don’t think we should have to pay ALL these bills.” Hemi was nonchalant. “We get new clones
all the time. Why not make the best of it? I’ve had this one for a while, and it’s putting on weight. Sooner or later
I’ll go on the ‘get podded’ diet.” He rumbled a huge laugh at his own joke.
Atami was less amused, but made some notes on his datapad. “Now don’t get any ideas about using any of
this stuff,” he stopped and looked directly at Hemi. “Just don’t.”
Hemi looked bored. “So, when do I ship out?” He pulled his jacket tight and started to re-button it.
“The sooner the better. Um, do one of you know the fastest way to dock AR-24?”
Daven thought for a moment, arms crossed, finger tapping her lip. “AR-24? People still use that area? It’s a
long trip. I know a way, and no one will bother you, but… I’m not sure I can describe how to get there. Maybe I can
try to draw a map.”
Atami interrupted. “Listen. I dismissed my porters. I’ll make you both a deal: help us get this to the dock,
and we’ll pay you the standard rate, plus a commission for storage.”
Daven looked at her father. “And what’s the alternative?” she asked. Haayo Atami gave a wry smile. “The
best case is that this stuff will be in your bar for a while longer. The worst case… let’s just say that something could
go wrong.”
Roeber turned a little pale at that. Daven looked at him. He nodded. “Very well. Let’s get this over with.”
Moments later, Roeber was locking the chain barrier over now-dark bar’s entrance. The foot traffic was now thinning as station evening advanced toward night. Ordinarily the bar would be open for a few more hours but there
were usually few customers at this time.
Each of the company took charge of a mag-dolly and they followed Daven down the concourse. She turned down
one of the many side service hallways. Atami was taking up the rear, a position from which he could keep an eye on
them all. Just before entering the side corridor, he glanced back the way they had come.
“Psst! Station security detachment approaching your bar. Get going!”
A moment later, they were off the map, this time in an abandoned minor assembly line. Roeber’s comm chimed, the
noise echoing among the old disused equipment and high ceiling. “Don’t answer that.” Atami snapped.
After what seemed like an absurdly long journey through darkened and dusty corridors, they emerged in a ramshackle section of the station. Where there was decoration, it was worn, and many of the corridor lights were burnt
out and not replaced. There were few other people, and the ones that were here either avoided eye contact or leered
aggressively. They walked past another bar, but this one was full of people. Some huddled around tables in dark
corners, others shouted drunkenly at the bar. Daven averted her eyes and looked straight ahead.
Dock AR-24 appeared soon, to her relief. A tall and wide cargo door was set to the right of a smaller, personnel door.
The large door opened to a code punched in by Hemi. They all went inside and he closed and locked it behind them.
Hemi’s ship was visible floating in a magbeam in its huge hangar, opening out at the end of the corridor. A ramp led
up from the cargo entrance to the ship’s hold, which was open. “Rapier-class force recon ship.” Daven commented.
Hemi looked at her in surprise. “That’s right,” he rumbled. “You know your ships… for a civilian.”
“Too much time in the simulations,” she shrugged.
As they walked through the brightly-lit cargo staging area toward the ramp, Haayo Atami consulted his datapad,
then cleared his throat for attention. “Um, there’s been a change of plan.”
All of them stopped and looked back at him. Daven felt her heart begin to race again. Roeber put a hand to his eyes

and rubbed.
“Station security is now looking for us. They’re looking for you, too.” He glanced from Daven to Roeber. “And you
can identify us. That might not bother Hemi, but my record is still clean, here at least. We’ll try to make arrangements for you on another station, or you can make your way back here when things calm down. For now, you’re
going with Hemi.”
Hemi shrugged to Daven and Roeber. “Don’t worry too much. This little operation will go like clockwork,
and I know a lot of people around the cluster. You’ll be fine.”
Atami interrupted. “Come on. Let’s get going before security figures out where we went. I need to get to my
own CQ, and fast.”
They pushed the cargo up the ramp and entered the hold. It was divided into to two large compartments with a
pressure door in between. They wheeled the crates into the second room and began to secure them. Atami produced
his datapad once again.
“Payment has been transferred to your account, Mr. and Ms. Velleuse. I’ve signed the cargo over to you,
Hemi. Fly safe.” And he turned and hastily strode down the ramp and out of sight.
Hemi secured all the crates except one. He ambled back to the first compartment and peered out the cargo door
quickly, then returned and operated the opening mechanism on the last crate. He pulled out a long clear vial full of a
yellowish-orange liquid. He closed the crate again, and winked at Daven as he went to a slot set into the wall. He inserted the vial in a fitting and twisted, locking it in place. He pressed a button and a clear panel slid into place over it.
After securing the last crate, he went back into the first compartment. “This will be your berth. Our trip should take
less than a day, but then we have to find something to do with you.” He indicated a bench with five-point harnesses
set against the wall. “I don’t often have passengers. I apologize for the accommodations.” He grinned.
Set into the fore bulkhead was a large video console with a control board in front of it. Hemi sat down and activated
it. Daven quietly moved to a position behind him to watch what he was doing.
After entering a code to enable the console he began to enter commands to start up ship systems. A quiet whine
sounded from the ship’s engines as they came to life. He ran a few system checks and reviewed the ship’s fitting
modules. Daven noticed that the ship was configured for stealth and speed. A reasonable choice for a smuggler’s
boat.
Hemi entered a code to lock the console. Daven looked away and feigned distractedness.
“I’ll be able to speak to you through that console. We leave in a few minutes.” He strode through the cargo
door and down the ramp. In a few minutes, the cargo door closed and a servo whined outside the ship. There was a
thunking sound, then silence.
The screen came to life. Hemi’s portrait appeared on the video screen, and his voice came from the speakers.
“My pod’s inserted and we’re ready to leave. You should strap in.
“Also, there’s something you should know. I’m um … well, persona non grata around high security space. So
there might be a rocky start when we first undock.”
The console screen split into two: half showed Hemi’s portrait, and now half began to show a view from outside the
ship, through the camera drones. They watched as the ship was guided down the mag-rails to a launch ramp, at the
end of which was a shimmering force field. Beyond that lay open space.
The mag-rail launcher sped the ship to its top speed and ejected it out into space. It became clear that the space
around the station was not so empty as it first seemed. A dazzling array of ships floated, boosted, docked, undocked
and some fired at each other. But more disturbing was the lock notification flashing on the screen. Something was
locking onto them.
Suddenly the ship bucked and a loud crash was heard. A display on the console showed the ship‘s shields dropping.

“Don’t worry about that,” came Hemi’s calm voice. “I told you they don’t like me here. That’s why I get the second-rate docking facilities. But these guns don’t scramble our warp engines, so we should be on our way in a second… “
The ship changed direction and took up a vector that the heads-up display showed as heading toward one of the
stargates situated at the edge of the Jita system, this one leading to the Perimeter star system. Another crash resounded through the vessel, and an alarm sounded as the shields were on the verge of dropping. The ship seemed to
stop for an infinitesimal moment, then the station, all the ships, and the guns firing on them swooped rapidly away
behind them as the ship accelerated into warp.
Roeber visibly slumped a little as the tension drained out of him. Daven had not noticed him tensing up, but she
was otherwise occupied watching every detail of the ship’s readouts that were visible to them. Hemi’s voice sounded
again. “See? All set, no permanent harm done. Should be smooth sailing from here on out.”
“And where exactly are we going?” Daven asked.
“That’s classified information,” Hemi returned with a laugh in his voice. More seriously, he continued, “But
I plan to see that you are well treated. You might even be able to return. They’re going to want some leverage on you,
but in my experience most people in your situation are able to resume a normal life.”
-o0oHemi had not spoken in a while, and seemed to be settled in for the voyage. Roeber leaned back against the wall,
strapped into his harness, with his eyes closed. It wasn’t clear whether he was sleeping or just focusing on keeping
calm.
Daven had been eying the console for some time, trying to decide something. What else can he do to us anyway,
she thought. He won’t stop the ship, and we’re already on a one-way trip with an unknown destination. I want to at
least know something about where we’re going and how we’re getting there.
She started to unbuckle her harness. Her father’s eyes opened and he looked at her with suspicion and a little bit of
alarm. She gave him a warning look, and he said nothing and closed them again.
She crossed the short distance to the console and sat down. After a few minutes of carefully examining it, she experimentally pressed a few keys. The route came to the foreground. She scrolled to the bottom to bring the destination
into view. Jorund system, Heaven constellation, Curse region. Angel Cartel space, she recalled. They were leaving
the empires behind and heading off into the pirate cartels’ space.
She looked up a few other details. Hemi had been right in that there was no damage done to the ship by the sentry
guns outside Jita 4-4. They were about fifteen system jumps into their trip, passing through the Amarr Empire.
In a few jumps they would be in the Ammatar Mandate, the border regions between the Amarr Empire and their
traditional enemy, the Minmatar.
What was more concerning was that there was no police protection once they passed the Mendori system, and
only Hemi’s piloting stood between them and the various bandit groups that were reputed to lurk in all such low
security systems. These groups of rogue capsuleers watched and waited for anyone who they could destroy and loot
whatever they were carrying. She took a deep breath and exhaled. She spoke to the console. “Hemi, are we close to
our destination yet?”
His voice came through the speakers. “We’re about halfway there. If you unstrapped, you might want to re-strap in,
though. We’re about to get to some space where… “, he faltered. “Where things may get a little dicey. Or,” he quickly
added, “nothing at all might happen. You never know!” he chuckled.
Easy for him to say, thought Daven. She connected the buckles on the harness that connected to the console chair.
She spared a glance at her father, but he had never removed his belts. She looked at the route indicator. They had
just entered the Mendori system. The next system was Rahadalon, which was still in Amarr space, but it was on the

other side of an invisible line where the empire’s police and military no longer patrolled. Crimes were noted there,
to later identify repeat offenders, but there was no state protection or retaliation for an unprovoked attack.
They approached the stargate, the ship decelerating out of warp. The surrounding space was empty of ships except a
few patrolling Amarr Empire police cruisers. The area seemed quiet. The local transponder only showed two other
capsuleers in-system.
The stargate was a structure floating in space with two large parallel pylons supporting a central pair of magnetic
braces, parentheses-shaped and bracketing a central void. It was the golden color of most Amarr Empire structures
and ships. Hemi sent the signal to activate the gate. Its lights began to flash, and the tubular void formed by the
braces warped and twisted as the magnetic beams began to create a hole in space. An unseen tractor beam towed the
ship around until it was lined up directly down the tube that was forming. Finally, the tear in space-time appeared
and the stars were blotted out by what looked like roiling clouds. The ship was propelled like a projectile down this
tube, traveling through it until the clouds began to disperse and a new starfield appeared. The ship came to a halt
in a new system.
The piloting overview immediately lit up. Six, seven, Daven counted, nine ships. Some were slowly orbiting the gate,
others were standing several tens of kilometers from it surrounded by disturbances in space that Daven remembered
were caused by sensor boosting electronic systems.
“Um, bad news.” Hemi’s voice came over the intercom. “We’re in a pirate gate camp. I should be able to run
it, but things might get rough.”
Hemi hit the thrusters and urged the ship down a vector away from most of the circling ships. Immediately, targeting indicators showed on each ship’s icon on the screen. Hemi attempted to activate the ship’s cloaking device,
but the other ships were already locked on to their signature. Daven saw with alarm that several of the ships had
activated warp core scrambling devices, preventing their escaping into warp.
“Hold on!” Hemi shouted over the com. Inertia pushed them gently sideways as Hemi changed direction
and increased speed. Daven noted that he had lit the ship’s afterburner, but one of the other ships was a small frigate
which was easily keeping up with Hemi’s larger ship, and it was one of the warp scrambling enemies. Vibrations
shook the bulkheads as ordnance began to slam into the cruiser.
Daven watched the readouts as the token shield was brought down in just a few hits. She had been expecting this,
curious despite the dire situation, as this class of cruiser derived most of its defense from its armor plating, not the
shields. She glanced again at Roeber. His eyes were squeezed shut and his fists tightly gripped the belts holding him
in place.
With the shields down, the readouts showed the armor being penetrated as the pirate weapons continued to rain
down on the ship. Daven noted a new module being activated, this one an armor repairer. She was glad to see this
module, since its function was to reconstitute the armor, under fire, using nanobots. The process was fast, but took
enough time that concerted weapons fire could overwhelm the bots’ ability to repair fast enough.
What she didn’t know, until that moment, was what it sounded like. Millions of nanobots skittering over the surface
of the ship sounded like the ship were being pelted by thousands of tiny pebbles. Roeber opened his eyes briefly and
looked around for the source of the noise, but not seeing it, closed them again.
The armor was being repaired, but it was clear the bots were losing ground. Hemi locked on to the smaller ship that
was keeping them from entering warp and began to fire his own weapons at it, the autocannons that the cruiser was
armed with adding to the general din. Their pursuer began to take damage, but a glance at the relative rates showed
that the cruiser would go down first.
A pneumatic hiss sounded, loud enough to be heard over the tumult. Daven glanced quickly about, thinking that the
hull’s integrity had been breached, but she spotted no telltale vapors, and the hiss immediately stopped. She noticed
the sound of the nanobots increase markedly in volume, and simultaneously noticed that the vial of fluid Hemi had
installed was empty. It was a combat booster drug, and he had just used it.

It was having its effect. The armor began to repair faster, and the rates of damage between their ship and the frigate
reversed. The frigate seemed to notice this too late and tried to turn around. One last volley from the autocannons
ripped away the last bits of its armor and the camera drones recorded its explosion, the capsule ejecting from the
wreckage. “Got ‘em!” Hemi shouted. He slammed the warp engines, and the ship leaped away from the gate, leaving
all the attacking ships behind.
Daven noticed that she was gripping the edge of the console so tightly her fingers were aching. Slowly she disengaged them, letting out her breath in a slow sigh of relief. She glanced at Roeber, who was now looking expectantly
at her. She gave him a nervous grin and a thumbs up. He returned a frown.
Hemi’s voice came through again. “Well, that was easy,” he joked. Now it was Daven’s turn to frown. “But
the good news,” he continued, “is that those kinds of gate camps usually only happen at the borders of high security
space. Usually.”
“Well, that’s comforting,” Daven replied sarcastically. “Should we load another vial of Exile?” she asked,
referring to the combat booster.
Hemi missed a beat in responding. “You really do know your way around capsuleer ships. No, the side effects can be uncomfortable. That was a one-time trick on this trip.”
Fortunately, the next few stargate jumps were uneventful. The armor had been repaired to full by the nanobots, and
the shield even recharged completely.
“This is Ammatar Mandate space. I was born here,” commented Hemi. “It’s a kind of neutral ground between the Amarr and Minmatar empires, which, if you know anything about history, you realize have been at war
for a long time.”
“I’ve been wondering where you were from,” Daven said. “Matari isn’t a last name I’m familiar with.”
“It’s not our original surname. I was born here, but grew up on Gallente Prime. We took the last name both
to remember our heritage, and also to help keep a low profile by shedding our original one. We didn’t leave here
on the best of terms. Ugh.” His voice was changing, sounding a little slower, almost slurred. “I don’t feel that good.
Probably the booster’s side effects. It’ll pass.”
The next few systems were empty of other ships, but Hemi did not speak again. After each gate jump, he took longer and longer to align and warp for the next one. Daven continued to glance nervously at the local comms signal,
unnerved by Hemi’s behavior.
At the last gate in Ammatar space, the ship stopped entirely at the hulking structure of the gate. Daven and Roeber
waited. The ship floated within the gate’s perimeter, unmoving. “Hemi?” Daven asked tentatively, but no answer
came.
After a few moments, the ship’s systems spoke to announce a curious development: “Autopilot engaged. Autopilot
jumping,” intoned the calm female voice.
“Hemi, no! What are you doing? You don’t autopilot through null security space!” Daven shouted, panicked.
There was no response from the capsuleer.
When the jump was complete, the autopilot aligned to the next stargate and entered warp. Daven knew that autopilots on capsuleer ships were of low quality and would often exit warp far enough from their object that they had to
spend a few vulnerable moments at sub-light speeds approaching it. And ominously, the system they were currently
in was not empty, but three other capsuleers were signed into the local communications beacon, their locations
unknown.
The ship slowed as it approached the next stargate. The readouts showed the gate fifteen kilometers ahead. The ship
began to make its best subluminal speed but it was covering the distance at what felt like a snail’s pace.
When they were about ten kilometers out, another capsuleer ship, this one a small but specialized frigate-class vessel
- an interceptor - streaked past them and exited warp within the gate’s perimeter. Daven tensed, as their ship was
nearly defenseless with its pilot unresponsive. She scanned the board, evaluating whether she could pilot the ship

if needed. It seemed that most of the commands were there, but she had only done this in simulations. Her first
experience in a real ship being combat against an experienced capsuleer foe didn’t sound greatly better than their
current situation. Though, it did sound a little better.
The interceptor waited in the gate’s perimeter, unmoving. Then the magnetic beam energized, it was towed into
position and the gate fired. Daven checked the distance indicator. Five kilometers.
This was all her fault, she thought desperately. She should never have gotten involved. The interceptor was almost
surely waiting in the next system. And now they were going to die out here in lawless space, far from anyone’s help
or even knowledge. She should have listened to her father, but instead had gotten him killed too. She began to panic,
and look around for any means of escape.
But there was none. She recalled an old Gallente saying: sometimes the only way out is through. She was going to
have to at least try to pilot the ship. If they could get to the station that Hemi had set course for, whoever his friends
or contacts on that station were, they were likely to be friendly enough.
“Autopilot jumping.”
As the new system came into view, she knew her worst fears were realized. But she was already resolved. Her hands
shook but she keyed in the code to override the piloting controls. If Hemi were awake he could easily take them
back and lock out her console, but no countermand was issued. The display showed the interceptor, and in addition,
two heavy assault cruisers and a…
Her stomach dropped, but she let out a shaky breath and gritted her teeth in resolve. “A Vindicator,” she muttered.
Whoever their enemies were, they were well-equipped. The ship type was based on the Gallente Navy’s standard
Megathron-class battleship, but significantly improved and specialized by the Angel Cartel pirate organization. Not
only was it capable of much more destruction, it was hardier and specialized to slow and trap ships so that the rest
of its fleet could deliver a pounding without the victim being able to escape.
She keyed the commands to align for the destination station, which was in this system. The ship lurched and began
to pick up speed. But, as expected, all the other ships began to lock on to Hemi’s cruiser. Daven got some distance
from the gate, but not enough velocity to enter warp, when the interceptor caught up and disrupted the ship’s warp
engines. The agile ship began a tight orbit around them. Bullets and missiles from the fleet began to impact the
ship’s armor.
Daven changed vectors, hoping to throw off the interceptor’s orbit and get far enough away that they would go out
of range of its warp disruptor. At the last minute, the interceptor pilot compensated for Daven’s manoeuvre and did
not lose the lock.
Then, the battleship’s stasis webifiers were applied. These modules were designed to disrupt sublight engine output.
The ship’s velocity slowed to a crawl. Daven turned on the armor repairers, and the nanobots went to work noisily.
But it was not enough, and she knew it would not keep up with the damage. She was unable to warp, barely able to
move, and the ship’s armor was showing that it was almost breached.
Daven turned around. “I’m so sorry, Papa.”
His face was white with fear and strain. He didn’t at first seem to have understood what she said. But slowly, he
nodded. A small, rueful smile even played on his lips. “Well, you got to fly your ship at last. And we’re together. I
can think of worse ways to go.”
Tears filled Daven’s eyes. Her father didn’t hate her for what she’d gotten them into. It was still a horrific turn of
events, but she felt that she could face it, if only her father didn’t absolutely condemn her for it.
The console showed the hull plating under the armor was rapidly disappearing. A loud whistling sprang from one
of the bulkheads as the air began to squeal out of a small hole that had appeared. The ship seemed to roll as it lost
attitude control. A loud kchunk sounded as the displays flashed red. “CAPSULE EJECTED” appeared across the

screen and it flashed a few times before the display lost power and went black.
A sickening feeling accompanied the screech of metal tearing and buckling and the roar of several simultaneous
explosions. There was a feeling of spinning and a sideways lurch, but it seemed to end quickly, and the compartment
came to rest, its remaining gyros stopping the uncontrolled spinning. All was quiet except the persistent hiss of escaping air. Deathly quiet, without the hum of the engines and with just the buzz of the emergency lighting.
Daven looked to Roeber. He was looking wide-eyed, but aside from a scratch on his cheek he seemed otherwise
unharmed, kept immobile in his harness. She quickly inspected herself and similarly saw no injuries.
She unharnessed and began searching for something to stop the air leak. She found a metal plate, located the breach,
and put it over the hole. It adhered by air pressure and the sound stopped. Now that this was taken care of, she
started trying to think of other ways to busy herself. Above all she did not want to address her father. She couldn’t
face the idea of his disapproval. They had not, after all, died together, and now what their relationship would be she
could not imagine. For his part, he sat in stoic silence.
An idea began to form that maybe they would die together, after all: the air supply in this compartment could not
be infinite. How long would they float out here before the air was finally used up? But that could be long enough
for her father to re-think his attitude toward their predicament. But before the idea could gather steam and begin to
seriously unsettle Daven, the compartment lurched again, causing her to stumble. They were moving.
In a moment, the compartment lurched again, this time in the opposite direction and the movement ceased. She
heard a rushing sound outside the compartment, and the metal plate blocking the air leak fell to the floor with a
loud bang. Moments later, the hatch by which they had entered was rattled from the other side. It had been jammed
shut by the twisting metal, but after a few moments, it was forced open.
Three men in flight crew overalls were on the other side. They indicated that Daven and Roeber should come with
them and they were escorted out into a much larger cargo bay that was otherwise similar to the one they’d been in.
Daven speculated that they must be aboard the Vindicator. She glanced back at the naked, rectangular cargo compartment with its twisted metal and wires, all that remained of Hemi’s cruiser.
They were led to a small office with a console similar to the Rapier’s and seated on an upholstered couch. Unlike
the spare and spartan interior of the Rapier, this vessel seemed to have more comforts for non-capsuleer crew. The
crewmen stood by and spoke into an intercom. A few moments later, a woman’s image appeared on the viewscreen.
“I’m Aegis Commander Magda Devalier of the Federal Defense Union. We destroyed the ship you were
traveling on due to its cargo, which we suspect of being a weapon to be used against the Gallente Militia. We were
happy to note that you survived the destruction of the vessel, so you’re being given passage to our destination. You
are Gallente?”
Roeber spoke up. “Citizens of the Caldari State, at the moment. But, yes, we are ethnic Gallente.”
The Aegis Commander was dismissive. “It’s not important, I was just curious. What do you know about the
pilot of that ship?”
Now Daven responded. “Not much. We just met him and were only his reluctant passengers. You could say
we were his hostages.”
“I see. We’re not sure whether he is an active agent against the Federation or whether he was just looking to
profit. But we’ll find out soon.”

Daven and her father looked at each other, trying to make sense of the Commander’s words. But she did not give
them long to wonder. “Enough of this for now. Let’s talk in person and we can decide what to do with you. We’re
just now docking. My people will escort you into the station and we’ll talk there.”
They were escorted out of the Vindicator. Daven stopped to look back and admire the battleship. It was absolutely
majestic, floating on its mag beams. She felt a rush of pride at being Gallente, though it felt out of place given this

serious situation they were in. A man in a plain green flight suit, one of the escorts, gave her a nudge down the passageway, and after a last look back, she went.
They were brought to a conference room connected with the suite of rooms outside a typical capsuleer’s Captain’s
Quarters and left alone. The wait was long, and mostly filled with an awkward silence. Roeber smouldered quietly
and refused to look directly at her. After being so forgiving when he thought they would die, he seemed to have
retracted the sentiment. Daven decided not to pursue the question at the moment.
The door opened and three capsuleers strode in. Aegis Commander Devalier led them, recognizable from her
portrait they had seen earlier. She was tall, and her wavy hair was pulled back and wet, as if she had just showered.
She was followed by two men, both capsuleers. They sat across from Daven and Roeber. Without preamble, the
Commander started.
“Now, tell me how you happened to be in the company of Hemi Matari. Capsuleers do not often carry
baseliners aboard except their crews, and we happen to know that Matari was flying his cruiser solo.”
Daven quickly related the events on Jita 4-4 that had led them to board the smuggler’s ship. “And you say you have
no previous relationship with any of these people?” The Commander gave a skeptical scowl. ”You want me to believe
that you just got yourself involved in a criminal operation with someone who just strolled into your bar, just like
that.”
Daven was silent, trying to think of any evidence she could piece together that would convince the woman. Roeber
continued to fume without any comment. Following a sudden inspiration, Daven asked, “Where is Hemi, speaking
of him? I heard his capsule get ejected, and the ship’s systems said so too.”
Devalier’s eyes narrowed and she thought a moment before answering. “We podded him. He’s waking up in a station somewhere right now. We have locator agents looking for him to try and find out where his loyalties lie. He’s
a known outlaw, but that is not of much interest to us. The real question is whether he is an enemy of the Gallente
Federation, so he can be marked as such. And whether you are his partners, which makes you the same.”
But.. just a minute ago, you said something interesting. The ship’s systems told you his capsule ejected?
What systems?”
“Hemi was… something happened to him. He stopped responding and even started his autopilot once we
entered Curse.” The capsuleers looked shocked. “I … I knew his codes so I took over piloting. But then we ran into
you. My term at the conn of his ship was pretty short.”
“So, you say you knew his ship codes but still maintain you have no connection to Hemi Matari?”
“He wasn’t very careful. I saw him type them in when he was prepping the ship to leave Jita. And I’ve studied capsuleer vessels enough to know what security clearance they provide and how to use them,” Daven couldn’t
help putting in.
Devalier looked sideways at one of her associates and back to Daven. “You might be interested to know that we
almost lost point on you.” The commander was using capsuleer jargon that Daven was secretly pleased that she
knew from her studies. The word “point” meant the effect of a warp core scrambling module. “When your ship
sling-shotted our interceptor he had to scramble to catch up. That was some decent flying, but you say it was you,
and not him. How did he come to be … in that condition?”
“We don’t know. He stopped responding to us over the intercom after we entered Ammatar space.” She
remembered something. “He said he wasn’t feeling very well. That was after he took the booster…”
Devalier again looked significantly at her associates. “Now that is interesting. Those boosters were tainted. We got
intelligence that someone was trying to sell tainted boosters to our militia, with the idea to unexpectedly take out
a part of our fleet during some upcoming strategic ops. If Hemi took the booster, he obviously didn’t know it was
tainted. That means he was just a profiteer.” Devalier suddenly laughed, a short, barking, sarcastic laugh. “Hoist by
his own petard.” The other capsuleers chuckled.
“Now that I think back, his contact told him not to consume the booster,” Daven added.
“Well, it appears you’re not in league with enemies of the Gallente Federation. That improves your chances
a good bit. We might be able to arrange jobs for you out here, or get you passage back to Jita.”

A wild idea began to germinate in Daven’s mind. Roeber wouldn’t like it. And it was risky, in a way. But it would
cement their future. They would want leverage, Hemi had said. Well, better to give them what they wanted. And if
possible, what she wanted.
“What station is this?” Daven asked, her blood pressure rising. She already knew the answer - it was on the
insignia she had seen on station personnel while being escorted here.
“Well, you’re in the Jorund system, and this station is owned by the Serpentis corporation. We came here
to get the boosters chemically analyzed to make sure we got the right guy. Though that doesn’t seem necessary any
longer, if your story is true.”
The Serpentis corporation was part of the Angel Cartel, which was of course an organized crime group. “Would
you send us back to Caldari space knowing that Gallente Federation militia are working with the Serpentis corporation?”
Devalier leaned back, puzzled. “That had occurred to us. But I don’t understand why you would draw attention to it. We have ways of… encouraging you to see things our way. One of which is the possibility - which is still
on the table - of just spacing you and having done with it.”
“But you don’t like to do that to civilians?” This was a gambit, but Daven assumed that they would already
have been threatened with it, or just subjected to it by now if she was wrong.
“And why wouldn’t they?” burst from Roeber. All heads turned to him. “These are capsuleers.” he sneered
the word.
“Papa… “ Daven started.
“No,” the commander interrupted. “I want to hear what he has to say.”
“They’ve.. you’ve forgotten what it’s like not to be immortal. You don’t see things like we do. What is warfare to you? What is crime and punishment? Just a game. But for us, everything is on the line.”
He leaned in, looking from person to person. “The empires assure us of our rights, especially the Gallente Federation. Freedom and equal rights for all!” he spat. “But next to the right to life, what are all the other rights? They are
useless if we are not around to enjoy them. But you don’t understand that any more. It’s clear that that part of your
ethics died when you underwent the procedure.”
He waved dismissively. “So why not space us? It’s what you had in mind from the beginning, right? You have
no concern for the rights of baseliners.”
The capsuleers had been staring at him during this speech. The looked at one another. “Well said,” Devalier
said thoughtfully, after an interval. “If we don’t respect your rights, we have betrayed the spirit of our culture. You
would be right to condemn us in that case. Have you lived in Jita station most of your life?” They nodded.
“Don’t judge all pod pilots by the ones in Jita. It’s a place of great pressure for our kind. Everyone there is
either trying to scam you, or trying to avoid being scammed. The baseliners don’t like or trust the capsuleers, and the
feeling is mostly mutual. Where they do get along, the only reason is that large amounts of cash are being exchanged.
The worst there are the worst you’ll find, and the best are not at their best.” She glanced at Roeber who was eyeing
her critically. But his anger had lost its edge.
“But back to the present. We still have the problem of your loyalty. We don’t, I repeat don’t, want to get
coercive. But you don’t seem to have a stake in this game.”
Daven pounced. “I have an alternative for you.” The room looked to her. “You and Hemi both said good
things about my knowledge and my piloting. This was my first real flight, but I have a lot of time in the simulators.
It’s my only obsession.”
She took a breath. “If you were to sponsor me into the University of Caille on the capsuleer track, you can
see that there is no way we’d take any action that would work out badly for you. It would be biting the hand that
would be feeding us.
“And.. “ Now, the egalite card, Daven thought. Let’s see how much a daughter of the Gallente Federation
this commander really is. “...And I have the interest and the aptitude for this, but I’m just a common baseliner. How
much more should someone like me get this opportunity than, say, the daughter of a rich merchant, or Amarrian
holder’s cousin?”
Devalier got a thoughtful look. “And above all, you’re willing to take risks. Being risk averse is a plague on
our kind, considering our unique advantages. And this was quite a gambit.” She allowed a smile to touch the corners
of her lips. “Would you be willing to sign a contract stipulating that you commit to an initial engagement in our

militia?”
Daven’s heart beat hard, but she managed to look business-like. “Of course.”
“It so happens that we are always in need of good pilots. And qualified recruits that work out bring a finder’s
fee. But what does your Papa think about this? Without his acceptance, this plan isn’t going anywhere.”
Roeber looked startled. He thought for a moment and chose his words carefully. “Daven is her own woman. She
has her opinions, and I have mine. As you can see, they don’t always coincide. But I can tell you, as the person best
placed to know, that this has been her obsession from childhood, little as I may like it. And you may believe that I
would never do anything to jeopardize her education and future career, whatever it may be.
“Also…” he looked thoughtfully at Magda Devalier. “I would love to be proved wrong in my own opinions.
I know you don’t need my approval, but I have been pleasantly surprised by your consideration. So far.”
“Well. I think we can make this work. Though, we will be keeping a close eye on your activities... and your
bar.” The commander stood up and reached out a hand to Daven. “Congratulations, Cadet.”

Rapture

Illustration by Niden

Niden

Screaming through space at the speed of insanity, she felt like her soul and and mind almost could not keep up, and
that if she let go, they would both be gone. She could feel the overheated microwarpdrive, pushed beyond its limits,
melting, spewing a torrent of force so great that the ship violently shook and writhed in unholy groans as the internal
structure was tortured by violent acceleration. She could taste blood in her mouth. She could feel her heart beating.
This was death. This was life. At this moment, there was nothing else.
Heaven and hell were the same place at nine kilometers per second. 150mm autocannon EMP rounds slid into
position, coldly uncaring of their sole reason for existence.
Locked in.
As the ship stopped accelerating and the microwarpdrive switched off, the stillness and silence of a windless,
bottomless black lake enveloped the world, time itself was denied. The entirety of existence was waiting on
her thought, as if it was the first one that had ever been. The trepidation of reality to begin.
As she gave birth to the thought, a hail of ballistic death manifested violently to either side of the ship, and stabbed
through the void.
This was the only true reason, there was no other. This moment.
~
Kadeo Mei’s life principles rested solidly on three foundations: Honour, respect and tradition. His father, Ashuka
Mei, was a Lai Dai regional manager with ties directly to Alakoni Ishanoya, the megacorp’s CEO. Through
generations, the Mei family had an unblemished record of service to Lai Dai and the family traditions ran deep
in Kadeo’s veins. In the six months after being granted the honour of becoming a capsuleer, his service record
to company and State had reflected his high station flawlessly. He was the pride of the family.
The crew of his Caracal class cruiser, the Unuoto Uakan, had been allotted to him by way of service, but in them

he had fostered loyalty through respect and fairness, two things that weren’t necessarily required from a person of
his station. The fact that the ship had remained intact through all the missions they had conducted in Caldari high
security space had given the captain somewhat of a reputation that life pods were not needed on board the Unuoto
- they never seemed to be necessary.
With Kadeo’s heritage and performance in the field, more was expected of him. Since service to the family and
company always came first, Kadeo could set fear aside. He was not so unwise as to ignore it - his father had taught
him that much - but he used it rather than being under its command. And so, when his agent had proposed to him a
mission to low security space in order to deal with a pirate threat to company mining operations, he did not hesitate
to accept.
Little did he know the true objective of the mission.
~
“Where the fuck are we going En?” Hasán said with an annoyed look on his face while swiping some sweat-laden
short locks off his forehead, his almond brown face moist from the perspiration.
As they walked into a narrow street and into a slight shadow, a temporary respite from the relentless heat, the
woman walking in front of him replied nonchalantly “What’s with the attitude you little baseliner shit? I’m meeting
a friend.”
The city surrounding them was crude and spartan. It looked more like an oversized tribal village than a metropolis,
with buildings seldom reaching further than a couple of stories in height. Their rough, stone-like walls were the
same matte beige as the desert surrounding the city. Everything bore the signs of years of erosion at the mercy of
sandstorms and scorching sun.
Behind them, a hulking giant of a man was walking with a somewhat awkward gait. The childlike expression on
his face at odds with the rest of his appearance. His un-proportionally muscular body was riddled with obvious
cybernetic augmentations and poorly healed scar tissue.
“A ‘friend’? Yeah right. Look, I think we both know what’s going on. Why don’t you just drop the act?” Hasán
replied, adding some emphasis with a gesture of his hands.
Niden stopped in the middle of the dusty street, and tuning said with annoyed voice “Oh yeah Hasán? What’s going
on Hasán? Because all I see going on is a Minmatar baseliner…”
Rolling his eyes and putting his arms across his chest he cut her off, “Oh come on En, don’t give me the old ‘I’m a
capsuleer’ speech, I know it by heart now. You need me, I unfortunately need you, and we both know it. Besides, if
you haven’t noticed, we’re surrounded by regular people, not walking test tube abominations like you.” He opened
his arms and held them out towards the wide street they had just left, mockingly arching his eyebrows “Would you
like me to declare to the street over there that there is a capsuleer in their city? No?”
Swiping back a long black strand of her hair, also clammy with sweat, she seemed ready to retort, then thought
better of it. In the end she said in a somewhat lighter tone “Just relax you little geek, gimme a fucking break, or I
swear to fucking God I’ll sell you back into slavery,” before turning back to continue her determined walk in the
scorching heat.
With a smirk on his lips Hasán replied “God? Oh that’s rich. I don’t imagine he’s too happy with you at this point,”
lazily following behind her.
Niden did not reply. The giant man’s face lit up, seemingly because it was finally his turn to say something, “Can we
stop fighting now, please Hasán, please En?”

“Shut up Cob!”, both replied in unison.
As they came to a narrow crossing they made a right, leaving the cool shadow of the previous street and stepping
onto the hot cobblestone of the next. Passing by a small, rustic spice trader shop on their left and a quiet, run down
café on their right, they continued on. The only signs of technology in a setting that otherwise almost seemed timeless were the cheap signs of various establishments along the street, but even these were few in number. The handful
of people on the street and in the café were all locals - Minmatar in appearance and clad in lightly coloured robes,
well suited to the heat and sand.
The foreigners walking down the street were so very obviously out of place. Hasán still wore his mottled blue
working overall, covered in stains of oil and dirt. His complexion, dark, curly hair and chiseled features made
him almost look local and of the trio he probably drew the least amount of attention.
The same could not be said for Cob who would stand out almost anywhere, with his massive frame, awkward walk
and visible implants. His skin must have originally been white, but was grossly discoloured in large patches, varying
in colour from grey and a matte yellow, to purple and red. As if that was not enough, he wore soft sandals, loose
pants and a white T-shirt with a pink heart on it and the text “Friends For Ever”.
At the head of their motley crew walked Niden, with her long black hair, facial piercings and tattooed arms. She
wore a worn-out leather jacket on top of a torn black tank top, black pants and combat boots. All of it so obviously
wrong for the environment she was in.
At length, Hasán spoke. “So who is this friend anyway?”
“An old agent of mine, we go way back,” Niden responded assuringly.
Hasán chuckled, “‘Agent’? What are you talking about? You’ve never done an honest day’s work in your life. What
did you do, share his bed for forged mission reports?”
“Watch your mouth shitstain,” Niden replied, pointing a warning finger in Hasán’s general direction, but not
looking back.
Hasán replied dismissively “Yeah, yeah, can you just get your smack so we can get the fuck out of here? I want to go
to the bazaar and get something to eat.”
To this, Niden did not reply, but the subtle flash of consternation in her face alluded to her discomfort with the
comment.
“I am hungry,” Cob sighed solemnly, not so much to the others, but simply as a statement to himself.
Hasán’s brow furrowed as they approached a dome-like structure that had the appearance of a nightclub, with stairs
leading down below street level from the entrance, into the dimly lit interior from which soft music was emanating.
It was flanked by two men in beige and dark brown light dropsuits, each leisurely holding an assault rifle at their hip.
He stopped in his tracks and said, “Wait, don’t tell me this is another Angel scumbag you fucking psycho! I mean, I
shouldn’t be surprised. On the other hand, I’m pretty sure he wasn’t an ‘agent’ either.”
Niden tuned to him said in a hushed tone, “Mind your own business. It’s fine, just wait out here while I go talk to
the guy. Won’t take long.”
Cob directed his statement at Niden this time, “I am really hungry Miss En.”
“Shut up Cob, I’ll be out before you know it and you can go and stuff your fat face with grease boy here.”
Hasán leaned in, and pointing his his right hand to himself said “If it wasn’t for this ‘grease boy’, that ship, which I

might add you stole from the despicable Mr. Nardieu, would never have left dock, Niden.”
Niden promptly invaded Hasán’s private space with her angry face inches away from his. “Don’t. Say. My. Name.”
she growled between clenched teeth, “How many times do I have to tell you? Are you forgetting the little bounty
hunter incident in Alsavoinon? Don’t think for a second Dal Nathara has given up. That fucking lunatic may be
crazy as a hound, but he’s got a hard on for catching me from here to the throne worlds. To him, you’re just a piece
of meat in the way. Remember that.”
At that, she turned away and descended into the darkness of the building. The men outside made it clear that Hasán
and Cob were not welcome to follow.
~
Kadeo Mei terminated the FTL communications secure channel to Airkio, Lai Dai headquarters. A sinking feeling
of concern festered in his chest as he lay motionless in the hydrostatic fluid of his capsule. Ikare Peltoraki, the head
of Lai Dai’s security division, had been on the other end. Being contacted directly by Mr. Peltoraki after their
unexpected findings was out of the ordinary to begin with. The fact that Mr. Peltoraki had demanded a secure
line and that records of the conversation be erased immediately was downright strange.
Mr. Peltoraki had inquired as to how many crew had observed the object now in their cargo hold and demanded
their names. Kadeo had dutifully provided all twelve, but felt uneasy about it. Lai Dai security had subdivisions that
solved “problems” off the books and in obscurity. Those that inquired too much as to their activities would often
either commit “suicide” or go missing. At best coming back as a shadow of their former selves, unable to speak of it,
at worst not coming back at all, erased from all records. As if they had never existed.
The Unuoto Uakan drifted silently away from the asteroid facility from which a number of her crew had just
returned, the faraway star casting long black shadows from the pair of towers that protruded from the mottled
brown surface. Kadeo found himself wondering if any were still alive in there. It mattered not. Orders had been
given, but he could not help but feel a part of his mind rebel against what he was about to do.
There was no such thing as good or evil, the world was simply divided into winners and losers. After all, is it
not possible that Kadeo might have been in their position, working for the Cartel, had he lived under their
circumstances? Were these not brothers, sisters, sons and daughters, even fathers and mothers? His own mother
had always said that Kadeo’s greatest strength and greatest weakness both were his compassion. He lived in a world
where such a characteristic came at a price.
Pushing the thought aside with well a rehearsed mental motion, he willed the ship’s targeting systems to lock
the structure. Heavy missile launchers swiveled precisely on their gyros and opened their ports to reveal rows of
warheads.
So lost he was in his thoughts that he did not think to check the directional scanner for any nearby ships. Had he
looked, he would have seen a Dramiel class frigate on scan within 14.3 AU, closing at speed.
~
Shanley Beauward watched the inbound shuttle enter the outer dock from a dirty station window. Hasán had called
and told him to get everything ready for departure as quickly as humanly possible. They had been on station for the
past week, and while Cob kept his quarters tidy, the same could not be said for Miss Sommer or Hasán.
By the tone of Hasán’s voice, Shanley knew something was happening, and he could not wait. He had made up the
third person in a crew of three for only two weeks and this was his first capsuleer captain. In fact, this was his first
captain, period.
Shanley was not an attractive man. His boylike features, thin, matte blond hair and overweight body had done him

no favours over the years. Being selected for something, even though he was under no illusions as to why other techs
had refused service onboard the Absu, made him feel special for once in his life. Faced with the choice between
waiting around to die alone or take a chance with his life, he’d chosen the latter.
Within minutes, the door to the hangar he was in opened, and Niden, Hasán and Cob stormed in. The clang from
their rushed footsteps upon the mesh grating of the gangway echoed angrily across the vast space. Meeting them
halfway, he nervously clasped his hands and averting his gaze downward said “I’ve made everything ready, just as
you ordered Miss Sommer”.
He knew that many crews never even met their capsuleer captain, let alone stood in their presence. Shanley
considered himself truly blessed.
Brushing past Shanley, Niden snapped her fingers, “Oh quit calling me that and get your fat ass into the ship, we’re
moving out.”
Shanley joined Hasán behind her and asked in a hushed tone “What’s going on man? What’s the rush? Where are
we going?”
“Don’t ask,” Hasán replied with a sigh. “You know how I said you’d regret working with her? Well, it’s about to
happen.”
They made their way to the ship, hovering dead still in the vast space. The Absu was a Dramiel class frigate - an
Angel Cartel design, known for its speed. Some hundred meters from bow to stern, her main body resembled the
head of a bird of prey. On either side of the hull long “tusks” stretched forward and the ship’s entire appearance was
intimidating. Unlike regular Angel Cartel ships, her fuselage was a dusky charcoal grey, riddled with what looked
like scar tissue - clear signs of combat repairs performed by the nanite-fueled, on-board armour repairer.
As they approached, the Absu came to life. Visually, only a sparse number of lights came on to indicate that it was
active. Audibly, however, the low growl of the fractal acceleration shell capacitors coming online methodically rose
to a high pitch, reverberating through the massive hangar.
Hasán watched Niden make her way to the hydrostatic capsule gantry as a platform silently elevated him, Cob and
Shanley towards the bowels of the ship. He caught a glimpse of her picking something from her pocket and putting
it in her mouth. Great, she’s getting high again, he thought to himself, sighing.
Just before they vanished into the port that had opened amidships, he caught a glimpse of her throwing off her
jacket and opening a purple can. To the untrained eye, this might not have seemed significant, but Hasán knew that
was Quafe Zero - a potent drink marketed towards capsuleers, so ridiculously expensive that the price of one can
could fund a small army of people for a year. She must have gotten it on the planet, along with the booster she just
took. Hasán shuddered to wonder what kind of deal those had been a part of.
The reason he knew what to look for is because he had seen this before. Niden was an addict of certain experiences
and substances, both of which were often of the illegal kind. This particular combination would put her into a
rapturous, hyperactive and often delirious state.
The sinking feeling in his chest moved to his stomach as the port sealed below them.
~
Kadeo Mei may have forgotten to check the scanner on his ship, but the angry red icon appearing on his tactical
overview ripped him from his somber contemplation within seconds. The Unuoto’s systems identified the vessel as
a Dramiel class frigate, capsule piloted. It had exited warp some seventy kilometers off the starboard bow.
He had barely registered the new arrival before the Dramiel violently accelerated, directly towards the Unuoto.

Kadeo aligned his ship to a safe warp trajectory as soon as he was able, but his absent-mindedness would cost him
as the Caracal aligned with a speed that seemed painfully slow.
His onboard CPU calculated the speed of the Dramiel to be nine kilometers per second as it burned towards him.
It was locking. He wasn’t going to make it. It was all happening too fast.
The sickly greenish blue tentacle of a warp scrambler ray stabbed
from the frigate, shutting down the Unuoto’s warp drive.
150mm rounds pierced the blackness and slammed into the shields of the cruiser.
~
Hasán’s white-knuckled hands gripped the armrests
of his seat as if his very life depended on it. His teeth
felt as though they had been welded together and his
breath came in short, violent bursts. He barely registered
Shanley’s panicked screaming. All he could hear was the
high-pitched banshee wail of the microwarpdrive and the
groans of the hull as it bent.
The bridge of the Dramiel was relatively small, triangularly shaped, and roughly
at a 45-degree angle. The interior was poorly lit, dirty and had the appearance of the inside of a hollowed out bird’s
chest, with spines stretching from a central column along the ceiling. In its center, above the seats, a three
dimensional tactical image swirled wildly around in mid air, it was the feed from the outboard camera drone - the
very same Niden was looking at from her capsule further astern.
All of a sudden, the violent shaking stopped as the microwarpdrive was turned off. From bedlam to ghostly serenity
in the span of a moment. Even Shanley seemed to have run out of air.
But Hasán knew what came next. Past the forward bulkhead behind him he could hear the faint hum of
ammunition feeder motors coming to life. He could hear the main engine coolant pumps below deck begin
thumping as the afterburner became active.
He then realised what they had been racing towards; a Caracal cruiser. The cold lump in his stomach made itself
clearly known again. This was positively suicidal, even for her.
~
Banking abruptly to her left, Niden engaged the Coreli afterburner and set about a five kilometer orbit around the
Caracal. Even in her fevered state, she knew that engaging a cruiser was highly precarious, even a momentary lapse
in judgement could be fatal.
Most combat ships were fit with either a microwarpdrive or an afterburner, the Absu had both. This made it capable
of incredible speeds, but also meant sacrifices in the way of protection.
It was a gamble. A gamble in velocity. The only way a frigate like the Dramiel could survive an engagement with
a Caracal was through maneuvering at high speeds. That, and the prayer that it was not fit with rapid light missile
launchers - designed specifically to destroy smaller craft.
She deployed a trio of Acolyte light combat drones as an angry swarm of missiles left the cruiser and aligned towards
her.
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Heavy missiles. This could be done. The autocannons sang to her in staccato as warhead detonations violently shook
the ship.
~
The spacious room was silent and gloomy, save for the cold ambient light of the nearby planet streaming in from the
panorama window. The man sitting at the heavy desk between Niden and the window had not reacted to the steel,
cubical case she had put in front of him. Even in the shadows his eyes seemed piercing, and she did her best to hide
her unease. She just wanted to get paid and get the hell out of there.
At length he released her from his gaze and focused on the case, exhaling audibly as he studied its plain, grey surface
and the Lai Dai logotype on the lid.
The silence made her uncomfortable, “This is what you asked for, now where’s my payment?” she asked with an
annoyed tone, unable to hide a hint of nervousness.
Ignoring her, he released and removed the lid, gently placing it to his right on the wide desk. The single item inside
was an obsidian orb, about twenty centimeters in diameter. In its center, she thought she could see something
moving. The thing emanated a sense of wrongness she could not put her finger on, and it made her all the
more uneasy and eager to have this over with.
“Your payment,” the man replied in a deep and clear voice, “is right here.”
Something was wrong. It was in the way he said it. Niden took a step back.
To her left, stepping out of the pitch black shadows of the wall was a face she had seen before. The light from the
window illuminated the shaved head and stern face of Dal Nathara, one of the most ruthless and feared bounty
hunters in the Amarr empire.
“A pleasure to meet you again, Miss Sommer.”
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The Rifter
Kirith Kodachi

“Another day, another credit,” Jorge said with a sigh to his best friend Ricky as they lugged their personal mining
gear through the airlock and into the combined storage area and locker room. Ricky chuckled and shook his head.
“You get a whole credit?” he asked in mock surprise.
They shared a fatalistic laugh and exchanged more banter as they stored their stuff in their respective lockers and
headed for the shower. After they were clean and dressed in the off duty green coveralls with their name on a badge
stitched into their breast that was standard wear for members of the colony, they left the locker area and passed
through a bulkhead into the small colony’s command and control deck.
“Hi daddy!” Officially children were not supposed to be waiting in the C&C but in a colony this small and this
isolated rules tended to be bent and broken with regularity to make the life of the miners a little more bearable.
Jorge’s 6 year old daughter Tess ran up and into his arms and he picked her up and swung her around and she
giggled. “Hi uncle Ricky!”
“Hello Tess,” he responded warmly. The colony had only 22 people on it and only Jorge and his wife had children,
young Tess and and her teenaged brother Gim who was waiting sullenly in a chair be the hatch to the corridor. The
boy was looking unhappy at being forced to watch over his little sister. “What trouble could she get into on this
rock?” he asked angrily many times before.
Jorge put his daughter down (“She is growing so big!” he thought with a touch of sadness) and turned to pick up a
clip board to sign his team out for the day. “All went well,” he told Stephane who was manning the C&C control
panel, “we sent about 20 m3 ore into the smelter.”
Stephane, in his blue coveralls denoting he was a member of the colony administration staff, ignored the other as he
concentrated intently on his screens. “Steph?” Jorge called again. Steph looked up as if he was surprised to see him
or anyone else there and said, “Oh Jorge! Quick, come take a look at this.”
Puzzled, Jorge and Ricky moved over to the screen and looked up at the rarely used local space grid view. There in
the center was an icon representing the large asteroid where the colony had been established to mine scordite, and
off to either sides were the other local asteroids that the colony mined as well, gravitationally locked in their familiar
positions. Today, however, a new icon had appeared, a red triangle off in the corner. While the men processed this
new strange sight it moved slightly a few pixels across the screen.
“What is it?” Ricky asked the controller.

“It appears to be a ship of some sort. I’m not picking up any thrusters or scanners. I’m not picking up anything at all.
It just coasted into view a little while ago and hasn’t done anything but coast since. It’s not very big. Bigger than a
lifeboat but not an industrial or mining ship.” They were all afraid that a mining ship was going to show up someday
and strip their small find of all useful ore despite the legal contract claim they had purchased from the Republic.
“It might be someone in trouble,” Ricky said, “I think we should light them up and see what’s going on.”
“No no no,” Steph shook his head emphatically. “Let’s just let them drift out of view. We don’t need any trouble.”
Jorge was torn. On one hand he wanted to help people that might be in trouble but on the other hand he too was
worried about outside interference of the colony. Their life might not be easy there but at least it was their life and
their decisions. But he thought how he would feel if his family was in trouble and others ignored them and that
made up his mind. “We got to see what’s going on, Steph. If people are in trouble we are obligated as human beings
to try and help them.”
Steph shook his head and sighed, but nevertheless activated the controls for the scanner to send out LADAR beams
and illuminate the mysterious object. They went out and returned at the speed of light and in moments the
computer started constructing an image of what we were looking at.
“A Rifter!” Gim exclaimed from behind the adults. The Minmatar Republic designed frigate warship resolved on
the screen as the light beams had more time to scan it. “It looks damaged, see the scorch marks here and here?” Ricky
pointed out on the screen. “It’s venting gases too,” Steph added, “but no detectable radiation or activity.”
Jorge realized the other men were waiting for him to make the next decision. Although the colony had no official
leader per say, Steph was usually the final word on shifts, vacations, selling the processed ore to the market, and
arranging for a warp capable ship to bring supplies and shuttle people to and from the outpost. This, however, was
beyond his ken and he was not comfortable with that. As the head of the only family on the station and the oldest
man, the others deferred to Jorge.
“Alright, let’s go get the tug Ricky. We’ll see if anyone is on there that needs our help. Kids, go tell your mom what’s
going on.”
*****
“The generator looks like it shut down automatically when the capacitor bank blew,” Ricky observed. They moved
further into engineering, their mining suits working sufficiently in the airless corridors of the frigate. “But the warp
core is still whole,” Jorge observed.
“Yeah, but why are their no bodies? The escape pods are still in place. Its creeping me out, Jorge. Maybe Steph is
right, maybe we should just get out of here now that we know there is no one here.”
“No Ricky, we need to find the ship logs. If this ship has been floating out here for longer than a month, then it’s
free to salvage. Think of how much money we could get for the parts of this ship!”
“I dunno Jor, this is a warship, not some industrial.”
They rounded a corner into the back of the engineering compartment and Jorge let out an “Ah ha!”
“Well that explains the lack of any crew,” Ricky said. There in the middle of the room was the bulky interface for an
empty capsule dock, with cables leaving it in all directions to interface with the rest of the ship.
*****

“Gim, pass me that hammer.”
The teenager scooted below a hanging power conduit and grabbed a mallet with a rubber head from the tool box.
“This one, dad?”
“Nah, I need the ball peen hammer. This bolt is stuck in harder than an Amarrian’s wallet in his pocket.” Gim
laughed at the joke and Jorge marvelled again at how the project of stripping the Rifter of its useful parts had opened
the sullen boy up out of his shell.
Jorge felt good; spending time with a happy son and improving the life of his fellow colony members. Some parts
of the ship would be sold as scrap salvage and other parts used to update the old colony’s computers and equipment.
Ricky slid down a ladder. “Got that warp core mount off yet?”
Jorge hammered with all his might despite being cramped below a bulkhead support behind the device. The stuck
bolt finally shot free and the ringing stayed in his ears for a few seconds. “Yeah, finally!” he moaned.
“Awesome! This is going to bring a nice chunk of change in for us!” Ricky rubbed his hands together with a gleam
in his eye. “I’m going to use my share to buy a real holoreel projector.”
*****
“That’s my ship,” the electronic voice stated. Steph took turns sweatily staring at the control panel and glaring Jorge.
“I understand that,” Jorge told the avatar on the screen, “but we were well within our rights to salvage it.
CONCORD law states...”
“That’s MY ship,” the avatar growled menacingly.
“Jorge...” Ricky muttered in warning.
“You can’t have it!” Gim shouted defiantly from the back of the room. “BE QUIET!” his father yelled at him from
over his shoulder. “Daddy?” Tess said with fear in her voice and tears brimming in her eyes. “Its OK honey,” he lied.
He turned back to the monitor. “Look, we already salvaged and sold most of the parts. But we will pay you the
credits we got for it. Please, we are just miners and our outpost is defenseless. We don’t want any trouble.”
The avatar was silent for a moment. Then it spoke, “I don’t need your pathetic credits,” and terminated the
connection.
“He’s locking us,” Steph whispered.
Jorge turned to run to his children at the back of the room when the first salvo of missiles tore through the colony.

Teaches Class
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DireNecessity

Arkadia Rural School District 14 christened it, “Career Week”. Elementary teacher Ms. Julia named it her “Big
Splash Self Promotion Gamble”. (Capsuleer psychopathy be damned! Access to a genuine pilot willing to un-pod
was a career opportunity Ms. Julia fully intended to utilize.) Mobile Party Incorporated called it, “Exceedingly
Long Term Victim Recruiting”. DireNecessity found it uncomplicated fun. Tell a few crazy stories, answer
innocent questions and make sure every single one of the little adorable things got their hug.
Most spectacular crash? Hmmm. Augering the Fiesty Pony II full speed into Arkadia’s off planet factory quarters
a few years back was impressive. With a good telescope you can still see the scar on the station’s lower bulkhead.
(Three children bolted for the class telescope before Ms. Julia could stop them explaining it was rude to suddenly
ignore their guest.)
Did it hurt? Yes but not as much as Amarr small arm laser fire; heat cauterizes the wounds meaning you don’t bleed
out quickly. Stings like hell for far too long. (The fleeting curse set the children all a twitter!)
Why’d I crash? Don’t pilot space craft and juggle kittens at the same time. DireNecessity had to pantomime the
accident, one hand furiously juggling the other distractedly piloting, before the children would accept that this
was a genuinely accurate analogy. (Striding above their intellectual inferiors, the four students familiar with the
definition of “analogy” beamed proudly. DireNecessity winked conspiratorially at the two students who suspected
“kitten juggling” was better labeled a metaphor.)
Did I die? No, not that time. (That no children inquired about the stricken ship’s crew pleased DireNecessity. Oh to
be young and peg identity on aspiration. “When I grow up I’m going to be a Capsuleer, not some sorry ass member
of an expendable crew!”)
How many times have I truly died? I’ve lost count.

That’s when Jackson, the oldest in the class, announced, “DireNecessity has truly died at least 17 times. See, its right
here in the BattleClinic records on my tablet’s hologram.”
Dagger eyed anger flowed swiftly across DireNecessity’s face before she whispered, “Who called me by that name?”
Ms. Julia, hoping to defuse the situation before the children descended into full on snot nosed sobbing, interceded;
“Now students, we’ve already discussed proper words when speaking with Capsuleers.” Unfortunately, she was too
late and teary eyed, finger-pointing bedlam broke out. (That many of the aspirational children flocked to
DireNecessity for comfort hugs went unnoticed.) Ms. Julia was destined to be more than a rural elementary school
teacher, everybody knew it, but The Fates conspired against her. Today’s gamble wasn’t panning out.
>>><<<
Jackson found DireNecessity waiting for him on the walk home from school. His quick survey of the surroundings
revealed they were entirely alone.
“Are you going to kill me?” he asked.
“What do you think I need to do?” she replied.
“I don’t know.”
“Think it through.”
“Look, I’m sorry. I’m just stupid.”
“Think. It. Through.”
Curiously, DireNecessity’s composed menace calmed Jackson and he found himself thinking clearly; the
most clearly he had yet in his entire, short, life. “No, you’re not going to kill me.”
“Why is that?” she asked.
“Because . . . Because all that really needs to be done is teaching me a lesson?”
“Almost.”
“Because. . . Because all the students need to be taught a lesson.”
“Continue.”
“Because . . . Because I, the other students and Ms. Julia need to be taught a lesson.”
“How will I teach this lesson?”
“You’re going to . . . You will break my arm.”
“Why is that?’
“Parents will choose to believe me when I explain how I tripped on the way home but the students and Ms.
Julia, they’ll know the truth.”
DireNecessity tussled Jackson’s hair before giving him his hug then, grasping his right arm, she snapped it just below
the elbow.
“What do Standards call Capsuleers like me?” she demanded squeezing the fracture.
“Ma’am,” he uttered wincing.
“Anything else?”
“Name initials if they’re friends.”
“Well well well, in the midst of fear and dread and intense pain my comrade Jackson engages his brain
before engaging his mouth. I see no stupidity here. Don’t underestimate yourself son.”
“I won’t, DN.”
>>><<<
Jackson remembered his lesson; crafting it into an enduring ambition and a public speaking talent known for its
composed decisive logic. When whispers of rebellion against the Capsuleers spread across the empires, adult
Jackson massaged local discontent into Arkadia’s famous bloodless coup. Additional decades would pass before
elderly Jackson would ponder how differently things may have gone had he not instructed his friend DireNecessity
to break his arm.
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Different Bodies
Tiberius Stargazer

The man sat outside of the small cafe that resided within a large main square surrounded by similar such cafes and
bars. There was nothing immediately unusual about this man - He was moderately dressed, was of average height
and build, with dark, well-kept hair and was clean shaven. What was slightly unusual about the man was how he
observed the world with a look for curiosity on his face.
He studied the buildings around him, huge towering structures that formed part of an immense superstructure of
a space station, a citadel, built at great expense by a capsuleer alliance. Each structure was designed and made to
look as close as possible to terrestrial structures in an attempt to make the surroundings as familiar as possible to
the inhabitants, because once you looked beyond the immediate structures, a vast and disorientating space could be
observed.
The man observed the crisscrossing walkways and mono-tram rails that connected the higher levels while serving
to break up the vast expanse that was the citadels interior. He watched the people - thousands of them - tiny specs
walking about almost completely oblivious to anyone more than a couple of meters from them. There was more
going on than the man could possibly observe but the man was trying to take it all in with a strange look of
fascination. All these mindless bodies moving about their days totally unaware of their surroundings outside
the citadel and beyond.
The most overwhelming sensation was the noise - it was incredible. Sound absorbing materials of the buildings did
their jobs to keep it to something a bit less than that of a human speaking, but the energy of it, the vibrancy of it,
as thousands of people went about their daily routines, a constant hum that washed over everything, echoing in the
vast space around him, blurring into one, this vast collection of humanity floating in a metal box in space.
The man took his eyes away from the commotion that surrounded him to look at his more immediate
surroundings. A couple had made their way through the crowd that bustled around the square - He was holding
her hand while speaking and gesturing towards the cafe with a slight grin on his face. They approached the main
entrance where they were greeted by the maître d’. The man couldn’t make out the exchange between the maître d’
and the boyfriend but whatever was being said was not to the girlfriends approval. Her protests were clearly heard ‘I’d rather go somewhere else than sit outside with all this noise! Who in their right mind would want to sit
outside in this! Only someone who is deaf or dumb would sit in the citadel common areas.’
The man found it odd that someone would complain such, but he looked around and indeed noticed that, despite
the square having a large areas dedicated to seating for each outlet, there was not a single person sat outside - he
was the only one.

While contemplating this, the girlfriend dragged a protesting boyfriend away, ‘Can we not wait for an inside table
for a while? This is the best place in the district!’ he pleaded.
While watching the couple fade away into the crowd a waiter arrived at his table and placed a cup containing a dark
liquid within it in front of him. The man nodded politely and handed the waiter some worthless slip of paper that
apparently the citadel residents use as money to which he said, ‘Keep the change’.
For a moment he wasn’t quite sure who was more surprised, the waiter who had been handed a note of currency
worth a day’s pay, or the man, whose own voice made him jump in surprise. The waiter protested at the man saying
something about it being too much and he couldn’t accept, but the man ignored him. He was more preoccupied
with how ridiculous it was to be startled by the sound of your own unfamiliar voice, so he hummed to try and get
used to it.
Left alone to himself again, the man reached to pick up the cup and he became acutely aware of his fingers. As he
wrapped them round the cup, the sensation of the warmth, the texture of the cup, it felt different, unfamiliar. He
studied his fingers and hand expecting something to be wrong with them, but they looked perfectly normal, or did
they? There wasn’t a single blemish on them, not a scar, wrinkle, freckle, or spot, anywhere on them.
The man shook off the confusion clouding his mind, picked up the cup and placed it slowly to his lips. He blew
gently across the surface of the liquid, its strong pungent aroma and javan fragrance filled his senses as the warm
caress of the steam passed over his face. It was, comforting, relaxing, as his senses absorbed every sensation right
before he took his first sip.

An explosion of taste filled his mouth as the warmth of the liquid wrapped itself round his mouth. For one glorious
moment he felt a wave of pleasure wash over his face as his brain furiously analyzed every single sensation.
Calmly, he placed the cup down. Trying not to let the strange sensations take over his emotions. He is a normal
person, in a normal place, doing something normal - he cannot show he is any different to anyone else. He had to
keep control of these senses that threatened to overwhelm him.
‘Mister Albyne?’ said a voice.
The swirling chaos of emotions that were threatening to overwhelm the man were suddenly focused on this voice,
that was the name he was listening for. Yes, Albyne was supposed to be his name.
Albyne looked up to see a disheveled middle aged man dressed in what should have been a smart and crisp business
suit. His eyes were rapidly scanning his surroundings all the whilst wringing his hands in front of him.
Albyne wondered, why was he like this? Is he nervous? What a strange way to behave - but he recognized him as
the person he was meant to meet.
‘Depends on who is asking?’ Albyne said while coldly staring at the nervous one.
‘The one with the keys to the kingdom.’
It was the correct response to the challenge Albyne was expecting and he motioned for the nervous man to
take a seat.
The nervous man sat and placed a news datapad onto the table before twitchily scanning the surroundings.
‘Aren’t we a bit exposed here?’ he began with a hint of panic in his voice ‘ What if someone sees me?’ he
hesitated ‘I mean... what if someone sees us?’
‘No one will pay any attention to us. These insignificant people are too preoccupied by their own tiny existence to worry about us.’ Albyne replied, suddenly conscious about the weird way he pronounced things. He couldn’t
place the accent, not that such things mattered to him much anyway.

Albyne picked up his cup and took another sip before reaching for the news pad.
‘Do you mind?’ Albyne said.
A look of confusion washed over the nervous man’s face before he stammered
‘But this is what you….’
‘Thank you’ Albyne cut him off.
Delicately picking up the pad from the table, he turned it over in his hands, inspecting it. For all intents and purposes it was a standard news pad. He ran his finger along the cylindrical hand hold and found the small release catch,
which, when depressed, released a small data rod from the bottom of the cylinder. He tapped on the screen a few
times before removing the rod.
‘This is a very unusual article don’t you think?’ He asked the nervous man who snapped his attention away
from what appeared to be 3 uniformed men.
‘W-w-w-what?’ he stammered.
‘This article? Don’t you think it’s very interesting? How a man had the courage to challenge the common
belief and made his fortune?’
Albyne passed the news pad back which displayed an article with the headline - “Tensions Rise Between
Capsuleer Factions, Is War Imminent?”
‘I-I-I Don’t understand?’
‘Read the article.’
Albyne reached into his pocket to pull out a small Neocom device, into which he casually inserted the data
rod before pressing the display.
The nervous one looked closer and had noticed that some individual words had been highlighted in the article.
once…. verified.... one… million.. ISK… deployed
The nervous one realized what the message was about and quickly tapped the screen to clear the highlights.
A moment of silence fell between the two men as Albyne once again seemed lost in observing the world around him.
The nervous man kept looking around for the uniformed men he saw earlier.
‘Mister Albyne?’ the nervous man said finally breaking the silence. ‘What about my family?’
‘What about them?’
‘Your agent said that they would be safe?’
‘I don’t care about your family.’ Albyne sneered.
The nervous one’s eyes opened wide in panic.
‘You can’t do this!’ He said the tone of his voice rising, ‘Your agent said they would be safe! I am risking
everything for this!’
Albyne stared at the man as tears began to well at the corners of the nervous one’s eyes. His hands were
gripping the table so hard they were shaking with the effort.
‘Please….. my children…. I beg you….’ he began to sob.
But Albyne wasn’t so preoccupied by the nervous man’s pleas as much as the reaction that was happening within
him - his chest felt tight, his head was becoming light. What was this he was experiencing?
‘Please… Mister Albyne…. I beg you…’ the nervous one repeated over and over again.
Albyne studied the man trying to understand his reactions. He knew the man had been under a lot of pressure for
many weeks now. Indeed it was Albyne’s agents who had been applying the pressure. Using their many contacts
to slowly pick apart elements of his life in order to get what they wanted. But now, he was sat in front of him, and
weeks of emotional stress had finally broken his psyche. The more he watched this pathetic and insignificant creatures emotions spew forth, the worse he felt.
Was this pity? Guilt? Why did he feel this way? He should be happy, weeks of planning was finally coming together
and this moment was the end result. This man was just a single, but crucial element of something much bigger than
him. Albyne should be happy, but he wasn’t.

A vibration from the neocom in his hand took Albyne’s attention away from the nervous man. Looking down he
read the message on its display.
Hey baby, got your message and that’s great news! I’ll meet you for dinner in two hours at our favorite place to
celebrate. xxx
Albyne looked back at the nervous man to see he hadn’t changed.
‘What’s your name?’ Albyne asked.
‘It’s Okaida sir.’ the nervous man sobbed in response.
‘Tell your family to be ready to leave in one hour, my shuttle is in bay 374, take it. The money for your services has been deposited to your account.’
Albyne took a small key from inside his jacket pocket and held it out for Okaida, all the while wondering why he
was doing this.
Okaida (for what seemed like the longest period of time) stared at Albyne and the key in his hand before reaching
out and taking it.
‘Don’t wait too long Okaida, you don’t have much time.’
Okaida didn’t need any more encouragement, he stood up and walked away. He didn’t need to be told twice.
The tension that had been building up within Albyne’s chest began to subside and another emotion was flooding
over his body, a more pleasant one.
But Albyne didn’t have time to dwell on it, the last piece of the puzzle had been found and everything was set. There
was nothing more for him to do than wait for the inevitable.
A two tone alarm sounded across the massive space. Loud enough to be heard over the din of the citadel to get your
attention, but not too loud that it was overly intrusive. A calm and cool message then followed.
All capsuleers join secure channel Alpha in your captain’s quarters immediately. All capsuleers join secure channel
Alpha in your captain’s quarters immediately. This is a priority one announcement.
Albyne looked to his neocom and pulled up a map of the Citadel. He found what he was looking for - the biosphere
gardens, that seems like the perfect place to watch things play out.
With that he left his seat and started making his way to the mono-tram station as indicated by his map. As he
walked through the crowds of people he began to pick out individuals. People carrying palm sized NeoCom devices,
data pads, bags and a menagerie of other items. There was a mixture of dress, some dressed in sharp business
clothing, some more colourful casual wear. From the smart and conservative, to the provocative and revealing - His
mind was ablaze with sensations that he just wasn’t used to - all these people, all these lives, who were they?
What were they all doing? Why were they here?
Did they not know what was about to happen?
Albyne shook the thoughts from his mind, why should he care, mindless cattle, consuming, reproducing over
and over again with their pathetic short lives consumed by their trivial concerns.
Mid thought he caught sight of something, a small group of people crowded around a holographic vidscreen
watching what appeared to be a local news channel. As he approached, he started to overhear people talking within
the crowd. Hushed voices exclaiming shock and awe at what was playing out on the floating screen. Focusing his
attention to the display it showed hundreds of ships, battleships, in a vast formation that spanned many kilometers
across exiting warp around the unmistakable shape of a system stargate. With each and every second dozens of dull
‘thoomp’ noises emulated by the news broadcasters audio software indicated more and more ships were exiting warp.

The people gathered around the screen were murmuring ‘Are they coming here?’, ‘I have to get home’, ‘I must find
my children.’ Albyne began to feel the same emotion he had when looking into Okaida’s eyes. But this time, it was
tinged with something else… what was this? What was he feeling?
He watched the screen transfixed, a series of loud ‘thoomps’ startled him as a fleet of gigantic super carriers dropped
from warp. Many kilometers long and wide, these behemoths dominated the screen. One of these giants, with the
unmistakable winged profile of a Nyx supercarrier, headed straight for the camera as it slowed from faster than light
speeds. Its immense size filling up the screen before colliding with the camera ship and cutting the feed to static.
Albyne turned away, lost in the turmoil within his own mind, when he noticed a change in the noise that had
permeated throughout the citadel. The din of voices had turned into a more frantic pitch, the sound of movement
more hurried, there was urgency in the air.
The same tone as before cut through the air and a new announcement came over the speakers.
All crews report to your assigned ships immediately. All crews report to your assigned ships immediately. All leave is
terminated with immediate effect. All non-essential personnel and non-citadel residents are to report to the nearest
shuttle terminal for immediate evacuation. This is not a drill.
The crowd around the vid screen began to disperse, people in military outfits heading in one direction and the rest
heading in another. He went with the rest as that took him in the direction of the bio-dome.
As he made his way through the citadel, to the mono-tram station, he felt like with every step, a rising surge
building within him. The emotions within reflecting the crowd around him. His heart was beating hard and sweat
was beginning to bead on his brow. Why did he feel like this?
Albyne made it to the mono-tram platform which was packed with people in various states of panic. Some people
were frantically looking for others, calling out names. Many were desperately checking neocoms, sending messages,
making calls. The wave of emotions from the crowd was overwhelming and Albyne felt like a helpless boat caught
on the crest of tsunami wave.
The Mono-Tram whirred into the station and the crowd began to position itself towards the doors, each and every
person tensed in anticipation of them opening.
As the doors slid open an unstoppable wave of people began to flow on-board. People began to cry out as they were
forced into every space available, some became separated from loved ones and families.
Albyne found himself pushed up next to a small child whose cries of ‘Mom’ pierced right through his soul. As he
looked into the eyes of the child, her eyes filled with tears and terror as she looked around frantically for her mother,
but she was too small, she couldn’t see over the people that towered around her. Instinctively, he did what he felt
was right - he reached down and picked her up and held her up as high as he could. She resisted at first, her screams
becoming more frantic as this strange man picked her up. Albyne held her there for what felt like an eternity as
she kicked and screamed for her mother. She suddenly stopped and her screams suddenly became a single loud and
pronounced ‘MOM’ and a voice responded. He didn’t hear the name being called out, but he looked to the girl’s face
and saw her staring towards a woman in the crowd, arms held out.
Albyne put as much effort as he could into getting the child towards the woman. He forced his way through the
crowds as the girl continued to shout ‘Mommy! Mommy! Mommy!’. Finally he felt hands wrap themselves round
the child and lift her from them just as a final shove from the crowd pushed him over the threshold of the
Mono-Tram doors where they closed behind him.
Panting and out of breath from the exertion Albyne looked up into the face of the girl who was tightly holding her
mother. To his surprise the mother was smiling at him and she was beautiful. Her golden hair was ruffled from the

crowd, but her eyes were deep and blue, and with a soft voice full of relief and admiration she said ‘Thank you’.
Albyne didn’t say anything, he just looked at her, shocked and stunned. Everyone else in the now overcrowded
carriage no longer existed, it was only the mother, the daughter and him.
The mono-tram rattled it way through the enclosed tunnel through a section of inner hull, eventually leading to
the outer hull. A flash of light, like a camera flash, signaled its passing through an external force field and the noise
stopped. The tram had left the interior of the Citadel and was hurtling silently through the vacuum of space along
its immense surface.
The Citadel was an enormous structure, well over 150km long. Its surface covered in small towers and domes.
The structure the mono-tram had left behind was the central tower which towered high above the rest of the
superstructure. Emblazoned at the peak of the main tower a massive holographic projection of an alliance logo.
Around it buzzed countless drones carrying cargo from one section to another or carrying out maintenance work,
little sparks of wielders glinting off the surface.
As the tram made its way across the surface hundreds of hatches began to open revealing terrifying weaponry.
Hundreds of wings of fighters began flying out from hangers located along raised sections of the exterior hull.
But Albyne didn’t pay any attention to this, he was looking at the woman and had never felt so at peace. She spoke
again:
‘Do you think everyone will be ok? The fleet will save us right?’
Albyne stared at her as the realization of what she said had just hit him. A feeling of dread swept over him
and as she looked into his eyes, he suddenly doubted everything.
‘Everything will be ok.’ he lied.
She smiled at him and stroked the child’s head, he could have looked into that smile forever.
His Neocom vibrated. Pulling it from his pocket he looked at the message on the display.
Hey baby, I have arrived see you shortly. xxx

Albyne read the message, terror gripped him as he spun his head to look out of the Mono-Trams window, frantically
searching the field of stars beyond the horizon of the immense superstructure of the citadel. Finally he saw it - a
small flash of light and a streak of blue engine trails as a single ship exited warp. Its engine trails rapidly shortening
as it slowed itself to sub light speeds.
Silently, the surface of the citadel lit up with countless flashes of weapons fire sending arcs of tracer fire in the
direction of the ship, but it was too late, he knew it was to late, as a purple beacon was lit off the bow of the ship.
Space around the ship began to warp and twist as red plasma coalesced around hundreds of bubbles forming within
the fabric of space before exploding outwards in a flash of light and energy leaving behind it hundreds of
Megathron battleships. Larger distortions in space heralded the arrival gigantic dreadnaughts and carriers
before finally the colossal supercarriers arrived.
After a short pause the fleet began to manoeuvre itself into a position in front of the citadels immense hangar
entrances. The citadels weapons began lashing out at the ships and the ships responded in kind. Thousands of
individual guns igniting a wall of fire that stopped short of the external hull by the citadels shields sent waves of
energy spreading across it like ripples in water. Occasionally a blast from one of the huge Moros dreadnaughts struck
the shield as it hurled huge magnetically contained balls of energized sub-atomic particles from its blasters - the
explosion was so large it hung there like a small sun, glowing for a few seconds.
Hundreds of ships began undocking from the citadel only to find themselves running into a wall of incoming fire as
soon as they left the protection of the shield, exploding under the sheer force of the fleet. Some of the ships made
it through and began fighting back, but it was to no avail - hostile logistics were positioned perfectly from the rest

of the fleet, hanging far enough away to be out of the effective range of their guns. While the citadel’s massive
weaponry was able to strike out at the logistics, the guns and missiles were slow and were unable to find their marks
every time. The front of the fleet was kept safe as they threw glowing beams of energy and sprays of ship repairing
nanites through space.
A blinding beam of light from the citadels central tower arched across space raking the hostile armada causing some
ships to explode and others to suffer severe enough damage to begin tumbling through space knocked from their
original path. The citadel’s ultimate weapon, a sickle-doomsday. But the heavier ships simply bore the brunt of the
weapons power while at the same time smaller more manoeuvrable ships evaded it.
lbyne looked back to the face of the woman, she was terrified by the scene playing out just on the other side of the
Mono-Trams window. Desperately she tried to shield her daughter’s eyes from the destruction.
Watching the battle play outside the window Albyne once again became aware of the other passengers on the
mono-tram, they were screaming.
Albyne reached into his pocket and pulled out a small device. It was a rectangular box with a protruding plug
covered by a protective cap. Embedded into the side were two small capsules filled with a red and blue fluid. For a
moment he stared at the device before removing the cap and pressing the small button causing a single light on the
side to turn from red to green, indicating the device was ready.
He looked up at the woman who was looking at the device he held in his hands before shifting her gaze to his.
‘I’m sorry, but it won’t be ok.’ he said as a tear rolled down his cheek.
A haunting look of confusion crossed the womans face as Albyne quickly pulled the collar of his shirt down
revealing a neural interface implanted into his neck. He plunged the plug of the device in until a click and hiss
indicated it had found home. The vials began pumping their contents into his spinal column and a high pitched
whine began building up from the device.
His vision began to fade as the euthanizing drugs overcame him. He lost his footing and slumped up against the
other passengers around him. A loud ‘pop’ indicated the device had began its neural burn of his brain. The screams
of the woman were the last thing he heard before finally passing into darkness.
In darkness he stayed. He knew he was conscious, but there was no sound, no light, he was submerged in something
warm. He opened his mouth to call out but became aware that he mouth was filled with the same fluid he was
submerged in. Panic gripped him and he instinctively attempted to swim, but as soon as he reached out his arms
through the thick liquid all his hands met were wall, surrounding him. As he tried to move he became aware of a
harness attached to his back, he tried to reach around to remove it but all he could feel were lengths of cable that
were also attached to his back - and then he remembered where he was.
He fought the urge to panic and took a breath, while his mouth and throat was filled with the liquid it felt
uncomfortable. But he was able to breath naturally, even if it took a bit of effort.
Welcome Back Admiral said a voice in his mind, Consciousness Transfer was completed successfully with minimal
data loss. Are you ready to begin ship-mind interface procedure?
He tried to speak, in response, but realized how stupid this would be being submerged in hydrostatic liquid. ‘Begin
interface procedure Aura’ he thought.
Understood Admiral, beginning ship - mind interface procedure to Erebus class Titan, please standby.
For a moment he hung there in the darkness for what seemed like an eternity and slowly the darkness faded. At first,
pinpricks of light began appearing all around him, followed by colours of nebulae, until finally, the vast expanse of
space greeted his mind’s eye. Then came data feeds, they were not feeds of data as you would normally expect, but

more an awareness. He knew his position, orbiting the moon of a vast gas giant. He knew the system’s name and the
locations of the star, planets, moons, stations. He also could feel his heart, a huge reactor deep within him that was
releasing more and more power as he became increasingly aware, like a sleeping leviathan from fathoms deep within
an ocean waking up from a long slumber.
Finally he felt his body - his familiar body, a vast ship within which his mind resided.
He reached out with his mind and touched the fleet of ships that surrounded him, connecting to the minds of those
that resided within them and he issued his command ‘Report’ in his original voice, his voice of power.
‘Admiral, the codes obtained from the informant worked perfectly - the enemy communications were
disrupted enough to allow us to break through their lines and assault the citadel - casualties have so far been
minimal, only 800,000. Citadel shields are currently critical and we are ready for your arrival, cynosural beacon
is green.’
‘Very well Commander, initiating the jump portal generator. Fleet prepare to bridge to the cyno.’
With his mind he reached out to the cynosural beacon and willed a bridge through space into existence. The Erebus
glowed with power as it tore a hole through the very fabric of space connecting one point with another. The escort
fleet began to jump through and once the last ship had left he willed the Titan through the bridge. He felt the power
surge of the Jump Drives thrum through him before falling through a warp tunnel.
As his sensors re-calibrated the citadel came into focus. The battle was raging on fiercely around the citadel
with hundreds of shipwrecks floating off into space.
But he didn’t care about that, he was here to deliver the final blow. He reached out with his mind and scanned the
structure of the citadel. The titan began to crackle with energy as green swathes of plasma created by coalescing
antimatter particles contained within a magnetic field around its bow. He could feel its power building the weapon
preparing to fire. But he hesitated - An image of a woman and a child flashed through his mind.
The Admiral dismissed the thought as quickly as it entered and he released the force of the Aurora Ominae onto the
citadel. The blast burned through the last the shields and tore through the superstructure. Thousands of tiny specks
were ejected into space as the massive hole gouged through the citadel exposed the interior and its inhabitants to
the vacuum of space.
One speck that floated out into space was a shattered mono-tram filled with the flash frozen corpses of its
passengers. The bodies were all facing towards one side of the mono-tram with terror on their faces except for three
- A woman cradling a young girl and the slumped shape of a man.
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A Spider In Her Web
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In the beginning, there is Void. An aching blackness that blankets the senses, makes the mind shudder and the body
rage against the prison of alien alloy that entraps it. A relay is thrown somewhere light-years (or is it meters?) away.
A sense of movement. Cables twitching and pulsing. After an eternity, Void gives way to simple blackness. The
brief flickering of panic subsides, and the hunt begins. A star has wandered from its orbit, no longer shining in its
accustomed place. Stars do not simply wander….they must be pulled. Or pushed.
Hassaan could feel the tension leaking out of his muscles finally. It had been weeks since he had allowed himself to
relax and the stress of the last few days had been incredible. Nervously he put two fingers underneath his collar and
tugged a few times at the new and freshly pressed shirt that he wore, trying to stretch out the fabric. He wasn’t used
to living the high life that came with the getup he was wearing but…
A vision straight from a holovid stepped around the corner from the en-suite bathroom, an expensive sheer robe
clinging to her curves, a pout on her pale rose lips, “Saan, baby, you’re scowling again. You know I hate it when you
make that face.”
Playing up his grimace a bit, he played along with Natalie’s game. Step by step she made her way over to his chair,
putting on a show and strutting her way over to the tense would-be businessman, letting her robe slowly slip as she
moved towards him, “Let me see you smile, baby.”
This was worth it, everything he had risked to get himself here, he thought to himself, dry-mouthed and heart
pounding. Besides, they probably didn’t even know he was missing.
“We have a problem. There is a leak. Three fleets lost in as many days.”
“I know. We’re on it. The data is being processed; we should be able to find something.”
“I hope the Seer can handle this…”
“She can. She always does.”
Some time later, after having once again spent themselves in their rented paradise, Hassaan let his gaze linger over
Natalie’s sole tattoo, and the shapely hip that it was supported by. That strange esoteric design was hauntingly
familiar, but his attention wasn’t on the particulars of his new lover’s body modifications, simply on the body itself.
With a slight giggle the sultry, cinnamon-skinned brunette noted his awakening gaze and rolled over to press
herself against him. Drawing hearts with her nails against his chest, “Saanny, baby. I want to go shopping. We’ve
been cooped up in this luxury prison for days now! Can’t we go out to get some fresh air?
“We’re on a station, none of the air here is fresh,” he said absently with a smirk. He knew that he wouldn’t
be able to hide in this hotel forever, as much as he felt like it. But he had gone two full constellations away from his

former employers. Well out of reach of anyone who would care about him anymore. Besides, the next series of jumps
would put him out of the Federation and into the Republic and almost completely out of reach of the authorities. He
would be safe there. The tickets were already purchased and waiting, but the cruise liner wasn’t leaving for another
two days.
“Saaaaaaannnnnn,” Natalie pouted, furrowing her brow and sticking out her lower lip. Her expression
shifted instantly to an impish grin, eye sparkling, “I’ll make it worth your while.”
A million points of light, floating through space. Each a brilliantly shining spark, each with its own shimmer, its
own unique glow. An ocean of tiny fireflies swirling around aimlessly, fine strands of glass connecting each one to the
others. One shifts and pulls others with it, each dancing to its own tune, yet somehow making a greater whole. To
focus on one is to be lost in an infinity of connection, but to those with the eyes to see, the mysteries of the universe
are there for the taking. The shifting aurora dazzles the senses. More bandwidth. A tinkling of fine crystal begins
to ring all around, like the hymns of some skin-wearing tribe. There are no words to the song, only feeling and
emotion. Fear. Hope. Joy. Sorrow. Greed. The fireflies never cease their endless dance as they twirl in the darkness.
Walking along the street, Hassaan’s hood fluttered slightly in the simulated breeze that blew through the superstructure of the station. Even with the amount he had paid for his suite, he could barely see the bottom of the Capsuleer
Concourse that sat stories above. Space stations let you know where you really were on the social ladder. Even with
all of the money this deal had made him, more than he had ever thought possible, there were many levels above
where he was walking. Levels that he would never see, simply because some genetic marker said that he could never
be an egger. The thought of capsuleers caused a chill to run down his spine. He pulled his hood farther forward
to ward off the sudden nervousness. Sometimes having an Imperial heritage had its advantages, even if it was just
access to simple, effective disguises. He was Ni-Kunni and had no right to wear the hood that he did, but no one in
the Republic would know that. They would be too busy being self-righteous and indignant to notice or care. Natalie
however, was being her normal, uninhibited, very public self. Currently she was batting her eyelashes into a security
camera with a coy smile on her face. It was probably what first drew him to her at the club that night, what was it?
Only a week ago? It had seemed like so much longer. He would have to talk to the girl, see if she could be a little
more discrete.
“What algorithm does she use?”
“Algorithm? What do you mean?”
“To sort it all out. To find our prey.”
“She IS the algorithm. Let me show you.”
“But I thought you liked the way I act in public?” Natalie asked quietly, lips almost twitching into a frown.
“I do…just not…not right now while we are traveling. And maybe a bit after,” Hassaan tried to think up
a good reason without having to detail why he needed to lay low at this particular moment. Screwing his eyes shut
and holding the bridge of his nose he tried to think of an appropriate response. Natalie’s eyes immediately softened,
stepping forward and putting a finger to his pursed lips. “Shhhh….it’s fine. I understand. It’s your culture, your
upbringing. I can respect that. Be warned though,” her eyes took on a predatory glint and a hungry smile, “I will have
to make up for it in private. A girl just has to have a certain amount of….release, you know?”
Hassaan’s mouth immediately went as dry as a tinderbox, but the fire started somewhat south of that.
Some of the fireflies are dim and feeble, bare data, cold and silent. They are the reliable ones, attached to other
lights with hard lines, but also are the ones avoided by parasites. Too easy to follow an infection back to the source,
to purge the Parasite before it can establish itself. The brightly glowing lights are the ones that Parasites prefer, the
ones whose song reaches far and whose movement tugs many strings. Parasites can hide in the shadows cast by these
lights, slowly corrupting them, changing their patterns, making them into hollow shells that ring false when you
listen to their song. Others sing true, no matter how far they wander from their point of origin, even if it leads them
down dark paths that lead to their eventual demise. Crystalline songs delivered dutifully through the web. Parasites
seemed to have a hard time detecting these elements, even if they feared them. Some inner blindness? Or maybe a
clash of values so immense that they become alien? No matter, just another data point.
The two spent the afternoon as lovers throughout time have done. Shopping, having various beverages hot and cold,
going to the holo theatres, all the while stealing brief romantic exchanges while they thought no one was looking.

Of course on a space station, someone is always looking. Security monitored every part of the station, through both
AI and human observers. Other than to smile wistfully or ogle crudely, the human Observers paid them no
attention. The AI observers watched them impassionately, like they watched everyone. They forwarded their signals
to the datacenter for analysis, storage for a legally required time and eventual deletion. During that time, anyone
with the proper authority could access and review the footage. Even with cutting edge data storage, the server rooms
were massive. The human brain couldn’t even begin to scratch the surface on the influx of images, but unfortunately
the being that followed Hassaan and Natalie through the digital realm had stopped being human many years ago.
“Can she see us?”
“I don’t think so. There’s so much data that her optic nerves are the last thing she’s paying attention to.”
“…”
“Stop tapping on the glass. You’ll make her angry.”
At dinner, which they ate at a classy, but out of the way boutique restaurant, Natalie was dressed much more
modestly, though no less bright. Her bubbling personality was tamed into a demur calm, that only a smirk and a
sparkle in her eyes betrayed. Hassaan was having a moral dilemma. He was torn about whether or not to come
clean to Natalie. They were traveling together and that intertwined their fates more than their physical relationship,
he justified to himself. On the one hand she had happily played along, making up a reasoning that even he hadn’t
thought about. He could leave it at that little white lie and be done with it. He had to admit, the calm and graceful
act was somehow just as enticing as the exuberant exhibitionist. On the other hand he didn’t want to sour a blossoming relationship with that kind of lie. This woman had followed him after a night of drunken boasting at the Brass
Rail, been mindful of his every need during their trip, and had changed her entire public personality in an instant,
just to suit his supposed religious sensibilities. Never mind that they had only truly known each other for a short
time. He told himself that the incredible sex had nothing to do with it. Nothing at all.
Patterns amidst patterns. Where some some see chaos, others find fractal order. A baker on Matar makes an order
from his distributor in the city, but his wife has some sickness they cannot afford to treat. A mail to a lost sister in
Luminaire. Desperation. Hope. Irrelevant. The human drama played out over and over. Different people, different
stories, different lives. Same motives. The motives never change, the story remains the same, simply with different
actors. How does one find a particular poisonous leaf on the forest floor? How does a long-limb find a mate in the
methane-covered jungles of distant Therusse? Some things cannot be taught, only experienced. Instinct counts,
even when you are an immortal. The songs of a thousand different stars hum melodiously, a single repeating, clear
toned ping betraying the choir. Follow. Safe. Waiting.
“So, I ended up selling my access codes to the highest bidder. Made more money than I’ll ever be able to spend. It’s
been the only time I ever made real cash working for those inhuman bastards. That’s why I want to keep a low profile
for now,” Hassaan’s confession had lifted one weight from his chest and put another one back on. During the whole
thing, Natalie had sat stock-still, eyes wide with her hand over her mouth. He couldn’t read the expression on her
face and couldn’t tell if she was horrified or worried, and he dreaded the former. When it was obvious that his story
was finished, Natalie lowered her hands to her lap slowly. Without making any sudden movements, she enfolded
his head in her arms and whispered, “I am glad you got away from those horrible things. We’ll stay in till our ship
leaves, and then we will leave this all behind and start new lives.”
Hassaan’s heart soared. He had made the right decision.
“The Seer has her answer, she has scheduled a meeting.”
“So soon?”
“Like you said, it’s been days since the fleets started running into unreasonably bad luck. She didn’t seem
at all surprised when I told her to look into it. Somehow I think she already knew we were compromised and was
already looking into it.”
“I am very glad she’s on our side.”
“You and me both.”
The assault team didn’t even bother knocking. They simply opened the door to the suite and swept in with the
precision and grace of a dance team. They weren’t police. The police were on standby in the hallway, standing at
ease. They knew professionals when they saw them. Dark grey camo that seemed to let them become one with the

shadows in the corners of most stations, with a simple corporate logo on one shoulder and a Capsuleer Alliance logo
on the other. No names, no tags. Armed well enough to take on most of the local force by themselves. Two quick
injections and both of the occupants of the room were in restraints and being hustled out of the apartment and onto
a very sleek looking frigate before the local lawmen even noticed that they had only been given paperwork on the
one of the individuals. And try as they might, the trail of the woman stopped cold at the obviously fake name registered at the hotel. The paperwork for the man however was impeccable, with all of the correct forms and signatures.
The formal charges were corporate espionage, and accessory to mass murder, neither one of those the chief wanted
to deal with, and was he was happy to pass the mess on to someone else’s jurisdiction. By the footage, the woman was
a “Exotic Dancer” by profession, so he wasn’t all that concerned about her lack of paperwork. He had been Station
Security long enough to spot them a mile away. Most capsuleers treated them like princesses and prized possessions,
so he wasn’t at all worried for her safety.
“Luck sometimes plays a greater role than all the money in the universe, but it is effort that allows you to take swift
action when Luck presents you an opportunity. We got lucky this time. Perhaps our man had not gone to that particular club? Nevermind his choice of companion. All the men and women of that establishment are Ours. What
if he had recognized the corporate logo that Natalie had foolishly tattooed on herself? She has been reprimanded
and told to get it removed, but also awarded for her excellent work. The implants we have given Our people seem
to be paying dividends, especially the ocular recording implants. I have already burned his access and am going over
his contacts in the recent past. This isn’t a random act, he was recruited. You have seen the confession recording,
someone paid him in ISK for that. ISK means other capsuleers. I need to look into this,”
As the fog in his brain began to lift, he heard the slamming of heavy doors and saw flashes of orange. His clothes?
What was going on? He found himself in a sparse, white cell, that would have been considered very comfortable if it
weren’t for the details of three different space battles being constantly projected onto the walls. Casualty estimates.
Names of the deceased crew. Battle footage, photos of both living and the dead. A never ending procession of carnage that played itself out silently on the walls of his world. Only the door was not covered in the gruesome details.
And in a scrolling bar across the top of his cell the words “YOUR ACTIONS CAUSED THIS” circled the room
endlessly. Hassaan began to weep before the first hour of his sentence was complete. He knew that for the rest of
his life he would be a prisoner. Prisoner of the unholy, inhuman devils that he once dealt with and then betrayed.
“So what do we tell Leadership?”
“We tell them that the hole was found and plugged. Hand them the evidence.”
“Just like that? How do I explain the turnaround time?”
“Simple. We have a very efficient intelligence network. They all have their own Seers too, just nobody talks
about it. Information is power, and power is the currency of the game.”
Natalie woke up slowly curled up under linen sheets and a warm blanket. The fuzziness she felt meant that she
was back home, among the Family. She uncurled her arms and stretched. Hassaan hadn’t been a bad man, he had
just made some mistakes and had the bad luck blabbing to the wrong woman about things he shouldn’t have. She
did have to admit that she had almost blown it with that stupid tattoo. Mama had already talked to her about and
knowing her she had it removed while she had been unconscious. A small, square bandage taped to her hip was all
the proof she need to know she was right. The bonus would be nice though. And maybe they would let her visit him
one more time in prison. She would bet any amount on the fact that he would rather sleep with her than strangle
her. In fact, she was almost positive she had played up the supporting role enough that he wouldn’t even suspect her,
she would just be an innocent caught in the crossfire. Ha! How he had ever taken her for innocent, she never knew.
They had met while he was drunk, and she was giving him a lapdance at the stripclub. Not exactly the place to find
innocent flowers! She loved her Family, and a handful of her Sisters and Brothers had died in those massacres. The
bounty money would be very nice and revenge was sweet, but she had been extra lucky that he was spectacular in
bed.
One problem solved, another one presented. The dance continues. Was this an old player or new? It was so hard
to tell most of the time. It was a game of chess in the dark against an unknown number of opponents. There was
nothing else like it. So once again she immersed herself in the gelatin suspension that allowed her to drift through
the nets of information like a spider dancing in her web.
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Dantumi

David Andrews
Space was empty and there looked to be no way to accomplish Dokur Karl’s mission: kill his 2000th ship as a pirate
capsuleer. For hours, Dokur trawled the series of systems bordering Caldari high security space in his Rupture class
cruiser, one eye on the local communication channels and the other on his directional scanner, but there was nothing
out in space to shoot aside from the persistent presence of Guristas soldiers in asteroid belts. The artificial sounds
piped into his pod reflected his search: the sounds of warps, stargate activations, and cloaks breaking. Never once
the siren song of target acquisition, not even a whisper of autocannons rumbling.
He could, of course, always take a dip into the asteroid belts and hear the sounds he wanted by going after the
Guristas, but it wouldn’t be the same. Their crews were slow, inefficient, and, well, boring. In a universe of trillions,
they were merely sand on a beach. Dokur wanted more. He wanted the pearls. In the two years since his departure
from service in the Minmatar Navy, shortly after his selection to join the ranks of the capsuleers, there were few
capsuleers he had not at least contemplated attacking. For capsuleers, life was no longer measured in time, but in
wealth and achievement. Death was a speed bump, a temporary setback, and so their ships (and occasionally their
pods) became the most direct reflection of their success.
Depriving fellow immortals of their most prized possessions was, in itself, a priceless feeling that Dokur lusted after
with a fervent dedication matched by very few. There were others like him, or more accurately he was like many
others who preceded him into the life of piracy. The ‘Wanted’ stamp on his official capsuleer identification, the -10
security status he carried, the list of crimes committed long enough to fill a hard drive – those were the things that
Dokur prized above all else. His win/loss ratio was pretty close to the top of the list as well.
And so, on the brink of the 2000 kill mark, all of them either solo or in small groups of 3-5 like-minded interstellar
demigods, Dokur did not rest. Instead, he scanned.
“Incoming Connection” flashed up on his overview, bringing Dokur back to reality. He realized he was sat on a jump
gate, motionless and vulnerable, and had been for some time. Cursing to himself, he answered the call and activated
the gate.
***
Korama
‘Dusty’ stood at the balcony outside his quarters, staring into the hangar at his Fenrir class freighter. In his mind,
he calculated: space considerations, value per metric ton, returns on investment, opportunity costs. The terminal

chirped once more, seemingly more insistent than before. The freighter was empty, bone dry, and Dusty needed a
few contracts to fill out its hold before running back to Jita, the trade capital of the universe. *Chirp chirp*. With a
sigh, Dusty answered.
“What is it you want, Tragger?” Dusty asked, annoyed and not afraid to show it. Tragger was a capsuleer pirate, -10,
and one of Dusty’s oldest customers. On the screen, Tragger’s face was sadly generic, blue eyed and black haired
and utterly boring in every facet. Tragger claimed his looks helped him hunt, as a terrifying visage would scare away
potential victims. Dusty thought he just lacked imagination.
“What do you think I want, Dusty? I want my shit!” Great, Dusty thought, he’s been drinking as well. “I’ve been
waiting in this shithole system for three hours because you said it would be here and – oh man, guess what, there
ain’t shit here!” Dusty plastered a fake smile on his dark skinned face and shrugged, the action lifting the longest of
his multicolored dreadlocks.
“Nothing I can do about it, Tragger. I’ve got a full load and more important clients than you,” Dusty lied. Tragger
cursed on the other end of the line. Dusty regularly made trips into low security space, but each trip was fraught with
danger. Without a scout in system, and sometimes even then, there was no way Dusty was going to be delivering
Tragger’s meager collection of goods to Aurohunen, the low security system next door to Korama. There was only
one notable piece of hardware in the load – a Tempest Fleet Issue battleship – and chances were Tragger didn’t even
intend on flying the thing. He was one of the more risk averse pirates in the region, regularly camping gates and
doing not much else.
“I really need that shipment in, Dusty. It has a present for Dokar Karl in it, for his 2000th kill,” Tragger was
complaining on the line. Dusty, momentarily caught up in his disgust for his customer, snapped back to it.
“Dokar Karl? That wouldn’t happen to be the Tempest Fleet in my cargo bay, would it?” Tragger cursed again,
vociferously, as Dusty chuckled to himself. Tragger was a paranoid sort and didn’t like having the particulars of his
shipments broadcast in any way over the communication networks. Dusty found that sort of paranoia to be idiotic.
If someone wanted to know what Tragger was flying, all they had to do was check the nearest high security entrance
to lowsec. “I wasn’t aware he was about to grab his 2000th kill. They grow up so fast.”
Tragger shared a rare smile with Dusty. Dokar was not as seasoned as Tragger and Dusty was plying the lanes from
Jita to points galactic south for about five years before Dokar showed up on the scene, but he was a name to be
reckoned with all the same. A present for Dokar… Dusty’s mind kicked into high gear as Tragger began drunkenly
bragging about how he had taught the young Minmatar capsuleer everything he knew about pirating. It was all a
load of crap anyways.
“I’ll bring your shipment in tomorrow,” Dusty said suddenly, a plan of action developed. “Not an hour earlier. I’ve
got something else to do.” Before Tragger could begin unloading the most dangerous ammunition in his repertoire
– drunken slurs about Dusty’s dreadlocks and questionable parentage – the trader cut the connection.
***
Mara
There were no stations in Mara and rarely any starbases deployed in the system. A decade previously, Mara reigned
as Queen of Low Security Space, the name that every trader dreaded, as it served as an important bottleneck in trade
towards Caldari space. It was in Mara that capsuleers first turned to piracy, and where Dokar Karl first attacked
another capsuleer in cold blood. No ransom on that day, just the rapid ventilation of atmosphere from an unsuspecting destroyer. Now, though, Mara was a barren collection of unimportant rocks, its days as a bottleneck long gone.
“It would have a certain poeticism to it if I got my 2000th kill where I got my first, you know?” Dokar was idling his
Rupture class cruiser 300 kilometers from the asteroid belt at Planet 2 in Mara. The planet probably had a name, but
Dokar wasn’t much bothered with names of little things like planets. On his display, the camera drones showed his

cruiser, shaped vaguely like an ancient sea going vessel, seeming to bob as attitude jets compensated for the myriad
small imbalances inside the ship.“I dunno about poeta, poetis, poeticisums, whatever the hell that word is you just
used,” Tragger replied. Dokar frowned as it became apparent that Tragger was far more drunk than he had been just
ten minutes ago. He was hitting the drink a bit hard tonight. “But it would be fuckin’ cool, man.”
“Yeah, that’s what I meant,” Dokar said, forcing a smile into his voice. He scanned the system again. Nothing. Dokar
was tiring fast, though sleep wasn’t necessarily what he needed. He just needed a break, to come down out of the
super alert state he maintained whenever undocked. Five hours gone that night and not a single kill to show for it.
Dokar sighed and began to align his ship towards the Dantumi jump gate. It wasn’t as if he were on some deadline
– in fact, to his knowledge, he could take a month to achieve his next kill and still be one of the fastest pirates to
2000 kills still active. He wondered where all the pirate capsuleers that preceded him were now. Probably living like
gods on island kingdoms, or drinking themselves to death from remorse in seedy bars in the far reaches of space.
“Connection Incoming.” His display flashed as his main supplier of goods, the trader known only as ‘Dusty’ to the
pirate community, requested a voice connection. Tragger was drunkenly rambling about a chick that was supposedly
waiting for him back in station – one of a thousand such women, if Tragger was to be believed – so Dokar didn’t
bother making his excuses to his fellow pirate. Instead, he clicked over to the conversation with Dusty.
“I hear congratulations are soon to be in order, Dokar,” the trader said without preamble. His skin was the leading
theory among the pirate community as to how Dusty came by his name – it was dark, with a dusky, ashy hue to it
that looked exactly as a miner might, down on the surface of a mineral rich planet. Dokar shrugged noncommittally
to the inquiry. He didn’t like to share too much of his details with others. Betrayal was a constant in New Eden.
“Soon, but not yet,” Dokar replied. He thought about putting the Rupture into warp and slinking home, but
something about Dusty made him hesitate. Dokar did not have any outstanding contracts to the trader, so
there wasn’t much cause for Dusty to contact him.
“Sooner than you think, perhaps. Where are you now? Dantumi?” Without the aid of a locater search, Dusty would
have no way of knowing where Dokar was. Dokar, naturally, nodded. Let the trader think he was in Dantumi, if he
wanted. “Well, if you’d like your 2000th kill, you’d better get over to Mara as soon as you can. Be at the coordinates
I’m sending over to you now in the next five minutes.” With that, the connection dropped.
Dokar reviewed the coordinates – it was a safe spot he once used with Dusty to take on some emergency supplies
after a particularly close encounter with the local vigilante capsuleers. Dokar clicked back over to Tragger’s
conversation, where Tragger was loudly calling for him.
“Hey, just got a hot tip. Wanted me to come to a place, figured I could use the backup in case it is a trap,” Dokar
said. Tragger asked for details, but didn’t say no.
***
Piekura
The Armageddon class battleship was a fearsome presence on any battlefield, though it had fallen out of favor
among many due to advancements in shield-based protective capabilities. The Armageddon was an armor tanker,
often equipped with multiple 1600mm thick armor plates in addition to its natural bulk. It was a slow thing, but
deadly in the right circumstances. The Armageddon that Dusty was looking at certainly looked the part. Its pilot,
though, was something else altogether.
Jakari Nuntara was a young capsuleer, just two months into life as an immortal space faring being. Under normal
circumstances, there was little chance that such a young capsuleer would have the skills to fly an appropriately
outfitted Armageddon, but Dusty took no chances. The passive scanners attached to his Rifter class frigate were busily
acquiring details about the Armageddon as Dusty continued to maintain a communication channel with Jakari.

“Thanks so much again for doing this,” Dusty said, his voice slathered in a disgusting amount of gratefulness. The
charm game was not one he had to use very often these days, but he was happy to find himself still capable of getting
agreements from anyone he came across.
“Not a problem, my new friend. Only happy to help rid the world of some more Guristas.” Jakari was an idiot, and
generous, two things that didn’t bode well for him in New Eden. His handsome jawline and swept back blond hair
did nothing to help Dusty’s image of the man as nothing worth holding on to.
“Great! If you could, just accept my fleet invite and I’ll show you where the nest is. I’ve managed to get through
many of the smaller ships, but there is a cruiser on the field that is a tough little nugget,” Dusty said. Jakari chuckled,
a bombastic, arrogant sound. In a corner of Dusty’s display, the man’s eyes sparkled. Definitely not worth holding
on to, Dusty thought.
“A cruiser will stand no chance against my ship, Mr. Brown. I assure you.” The reports came back from Dusty’s
passive scanners, revealing that the Armageddon carried several non-complimentary shield arrays, and a mixed bag
of offensive armament: pulse lasers, beams, and even a handful of autocannons. It wasn’t a pretty sight.
“Most excellent, Captain Jakari! Let’s jump through the gate, then, and I’ll take us to the Guristas,” Dusty said.
He made sure to sound not so much in command as in dire need of help. Jakari nodded with the haughtiness of a
benevolent king and together, they jumped.
***
Mara
“Plus two in local,” Tragger slurred. One of the more remarkable aspects of Tragger as a pirate was his ability to
maintain situational awareness no matter how intoxicated he became. He insisted it was a gift, though a gift from
whom he never specified. Dokar acknowledged the report and maintained a constant vigil on his directional scanner.
The local communication channels showed the newcomers – one of them was Dusty. Either Dusty was working for
the vigilantes, which would be bad news but exciting, or the jumps had been coincidental.
“Holy shit, Armageddon on scan,” Dokar said to Tragger. He instantly began aligning his ship towards the Dantumi gate once more, Tragger following not far behind. If it was a trap, an Armageddon would be bad news indeed.
Dokar shortened the scan range of his directional array, eliminating any noise from its readings. The Armageddon
disappeared from the report for a moment, but then swiftly reappeared. There were no planets or gates near enough
to show up on Dokar’s directional scanner – the Armageddon was coming straight for him.
“New Message Received.” Dokar acknowledged the message and saw that the sender was none other than Dusty.
Dokar opened it, fearing the worse.
Happy 2000th Kill. It’s on the house, as is your next shipment. Pleasure doing business with you, Mr. Karl.
Dokar’s eyes opened wide as he understood the meaning of the message and the Armageddon landed just five kilometers away from his Rupture. With a laugh, he turned the Rupture away from the Dantumi alignment and towards
the Armageddon.
“Get under its guns and fire away, Tragger. Dusty gave me a present.”
***
Dusty’s Rifter slowly reapproached the Piekura gate in Mara. Still on the communication channel with Jakari, he
smiled as the Armageddon pilot landed at the end of a very long warp.

“Where did you go? Hold on a moment – there are no Guristas here!” Jakari’s voice was climbing in octaves as
Dokar Karl disabled the Armageddon’s warp drive and set to work. “You bastard! Brown, I’ll have your head for this!
You have betrayed me! I will see you dead forever, you pirate scum!”
“Not likely, Jakari. Enjoy the experience, and if you ever think about retribution, just remember I have friends with
guns and the desire to use them. Good day.” Dusty activated the Piekura jump gate and cut the communication feed.
He had no desire to see the grisly end of Jakari’s terribly outfitted Armageddon, and on the off chance that Jakari
survived – or more likely, called for help – Dusty didn’t want to be anywhere near the scene of the crime. Within
minutes he was back in his Fenrir class freighter, a full cargo hold’s worth of goods being loaded for Jita and the
loyalty of at least one notorious pilot earned forever.
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Leverage

Xavi Bastanold
The Banana Moon Bar and Grill was packed with people and loud for it. Music boomed obnoxiously from
the flashing speakers floating near the ceiling. People shouted over one another or the music in often futile attempts
at being understood. The air was hot and a little foul from all the lungs it had passed through. There was some
of everyone in there from script and neuranet devs to pulse laser technicians to mercs to payroll accountants to
dropship pilots. No lawyers though, not in the Bamoo. Lawyers didn’t make it past the front door. If by some
quantum chance in hell they did, well, there was a nearby airlock with their fucking name on it. And to make sure
everyone had a shot at happiness there was a healthy sprinkling of dancers (and lap dancers) for every imaginable
gender type.
What really made the Banana Moon Bar and Grill was its substances. It started with the solid mainstays of alcohol
and smokes and progressed along an increasingly chaotic pathway of chemical cocktails that no person interested in
a cogent life should ever partake in. Money talks, however, and so does supply and demand. When this close to the
empire’s edge, Concord was an acceptable risk. Besides, the Bamoo had a reputation to uphold. It had started with
vodka and ganja ages ago, but now things were so deep and twisted there was no going back. Nor did anyone really
want to, to be honest. ISK in volume was funny that way.
There was not an empty seat in the pub except for one table. The table sat six but only three chairs were taken. A
mapping dev from a pharmaceutical company (legal) walked over to the table and grabbed one of the unused chairs.
The three men seated there looked at the dev.
“Do you mind if I take this?” the dev shouted over the heavy back beat of a ruthless riff.
Before the three could reply a very large and formidable woman grabbed the dev’s arm and pulled him away. The dev
lost his footing, but the woman had no trouble keeping him standing. The chair fell over on its side.
“What the fuck are you doing?” shouted the incensed dev as the woman put him down away from the table.
The woman stared down at the dev and poked him in the chest. “You must be new here,” she boomed back.
“Rule number one: nobody sits at that table. That’s the Clowns’ table. Only capsuleers sit there.”
The dev was about to unload with a vocal blast about something concerning ‘human equality’ and the wind
went out of him at the mention of ‘capsuleers.’ He stared back at the table and the three who sat there. “Capsuleers?”
he said eyes wide.
The woman nodded. “Capsuleers.” She pushed the dev back toward the table. “Now go pick up the chair
and apologize. Then I might not beat the shit out of you.”
Anger crossed the dev’s face as he almost fell to the floor. He glared at the woman, but she and her muscles
only glared back. He returned to the table, picked up the chair, and with a smirk and a wave said, “Really sorry!” One
of the capsuleers raised an empty glass in reply, but the other two ignored the dev for the most part.

Waithelp arrived at the capsuleers’ table, sliding past the departing dev to drop off an order of drinks. “Alrighty,
Sarum Gold for you–” he placed the drink before Xavi “–a Bomber for you–” Doc received a large tumbler with
blue liquid, a straw and small gray umbrella “–and last but not least, a Red Matar.” Odo watched the waithelp as the
Minmatar favorite was set down in front of him.
Doc started sipping his drink with the straw. Odo continued watching the waithelp as he returned to the bar, turned
to Xavi and grinned. Xavi stared at the drink before him with furrowed brow and looked at Odo. As if on cue the
two picked up their drinks and handed them to the other.
“No tip for that one,” Odo said.
Xavi couldn’t hear from the din. “What’d you say?” he said almost shouting.
Odo wasn’t quite sure what Xavi had said either and almost started to shout back. He stopped himself and held up a
hand to Xavi in a halting manner, his other hand fishing for something in his jacket pocket. Out came a small gold
cube with small buttons and a tiny holo display. Odo fidgeted with it for a few seconds, elaborately tapped the top
of the device with his index finger, then leaned to place it at the table’s center. Immediately the noise level dropped
drastically, the sound around the three capsuleers appearing to emanate from another room. A very noisy room, but
next door nonetheless.
Doc stared at the the device and nodded to Odo. “Nifty.”
“Expensive too, I bet,” Xavi said.
Odo smiled. “Useful things rarely come cheaply.”
“So, what did you say again?” Xavi asked Odo. “I didn’t hear it.”
“I was commenting on the fact that our waiter’s tip would suffer for his muddling our order of drinks,” Odo
said.
Xavi shrugged. “You’d think people out this way would know a Red Matar was a Minmatar drink. I mean
how many Amarr would order something like that?”
Odo’s smile dropped and he looked at Xavi. “Are you implying I’m Amarr?”
“Actually, he’s Gallente, Xavi,” Doc said matter-of-factly.
“I know he’s Gallente, Doc.” Xavi said. “You’re both Gallente, in fact. It’s just he happens to behave like an
Amarr most of the time.”
Pressing a palm to his chest, Odo replied, “Oh, Xavi, I’m touched. That’s the nicest thing you’ve said to me
in a long time.”
Xavi gave Odo the finger, draining his glass by a fifth while doing so.
“Okay, stop,” Doc said. Odo and Xavi both looked at him. “If you two plan on doing that Amarr-Minmatar
bullshit, I’m leaving. So tell me now.”
Odo objected, “Hey, I’m not the one who started it. He’s the one who made the Amarr crack.”
Xavi said, “You have nothing against Minmatar then?”
“Of course not, Xavi,” Odo smiled. “Minmatar make great slaves from what I hear.”
Xavi glared at Odo, his jaw clenching.
Doc looked from one to the other and stood up, pushing his chair back. “Why I would want to leave my flat
to be here,” he said, sweeping his arms around the room in mild disgust, “ is beyond me but you guys begged me. I
will not sit in this cesspool of humanity, however, while you two idiots play factions with each other.”
Xavi relented, “Alright, Doc. I’ll keep the remarks to myself if Odo will. Besides, you really don’t get out
enough anyway.”
“Doc,” Odo said, “I’m glad you’re here and I agree with Xavi that you need to socialize more. With that in
mind I promise not to direct any rude or inflammatory remarks at Xavi. At least with respect to the whole
Amarr-Minmatar thing.”
Doc nodded once. “Fine. Just so we have an understanding.” He pulled his chair in, sat down and had another sip from the straw.
The three did not speak for a time and that void was amply filled by the dull, muted booming of the speakers and the faint buzz of countless voices. Odo cleared his throat and said, “You know most of what I do is just to
get a rise out of you, Xavi.”
“That’s still fucked up,” Xavi replied.
Odo nodded. “Yeah, I guess it is. But what I’m trying to say is I’m not really into Amarr culture. I just like
their ships, the way they look. They have style. Like Gallente with the nice curves. To be honest, if I had to pick a

faction of choice it would be Caldari.”
Xavi stared at Odo in bemusement. “You’re Gallente, but you admire Caldari?”
“Well, to be honest,” Odo said, “the whole idea of nation-states is hopelessly backward, but if I had to
choose one it would be Caldari. The reason is simply they are the most advantageous for business and trade.”
“Can’t argue with that,” Doc said.
Xavi’s said, “Okay, Odo, I can understand that. Might not agree, but I can see where you’re coming from.
But the whole ‘slave’ thing. That I don’t get.”
“How so?” Odo asked.
“Well,” Xavi said, gesturing at Odo, “you’re always going off about ‘slaves this’ and ‘slaves that,’ making jokes
about it. That’s just a little too close to home for me.”
“Which I would add is a no-brainer,” Doc offered to Odo.
Odo’s smile faded noticeably. “First of all I’m not always going off with slave jokes. I do it from time to
time.”
“Oh come on,” Xavi said. “It’s frequent enough, at least in my face.”
Odo didn’t miss Doc’s nodding in agreement. “Fine, fine. Maybe I do bring it up more often than I should.
But, again, it’s not based on any prejudice I hold against slaves, Minmatar or otherwise. The way I see it, anyone
who’s not an immortal is more or less a slave of sorts.”
Xavi and Doc looked at Odo.
“What?” Odo said. “You two don’t see it? We hold all the cards. Ultimately, mortals have one life to lose.
That’s not a problem for us.”
“Assuming your CRU* isn’t located at some government agency,” Doc said.
“Yes, of course,” Odo said impatiently, “but that can be avoided easily enough. With proper precautions an
immortal will always have the last say in any interaction with a mortal. The result is that any mortal has the potential
to be our slave. It just depends on whether we feel the circumstances are warranted.”
Xavi shook his head, “But mortals already make slaves of other mortals. Look at Amarr. What you’re saying
is no different to that.”
“Think about it,” Odo said. “How is Amarr able to create a society where slavery is acceptable?”
“Because they’re sick fucks?” Xavi offered a little too quickly.
Odo rolled his eyes. “Shelve the morality for a second, Xavi, and focus on the pragmatic. The reason Amarr
are able to do this is because they have the leverage. Who can stop them from having slaves? Concord won’t intervene, so who’s going to stop Amarr from imposing slavery?”
Doc said, “If we could bypass Concord somehow, I’d bet ISK on someone like Goons putting major hurt on
even something as huge as Amarr.”
“And that is what I’m saying,” Odo said. “Immortals possess the power to provide enough leverage to make
any mortal a potential slave. Any mortal.”
Xavi reflected a moment. “Okay, from a pragmatic angle I can see what you’re saying. If I want to kill the
CEO of Viziam, I may die quite a few times in the attempt, but eventually I’m going to get him. In fact, if the CEO
of Viziam knew a capsuleer was planning on killing him there would be a good chance he’d try and negotiate a deal
that guarantees he’ll be unharmed.”
Odo nodded and smiled. “Exactly. And having that kind of power over any mortal means it only takes one
small step to make any mortal a slave. Hence, all mortals are little more than slaves to us.”
“Hadn’t thought about it like that,” Doc said, “but a very good point.”
Xavi frowned. “The problem with your argument, Odo, is that life is more than a pragmatic viewpoint.
There’s also the moral aspect of life. And, morally, that sort of thinking is really flawed.”
“Says who?” Odo asked.
Xavi said, “You saying you have no morals?”
“Principles, yes. Morals, not so much,” Odo said. “I leave that for mortals to dwell on.”
Doc said to Xavi, “He does have a point .”
Xavi remained silent, conflicted thought sweeping across his face.
Odo watched Xavi as he mentally chewed that down. “Hey, Xavi, can I ask you a personal question?”
Xavi hesitated. “That depends.”
“On what?” Odo asked.
Xavi waved it off. “Go ahead, ask it.”
It was Odo’s turn to hesitate. “Okay, so were you a slave once?”

The question took Xavi by surprise and he looked acutely uncomfortable. “When I was a child.”
“Ah,” Odo said.
Doc said nothing.
The muffled wash of sound filled the space between the three capsuleers until Odo said, “Alright, well, I’ll
lay off the Amarr-Minmatar thing. Maybe not the Minmatar thing, because I can’t stand the way those ships look,
but maybe not so much on Amarr-Minmatar relations and all that implies.”
“That would be good,” Xavi said. “Thank you.”
Doc slapped both hands down on the table and said, “Okay, then! Glad we got that out of the way! How
about we go another round? On me.” This expression of generosity from Doc took his fellow capsuleers by surprise
who smiled their assent.
“So, I heard you went out New Eden way in your Helios the other day,” Odo said to Xavi.
Xavi finished the last of his drink and the glass hit the table. “I did,“ he said. “A very interesting story there
as well.”
Doc interrupted, “Before we go any further, anyone mind we turn off the device?”
There were no objections. All sorts of surprises today. “As long as you’re okay with that. It’s going to get very
loud you understand,” Odo said to Doc.
Doc shrugged and put in a rare smile. “I can do loud. For a while.”
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Blood Frenzy

Oreamnos Amric /Iain Watson
October 21 YC 117
I technically don’t need to sleep. Capsuleers who spend weeks and months living in inhospitable solar systems
behind unpredictable wormhole connections have invented an analogue to sleep. By turning off all ship sensors you
plunge the brain into a state where it is forced to create imagery to fill the resulting void. It’s not sleep but it feels
like dreams and you only dream when you’re asleep, right? Today I awoke as my Loki-class Strategic Cruiser gently
filtered in external signals. As usual I was drifting somewhere deep in space. Comms crackled to life and my corp
mate, a gruff Matari by the name of Bukur, noted my appearance in the standing fleet. “About time you showed up.
Check your sensors. Do you see anything odd?”
It didn’t take long to spot an unfamiliar ‘Blood Raider Gauntlet’ beacon being reported by my ship’s sensors. This
was disturbing. How had the Blood Raiders gotten into our system? None of our scouts had reported any activity
whilst I slept, yet here we could see an encampment of the feared Blood Raider cult. Not only that, it was being
broadcast for all comers to see, unlike anything else we normally found in wormhole space. “Come on then, move
your arse and let’s clear them out”, I was jostled into action by Bukur.
Until I choose otherwise, while I am with my ship I am essentially immortal. This knowledge did little to calm
me as we warped to the unfamiliar beacon. Whilst dying wasn’t a problem, replacing the ship I was in and getting
back home could be. Wormhole connections can be a fickle mistress and we currently had no known connections
to Empire-controlled space. Landing at the beacon things grew stranger yet. The opposing force was a trivial fleet
of frigates but they were guarding an acceleration gate. The Blood Raiders invasion party had not only managed to
secretly infiltrate our home system but had also taken the required supplies to insert themselves into a deadspace
pocket. Something I had never seen before in a wormhole system.
Clearing the gate guards and their reinforcements was no trouble for Bukur and our cruisers. We had to press on
deeper into the unknown. I invited Bukur to be first in. He declined, “Why don’t you risk your own bloody ship
for a change?”, a challenge I couldn’t refuse even though I wanted to. In the deadspace pocket the challenge was
marginally greater but once again the forces of the Blood Raiders were no match for a pair of capsuleers in Strategic
Cruisers and they died rapidly. Of all the ships we destroyed only one of them had any salvageable cargo. The cargo
was something neither of us had seen before. My ship identified it as a booster of type ‘Blood Raiders Cerebral
Accelerator’ but was unable to give any further information about its effects. Maybe we hadn’t yet passed the final
hurdle into the unknown. Maybe we were looking at it now. Bukur volunteered to be first to try the booster. As he
said, exploring the unknown was what we were originally out here for and it was a long time since we’d encountered
the unknown.

“How does it feel”, I was eager to know what the mysterious booster’s effects were. The Blood Raiders were a
slightly ghoulish cult and something purporting to accelerate your brain could mean just about anything, good or
bad. The answer didn’t help, “Well it’s hard to explain, everything just feels more somehow”. While we were waiting
for something more tangible than “feeling more” our ships alerted us to another Blood Raider beacon. I nudged my
ship in the correct direction, “I guess we should deal with that as well. Maybe they’ll have one of these accelerators
for me to try”, and with that I entered warp.
We destroyed this second outpost with the same efficiency as the first and, once again, the only thing we could
salvage from any of the wrecks was the mysterious booster. Why were they here with a single booster? Was there
something special about wormhole space the Blood Raiders needed to do something with this booster? Our
pondering was interrupted by Bukur who realized his background skill training had ended some hours earlier than
expected. On a hunch I quickly popped my own booster and immediately confirmed our suspicions by noting my
training towards the final level of fleet commander was scheduled to complete almost two weeks early. The boosters
somehow increased our capacity for learning.
October 23 YC 117
In the middle of today’s operations a terrible thing happened. It was like the universe collapsed in on me. The
utopian enlightenment I had enjoyed for more than a day now ended with a brain shattering crash.
“You might have warned me how bad this would be!”
“No idea what you’re on about” was Bukur’s response to my accusation, “my booster is still working.”
This discovery led to some speculation as to why I was experiencing lower longevity in the effects of the Blood
Raider booster. Could there be differences in purity or dose size? Was there some inherent biological difference
between myself as a Gallente and Bukur as a Matari? Was there anything I could do to increase how long a single
dose lasted? I resolved to dedicate some time to that later. The secrets of this wonder drug were ripe for discovery.
My comedown was still in full effect and now, seeing how I had been affected, Bukur was incredibly keen to start
building up a stock of boosters. We enlisted the help of more members of our corporation, explaining the wonderful
benefits but leaving out the crushing feeling when the booster effects wore off. To be honest, once people heard their
background training time would shorten they pretty much stopped listening anyway. With our fleet much enlarged
we spread out exploring our constellation for more beacons. We deliberately collapsed one of our wormhole connections knowing this would likely result in a new connection to be formed elsewhere. As expected it did and we all
raced each other to be the first into the new destination.
“Holy shit, get in here now”, I was the first to jump in and couldn’t believe my eyes. Not one, not two, but eight
beacons were detected by my ship’s sensors. The Blood Raiders had a good hold on this system and were likely far
along with their plans, whatever those plans may be. Expecting his booster to run out any time soon Bukur sped
past me and straight towards the nearest beacon. We had run no Intel on the system. We didn’t know if anyone
lived there. Still the rest of us followed suit. This was very bad procedure for us. Anyone could be hiding in this
unexplored system. If they were this could easily result in the death of all our ships.
Poor Blood Raiders could never had known what hit them as we rained death on their installations. It was a
massacre. With our fleet swooping from beacon to beacon the Blood Raiders didn’t stand a chance. By the end we
had enough boosters for the entire fleet plus a couple spare. Everyone was basking in a warm glow having consumed
theirs. They didn’t know what awaited them once the booster was spent but I did. “Come on guys, let’s see if we
can find any more of these. Show them to keep away from our space”, I tried to encourage people but they didn’t
understand my urgency. They simply crept away to their own private corners of space to enjoy the feeling. I was more
driven. I couldn’t get my mind away from the temporary nature of the booster. I needed to store more boosters. I
almost regretted having brought the others into the system with all these sites. I should have kept them for myself.
Just as I was about to return home with everyone else another beacon lit up on my sensors. I opened comms to let

everyone know but then stopped myself. This site was mine. This would be my spare.
October 27 YC 117
It has been a few days since my last entry. There has been a steady decline in the appearance of our Blood Raider
friends. At first we were able to keep our fleet well supplied with these drugs. Then the beacons started presenting
themselves less and less frequently. At first this pressed us out exploring more and more. Then we started taking
risks with our ships. We ignored all security protocols. On discovering a new beacon it was a race to see who could
get there first. If there were multiple targets we spread out providing little or no protection to each other. It’s a
miracle we didn’t lose anyone during these reckless exploits. Most importantly, however, we were able to keep ourselves dosed up on this Blood Raider mana. As we did each fleet member crawled off to their own private corner of
the solar system to be alone with the drug. Socializing ceased to matter. I even started instructing my ship to wake
me earlier and earlier in the hope I could fly alone and beat the others to virgin sites. I wanted to build a private
stash. I was having to roam longer and further, taking all the risks of solo flight through potential hostile systems.
Eventually it was evident that no new sites were being discovered and I retreated with my stockpile of boosters.
Waking up today an initial wave of panic washed over me. I spotted wrecks on my scanners and immediately
assumed I had missed a now rare occurrence of Blood Raider detection. Panic was replaced by disbelief when I
realized these were not Blood Raider wrecks I was seeing on my ship systems. These wrecks were of other capsuleer
ships and there were a lot of them. Comms were quiet. Only Bukur was showing any presence in the corporation
comms channels but he wasn’t responding to my hails. In spite of the warm blanket of Blood Raider delight I had to
investigate what had happened. With probes on my ship I was able to locate one group of wrecks. From markings I
recognized them all as destroyed ships belonging to members of my corporation. In some cases individuals had lost
more than one ship. Clearly whatever had occurred during my absence had been catastrophic for the others. As I sat
at the edge of the battlefield I had a sudden realization. If these were the ships belonging to people who had been
attacking the Blood Raiders with me then there was a good chance of some surviving drugs in their cargo.
I was in the middle of the field of wreckage. Despite all the usual ammo, repair paste and other expected cargo, for
all the ships I had searched there was not a single unit of booster. Either I was incredibly unlucky or someone had
gotten to the wrecks before me. Normally, though, these wrecks would have been picked clean. With that thought
fresh in my head sensors made me aware of another ship in close proximity to me. I identified it as belonging to
Bukur and tried to hail him on the normal comms channels. “Give me your Boosters,” he announced his hostility
both verbally and by remotely disabling the warp drive of my Loki.
“Bukur, I don’t have any left,” I answered truthfully, “how about we go exploring for more?”
“There aren’t any more. I was forced to take what drugs I could from the others but there’s nothing left of those
either. I need your stash.”
Autocannon rounds started eating rapidly into my shields before I was able to pull range and reduce the incoming damage to more manageable levels. “Bukur, what are you doing?” I couldn’t believe what was happening. Had
our close knit group been eroded so far in such a short period of time? Had Bukur really destroyed all those ships
searching for Blood Raider boosters? More importantly, did he find any? The last question spurred me to action. I
brought my Loki around to engage.
November 4 YC 117
It has been a week since I fought Bukur. It was a very close battle and more by luck than skill I barely survived. I
blew up Bukur’s pod as well to ensure he couldn’t interrupt me while I searched his wreck. In it I found only two of
the boosters such a heavy price had been paid for. I retreated with them to my secret corner of space. I was sorely
aware this wasn’t entirely necessary as nobody was left in the system with me. My badly damaged ship was on fire
for longer than seemed possible before finally snuffing itself out. So long as I had my drugs I didn’t care.
My entire ship crew of over five hundred had died rendering even the most basic of tasks vastly more difficult than
normal. This wasn’t a problem until the remaining boosters were exhausted. The cataclysmic crushing experienced

at the end of the final drug was made all the worse knowing there would be no more. I cocooned myself in my ship
for as long as possible before reaching the realization that I had to find my way back to civilization. Ordinarily this
would be a trivial task but the damage to my ship and lack of crew greatly handicapped me. It took more than a half
a day of scanning before I was even able to leave the system I had known for so long as home.
A further day of scanning saw me find my way to a wormhole which my ship sensors indicated led to inhabited
space. I sat there for some time wondering what lay beyond. Had the whole of New Eden seen the same event which
occurred in the microcosm of my corporation? Would the whole of my universe have been laid to waste? With my
ship able to cater for my every biological need would I be destined to wander the empty space lanes alone for all
time? The rush as the wormhole fully enveloped my ship did little to calm these thoughts.
I emerged somewhere deep in Amarr space many jumps from the old, familiar regions of space near Dodixie I had
once called home. My fears built as I realized the system I had emerged in was empty. There were no other capsuleers there at all. I set route for Dodixie. Somewhere along the twenty plus jumps I must encounter another capsuleer. The real concern was whether they would be hostile as Bukur had been. I was relieved to find the jump gate to
the next system was still active. That was a good sign that some civilization had survived at least. Jumping though
I was greeted with a lot of chatter on the local solar system comms channel. What’s more, it was normal chatter.
No threats; no hostilities; not even any wrecks on my scanners which could indicate capsuleer combat. Within two
jumps towards Dodixie my fears of a total breakdown of society had been completely eradicated.
It appears the enhanced effects of the Blood Raider booster were limited to my wormhole and my corp. Nothing
will likely explain the occurrences of the past week. Attempts to contact other members of my corporation have
been entirely unsuccessful. Several have even left since I found my way to Dodixie. All those years of trust destroyed.
What did we do?
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Juno Initiative
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I stopped in a hallway and looked out into cold, unforgiving space while the ship’s capacitor was winding up for a
second jump into warp speed. The local star was mostly eclipsed by a molten planet, rivers of glowing rock hardly
visible in front of the giant blue star that was peeking past the rim of the orange silhouette. It was startlingly
beautiful.
We don’t usually get a view this nice.
Generally speaking, we don’t take the scenic route. We find the shortest distance between iron sights and the
enemy, or the darkest, most concealed avenue of approach to the target. I’m not exactly concerned with fancy
lighting; photography doesn’t pay quite as well as war.
The hallway I walked was completely extraneous, structurally cut off from the rest of the ship, so as not to weaken
it. The window was more or less a giant structural weakness that had to be added on after as a luxury aboard the
ship. I used it at my convenience to clear my mind and calm my soul. My psychologist said it did me good. And it
had for the past six or so years.
I marched down the passage way, ducking under pipes, dodging cables and switches sticking out from the bulkhead.
The hallways are far more than spacious than a normal space-faring vessel, but a Federation Commando dropsuit
added inches of bulk to my profile, making it more difficult to navigate passage ways for me. I was completely
encased in the Federation’s gunmetal grey and dark blue-green armor. After years of living in the suit though, it
wasn’t bulk. More like another layer of skin. I turned into the room at the end of the passageway.
Entering the bridge, the terminals awoke and the bluish-green displays warm to life all throughout the room.
Around me, three-dimensional layouts and charts begin slowly spinning while displaying the current status of the
ship’s vital systems. I stood, alone, in the middle of the room and began deciphering the intelligence hovering
ominously around me.

The audible whirring of the projectors’ cooling systems began to speed up as they reached normal operating
temperatures. Somewhere aboard the ship, an industrial sized elevator squealed to life, the shrill reverberations
moved through the metal hull of the ship with ease, heard by the entire crew aboard until it completes its descent.
Silence is rarely heard on this ship. The sound of Charon class engines in constant ebb and flow while we maintained cruising velocity reminded us that we were always on the move. The steady thrumming had become a lullaby
to those who had lived with it for long enough.
Nearly six years now. Yeah, I don’t get out much.
At six feet and four inches, I towered over most men. And that’s without the thickly armored soles of the dropsuit.
Not to mention how much more I towered over my own gender. I pressed the release under the left side of my jaw
and lifted at the base of my helmet, powering down the external light receptors and letting the interior display go
dark.
Light golden hair hung disheveled. I shook my head and let the hair fall naturally into its short, but distinguishably
feminine shape, cut longer as it neared my chin from the back. I pulled my slim and sturdy face from the metal
helm. I didn’t spend any time grooming myself to be attractive, bio-engineered genetics took care of that. Not that
I really gave a shit, but it was a tactical advantage in itself when imposed correctly. I’ve been told that the stern look
of cynicism permanently pressed into my face didn’t do me any favors.
Planetary conquest tends to make you a hard ass.
My bronze colored eyes strained at the difference between the helmet’s display and reality, the not quite golden irises
rapidly relaxing and contracting. The skin showing was smooth, pale and cold as this cloned body of mine had yet
to experience natural light upon its skin.
As it was, my consciousness was all that I identified as myself, or owned by me. The various clones that I had
inhabited over the years of service to the Federation were tools, some lasting longer than others, but never carrying
physical scars or tan lines to the next clone. None of us, the recipients of this power, really understood it. Only a
handful of privileged individuals had an understanding of the science behind it.
But In my moments of death, the clone’s embedded neural-implant triggers an evacuation of my metaphysical identity for transfer to a new host, sometimes lightyears away. A new clone is ripped from its cryogenic sleep, whole and
unharmed, to take part in the endless cycle.
They call us Immortals.
I set the helmet on the nearest terminal, its wide and smooth metal face angled forward, giving it a predator’s
visage and a slanted armor advantage. Hastily engraved by a laser along the nape of the helmet was all my identifying
information.
FARITH CAEN / FEMALE
SERVICE ID: P2029 / MODEL: 412
They didn’t bother with the blood type; all our clones had been modified to AB+. Besides, they weren’t overly
concerned with the preservation and lengthy rehabilitation of clones all that much. As far as models went, this was
my four-hundred and eleventh transfer, and model number one had been my original body. Seven years ago.
At least I still looked twenty-two years old after nearly a decade of war torn history. Yay, me.
The rest of my armor mirrored the distinctly Federate design of the helmet: aggressively anatomical with a
seemingly organic profile. No quarter was given to my female form. The large armor plates were stacked
unflatteringly and efficiently in front of vital organs, which suited me just fine. The fusion coils near my shoulder
blades glowed with power and hummed with energy. The entire suit was alive with millions of nanites, rippling
across the skin in response to my every thought. The nanites were the cells of the armor’s tissue, capable of major

repairs of themselves, even switching colors of the SKIN for camouflage, all within moments.
Between the immortality and the armor, Immortals all had access to power that only one out of ten billion people in
the galaxy had the willpower to wield. The power to be reborn again and again, learning more each time from our
fatal mistakes like it never even happened.
I heaved a deep breath, my chest pressing against the inside of the power armor, and it responded by opening it’s
thoracic cavity slightly. It was the highest military grade dropsuit made by the Federation, my second skin, and
damn near my only skin. I have a hard time remembering the last time I took it off without death being involved.
And this ship is my home. The F.C.C. Gythrash, nearly a hundred and fifty hundred meters of Gallentean
Federation engineering, and a bit jury rigging on my part, had produced a unique Mobile Command Center
capable of interstellar navigation and covert operations. Its design flowed beautifully from bow to stern, heavy with
giant-sized armor plates encasing the ship. She was capable of breakneck speeds compared to the competition, but
sacrificed maneuverability for raw power. The heavy neutron cannons mounted around the ship were genuinely
formidable when in range, enormous shotgun-slugs of plasma energy that could wear down shields and armor with
ease. They were mounted in tight rows along the sides of the ships maximizing output with the right positioning.
Almost completely autonomous, it still required a crew of four men, four Immortals that had forged fraternity with
me in war and death. The Immortals of the Federation did not number in excess of 2,000 men and women out of
a nation numbering in the tens of billions. It was safe to say that we had grown close in our exclusive community.
Close. Quite the understatement actually.
I stepped up to the star map; its projection tripled in size, and stayed hovering in the air in front of me, demanding
my attention. We’re 55.92 astronomical units from the next star gate on course with our destination. It was easily
attainable with a half charged ship capacitor, but you never want to show up to a party with nothing in reserves.
We’ll wait for the rest of the capacitor, I thought.
I took a step back from the star system display and the hologram shrank back to a moderate size, no longer monopolizing my attention. I glanced at another terminal nearby, displaying crew vitals and trivial statuses like whether or
not they were sleeping, including my own.
My team. All Immortals, since vanilla soldiers didn’t trust us after The 514 incidents. Seven years isn’t a long enough
time to forget a grudge, especially for me, but the infamy tends to work to our advantage most of the time. Throw
in that I’m an Amarr born citizen turned Federate, and the conspiracies get more and more outrageous every year.
In true diplomatic and political fashion, I’ve been shunned by nearly all members of the Federation representatives.
Jacus Roden, president of the Federation, had been the only person that trusted me. Others worried he would use
me as his personal hitman. Er, hitwoman maybe? Whatever. So Congress decided it was more capable of directing
my steps than the president.
Not that they relished the opportunity very much. Senators and Representatives alike regarded me with wary eyes,
only continuing my service to them through clandestine missions that were never supposed to make headlines.
Anything they didn’t need the population to know about.
Which is why I make a point of not being very subtle. Granted, it doesn’t do much for credibility in the people’s eyes,
but it’s not like I cared anyways. I have my own sense of personal justice guiding me; I have no trouble sleeping at
night. I can’t say the same for the politicians.
I am the queen of their chess board; adaptable, ferocious and feared. But I take liberties with the parameters of their
missions, to their great displeasure, when I feel they have lost sight of the definition of Liberty.
“Heh,” I let out with sharp breath, “I’ve been winning their war since before any of them came to power.” I
muttered to myself bitterly, “but I’m the one who can’t be trusted.” My cynicism grew more intense at the thought.
They let me keep my job because I was the devil they knew and, for the time being, not the devil on the other team.
That is, only a handful of people knew of the ticking time bomb that was in my head.

I strode out of the bridge toward my quarters, ducking and dodging bits of the ship as I went. “They don’t pay me
enough to deal with their shit,” I spat angrily under my breath. I pushed it from my mind, preparing my thoughts
for the mission ahead.
I was still walking when the air went still; all sounds became muffled, underwater-sounding as we entered the warp
bubble, and disappeared from our relative position to the other side of the solar system in a frictionless flash of light.
If you’ve seen one star, you’ve seen them all. Not that it makes them any less awe inspiring, but they’re all made of
the same stuff. Sometimes they’re blue, yellow, red, or white. Sometimes there are two of them spinning dangerously close to each other, seemingly moments away from detonation due to proximity. In reality, millennia stretched
between them in a dance.
I found myself staring at one such binary star system in my window room (the Observation Room, I had come to
call it) as we began the assault on the Munitions Facility.
It had employed a skeleton crew who were enjoying the few moments of sunshine between gusts of frigid blizzard
on the frozen planet when the terrorist group known as the Guardian Angels took over their shift. Video surveillance reports more than thirty assailants to the fifteen men on shift before the feed went offline.
The security footage played over a portion of my helmet’s display, and these guys were good. They were quick, precise, and crazy to go in with guns blazing like they did. Munitions tend to go kaboom if not handled properly, and
an entire storage facility of kaboom can really ruin your day. One mega-ton and 500 mega-tons worth of explosive
is hardly a noticeable difference on the human scale, and the Federation was faced with much the same problem.
Enter respawning, Immortal anti-terrorists.
I made my way through the ship, maneuvering with my helmet in the crook of my left elbow. I entered a room we
call the hell hole, a large opening in the bottom of the MCC about the size of a small dropship. We sometimes
throw ourselves out it directly onto the objective from the MCC, but in this weather it was less than advisable.
I looked over the edge, invisible energies held back the rush of wind as we descended on what appeared to be a flat
sheet of ice and snow. Nearly the entire planet was coated in its white blanket of frost. It looked like one of those
things from the history data-cores, what was it, a blank sheet of paper?
I radioed to our pilot, Wulfe, “Where are you bringing us down at? This doesn’t look anything like the map
from the hologram!”
“Don’t worry your pretty little head,” Wulfe retorted with coolness not usually reserved for someone landing
a multi-million ISK spaceship in a blizzard. It was over headset comms, but I could almost hear him wink. “Just
because it doesn’t have elevation lines like the hologram map doesn’t mean it’s not the same place. I know where I’m
going.”
Smug bastard.
The Gythrash was already incognito as radars were concerned, but the emissions-internalization helped to further
conceal us as we entered the atmosphere, easing our way through miles of air trying not to raise a thundering noise
on entry. No initial scans of the objective area were taken, alerting the enemy like that would only make the job that
much harder. The only way to see us coming was to no-shit actually look at us with eyes or surveillance equipment.
And with a storm as big as there was between us and the objective, I don’t think they would have seen us landing on
top of them in the pre-dawn light.
Our giant blue-green space ship was easily identifiable in the midst of stark whites and lack of any other colors as
we came closer to the surface of the planet. But the stealth systems hadn’t quite finished yet. The SKIN of the ship
went a little fuzzy, and then the nose of the ship rippled with a buzzing all the way to the aft near the engines. As it
went, the Super Kerr-Induced Nano coating painted itself in shades of white and pale blue.

Most of the time I keep it painted black, but Federal regulations, etcetera, etcetera...
I picked a spot for the Gythrash quite a ways farther from the Area of Operation (AO) than we usually do. I wasn’t
really sure how big the explosion would be if things went wrong, but I figured eighty kilometers was surely enough.
Surely.
The giant Mobile Command Center began to settle down in a valley deep enough to conceal the ship, but wide
enough that we could unpack the necessary cargo.
I stood at the edge of the hell hole observing the LZ as it arose from the blankness. In the last few moments before
the landing gears touched the ground, a glitter of light appeared in the corner of my right eye. Without looking, I
reached up and smacked my armored hand across the back of the invisible scout that had snuck up next to me—with
more than a little force.
“HMPH!” said the newest addition to our team, Alvarez.
He fell forward through the field keeping the wind out of the ship with a whoosh, and kept sailing invisibly the rest
of the twenty feet to the ground. The snow was deep enough to not afford him the option to roll graciously upon
impact. Instead, he sank down three feet into the soft snow, a perfect imprint of his Gallente scout suit as he flailed
invisibly. The suddenness of the impact merited a genuine smile and half-hearted laugh from me.
Corporal Albert “TRIGGER” Alvarez had been dropped into our company less than a year ago, three years newer
than our last new guy, Hartman. Underneath the suit he had a slimmer than usual body that he requested in order to keep his dropsuit profile low. He had a slender face to match with nearly-black irises that could pick out a
counter-sniper with inhuman accuracy thanks to his cybernetic implants. His black hair was cut short in true ‘son
of military parents’ fashion, and he really didn’t do himself any favors by joining the Immortals as early in life as
he had. Alvarez was eternally under the drinking age within the Federation’s borders at the ripe age of 19. It was
damned impressive to his credit, but part of me wondered why he was allowed to volunteer for the program at such
a young age. Technically, after his first two years in training he was of age to drink. But bartenders still call him out
for having a fake, and we sit back and have a laugh at his expense. Alvarez may be nearly as boot as the entire work
section of the Quafe shoe store, but the kid had grit when it came down to it.
He wore a light-framed Scout suit which was about a third of the size of my suit, and half the size of regular dropsuits. He compensated with his ego, and a sniper rifle he reminded us could tear through all of our dropsuits in one
shot. We accepted the statement for what it was.
If you don’t know what his gifts are, don’t worry, he’ll tell you all about his natural talent with sniper rifles, and nova-knives, and hacking, his stalking skills, and… well, you get the picture.
The scout uncloaked standing in his snowy silhouette; he was looking directly at me, his face hidden except the
glare I knew had to be beneath his helmet. The helmet in my left arm started talking, “Dammit, aren’t you supposed
to be our wise and mature leader?” he taunted me over a communication headset, shrugging his shoulders in mock
confusion.
“Weren’t you supposed to be invisible?” The Gythrash came to a springy halt forcing me to bend at the
knees.
He shook his head and scanned the surroundings, “seems like the snow could swallow an LAV whole if we
try and drive in this.” The wind whipped and slung a fresh layer of snow in the scouts face, promptly melting on
contact with the internally heated suit.
He drove his heels further into the snow burying himself up to his chest, “but this might work for my
purposes.” He ran two fingers across his left forearm calling up the hologram hidden there, tapping a few buttons
then…
Gone. His SKIN had changed to the same pure white that surrounded him, not even catching a glare off of the
nearby landing lights. Hell, it worked better that the cloaking device built into his suit. “Yup,” he stated, sounding
rather pleased with himself, “I can work with this.”

“Catch,” I said. I threw a rope at his last know position.
He caught it. The rope looked like it was floating as he warily tugged on it, making sure it was actually strong
enough to bear his weight. We picked on Alvarez sometimes. Other times we picked on TRIGGER.
I had thought about cutting the rope as he neared the last five feet back into the hell hole of the ship, but I figured it
was time to get to work, and the whole snow angel thing would hold me over for a while.
That, and Luis would have stopped me. Luis could stop our MCC if he dragged his feet on the ground. I turned
to face the approaching lieutenant.
He nearly stomped his way through the hatch just letting his feet fall naturally. Lieutenant Luis “ATLAS” Cassinger, reporting for buffet destruction wherever he goes. He looked like the well-fed love child of a mountain and
Madrugar Heavy Assault Vehicle, but not nearly as soft. A dark skinned man two inches taller than myself with a
bald head and steady hands that were almost always occupied by a monstrous, bullet spewing Heavy Machine Gun.
His dropsuit was the same frame as mine, in theory, but augmented with additional nanites to compensate for the
extra surface area coverage. Unlike my commando, his sentinel dropsuit fitted a power core designed to handle singularly giant, destructive weapons. Luis was a behemoth of a human specimen, and the stereotypes associated with
such an individual are less than favorable as intellect goes. But behind his beady, piercing green eyes was a genius.
Cause the only thing better than having an HMG wielding giant on your side, is an HMG wielding giant that loves
science.
He wore no helmet currently and smiled his intelligent smile while abusing the laws of gravity with each step on
his way to greet me. We smacked forearms together, clutching at each other’s arms in greeting. He leaned forward,
placing his left hand upon my nearest shoulder. I felt my dropsuit’s system compensating for the added weight.
“Farith!” his deep, booming voice grabbed my attention almost as firmly as his grip on my arm, “I can’t
remember the last time I saw you this giddy before a firefight.” I straightened out the curve on my face, and allowed
only a raised eyebrow show my suspicion. He went on, “Which I distinctly remember happened before the
destruction of several moon bases, and something about ‘extreme prejudice.’ Do you know something I don’t?”
I glanced back just in time to see Alvarez lose a bit of his dignity climbing onto the deck, straightening up and
wiping bits of water from his armor. “Weather man says there’s a good chance for bits of munitions factory raining
down later this evening,” I announced to the whole room, “…and, maybe, a few more inches of snow.” The wind
continued pressing a full blown blizzard against the ship.
Luis’ let out a single hearty laugh, “Hah! You have decided to blow it up before you even start the mission
because the media will be sure to pick it up. It’s a wonder why they still bother sending you on”—and he put his
bunny ear fingers up for this and everything—“’secret missions.’ You’re ability to propel our team to headline news
has not diminished in the slightest.”
“And your ability to point out the obvious is ever present as always, Luis. That’s why you get to be a commissioned officer.” I hadn’t yet made the decision, they might have some of the security detail held hostage as insurance
against blowing them to the next life. But if the explosion was going to be half as beautiful as the moon bases, call
me simple, I just can’t say no to explosions. Apart from the ones I become a participant in.
Luis was book smart, sure—hell even common sense smart most of the time, but holding a conversation with him
was like trying to play a two piece jigsaw puzzle and then trying to feel like you’ve actually accomplished something
afterward.
He stood there smiling and analyzing what the officer comment actually meant.
However meager the conversation with Luis was, it was a feast compared to Hartman, the silent Corpsman who had
been leaned against the bulkhead this entire time.
Hartman stood silent as space itself, intensively cleaning one of the dozens of pieces of gear that hung from various places on his Minmatar logistics dropsuit. He was clad in a medium sized frame built for maneuverability and
speed, designed to get to downed infantry quicker than they could bleed out. Built more like an exoskeleton, a

reddish-brown rust colored frame work surrounded the thin, nanite-infused layer of armor underneath. Instead of
the glowing Gallente fusion coils, it featured a dull colored pack located high on his back containing capacitors and
other components, a nearly endless power source for his dropsuit and tools. It may have looked like scrap, but the
gear he utilized was advanced, even as space marines go.
The front of his chest was decorated with almost a dozen needles, nanite injectors that could bring someone back
from the edge of death with a concoction of adrenaline, questionable drugs, and even more questionable organic
nano-sized robots. From the sides of his legs hung nanohives that used thousands of tiny nanites to replenish ammo
without any effort from a nearby friendly. Usually holstered on his hip was a repair tool that would energize and
harden the nanites of your dropsuit as long as there was a connection, but he was busy cleaning it out meticulously.
About the only thing he couldn’t do was put a limb back on. At least not yet.
Sergeant Kristoph “Tinman” Hartman was a medium height man of medium build. His hair was medium length,
and if blonde was rare and brown was well done, his hair color was medium. The only things not medium about
the man were his eyes. A pair of icy blue stones set inside ivory catalysts conveyed nothing discernible, but entirely
haunting. He could be hiding a deep wound or a heinous plot; I was only sure that I couldn’t tell which. Which
happened to be amplified by the fact that he almost never took his helmet off.
He was extremely dependable on the battle field and had been for the past four and some change years, but Hartman
was the guy we didn’t want to see. Not because we didn’t trust him, it just meant that we had been shot, dismembered, or otherwise maimed. We’re actually always really glad to see him because we get to save an entire set of gear.
Oh, you didn’t know?
Who do you think pays for all of our gear and clones? Not the Federation, that’s for damn sure.
No, we buy our own gear, replace our own clones, and stock our own armories. Sure, the Feds pay us after each successful mission, and maybe it’s an exorbitant amount of ISK, but do you think military class, space marine, self-repairing, auto-cloaking, physics-defying, self-heating, bullet-shedding dropsuits are cheap? They sure as hell aren’t.
They tell us it’s their incentive for efficiency, as if the mind numbing pain of being shot isn’t enough. Whatever.
If we lose four sets of gear on a basic mission against fifty or so bad guys, we break even. There are all kinds of variables in there, sure, but overall we made a profit. We made sure to put away some ISK from those missions for when
shit went way south. It wasn’t often, but when things get bad, they tend to get really bad, and we buy the cheap stuff
for a few months. There was sometimes a chance to salvage our gear after a mission. Except probably not this one.
“You good?” I called to Hartman making sure that he was aware that we were about to start a mission. He
hadn’t said a word during the pre-brief.
Hartman looked up at me from the repair tool for just a moment, a single light receptor on his helmet located over
his left eye glowing its rusty light at me. He executed a sharp nod of his head and went back to cleaning.
That was a pretty generous response for Hartman.
I heard the hiss and whine of hydraulics opening a large bay door on the side of the ship. Wulfe was preparing
transport, and radioing in this status, “I’ll be out there in a minute, gotta grab my gear, do some pre-flight checks,
and put my ‘save-the-planet’ undies on”
Our resident Pilot and demolitions expert had jokes.
I lifted and clicked my helmet into place around my head, displays lighting up with statuses and surrounding topographical maps around the edges of my vision. I turned the serious dial in my tone up a little, and I gave my orders
in short, choppy commands. “Rendezvous, five minutes, on the Incubus. Let’s move, Dire Company.”
They don’t usually attach the term “company” to five individuals, usually groups of around 120 troops merit the title.
I think the exception for us were the eighty clones waiting for activation in their chambers. It gave us capabilities
similar to a company size force rather than a lone fire-team. Our gear made up for the last forty vanilla infantry of

a company who used standard issue rifles and conventional body armor.
I grabbed my gear from my armory. Rifle, ammo, cannon, then headed up to the hangar where Wulfe was waiting
for us.
Some days I love my job.
We barreled through the crisp early morning air as snow filled atmosphere screamed past the open cabin of the
dropship where four of us sat facing each other. Two blaster turrets hung over each side of the aerial transport, and
a wide grin spread under my helmet as we glided along at breakneck speeds.
We flew over the snowy hills and valleys as the local star began drifting over the horizon. The Incubus assault dropship bucked wildly under the blizzard as we cut across the icy landscape, unhindered by the several feet of snow
that had accumulated over an unknowable amount of time on this barren icicle of a planet. Its engines gave off a
bright blueish light at the back of the dropship, a similar light from stabilizers underneath flared from time to time;
together they continued catapulting us towards the objective. The dropship itself was little more than a lightly armored shell, a few devastating turrets, and a pair of outrageously oversized rotating turbines in the back that could
push the ship faster than was practical. Except when it was very practical for getting the hell clear of whatever was
about to blow us to bits.
The dropship kept very little air underneath it as it flew along, hugging the dips and bumps of terrain. It would have
been completely insane for anyone other than our pilot to attempt the maneuvers that brought us within a few feet
of clipping what could easily end the trip early. Goosebumps littered my pale skin, acute awareness of my surroundings set in, and my adrenal glands fired a few shots of endorphins knowing that we were that close to disaster. In
this storm it would have been suicide for even our pilot to be flying this low, but the instruments inside the cockpit
gave our pilot a clear view of what not to fly the dropship into, despite the storm.
The madman in the cockpit controlling the ship was none other than Warrant Officer James “BARON” Wulfe,
annoyingly arrogant, confidently cocky, and honest-to-goodness subject matter expert on all things piloting. He sat
hardwired into the cockpit of the dropship, making it an extension of his will much like his dropsuit already was.
The Incubus was rising and falling with motions of his hands, not actually holding onto any physical controls.
He was nearly as tall as me and outfitted with a Gallente medium frame. He was sporting jet black hair underneath
the helmet in a sort of war-hawk fashion statement, and big brown eyes that I couldn’t be sure, but always assumed
were full of shit.
“Safeties off ladies and gentlemen,” came his relaxed voice over comms, “thirty seconds till party time.”
I stood up and locked my feet into place behind the turret controls then placed my hand on the pad to initiate the
connection. The display inside my helmet flickered, and then showed crosshairs from a slightly different perspective.
I rotated my head to the left and right, listening and watching as the turret followed the motion of my helmet with
a mechanical buzzing. Systems check was good. Three feet behind me in the open compartment of the dropship,
ATLAS did the same thing facing the other way.
“So far, nothing indicates that they know we’re here,” I stated, “just don’t crash the dropship, BARON, and we’ll take
care of the bad guys. Then the three of us move into the facility checking for hostages. BARON and TRIGGER,
you’re on watch up top while we go down below” I waited a moment, then added, “Make every effort to not blow
up the facility until we’ve swept for the hostages. They shoot fast, but based on the video of the attack, they’re not
very tactical. They took out at least four of their own guys on the way in. We’ll out maneuver them where we can,
and use their own speed against them.” I heard my team roger up in the affirmative.
“JUNO, this is BARON,” he said in mocking radio etiquette, “that’s a solid copy. Make every effort to start
fireworks show after hostages are secured.”
“BARON, this is JUNO,” I returned the mocking tone, “Focus on not crashing.”
“Gifting ‘Door Prize’ on my mark,” he hailed as if I hadn’t said anything, and the dropship began to slow.
TRIGGER was crouched in a mass of white, his rifle at the ready near the edge of the open cabin beside ATLAS.

The ground began rushing up as we neared the crest of a hill overlooking the facility. BARON didn’t lower the
dropship; instead he lined up his approach to intersect with the top of the hill, keeping our forward momentum. As
the top of the hill came under the Incubus, the bottom of the dropship scraped some snow with a wintery crunch.
“Mark,” our pilot said without warning, and TRIGGER stepped off into the snow almost level with the floorboards
of the Incubus. The scout vanished with a mild crunch of snow into the pure white swirls of the blizzard that were
beginning to calm.
No sooner had he stepped off than the dropship went full tilt. My stomach heaved as my body was sideways as far as
gravity was concerned, but still standing up in the ship. I started to fall to my right until the grips around my feet
from the turret emplacement caught me, suspending me there. The craft had fallen forward ninety degrees in a bold
maneuver, and we cut hard and fast. We dropped forward along the downward slope of the hill toward the sparse
buildings. The engines whined in protest with gravity and momentum as we pulled up furiously away from the
ground halfway down the hill, engines pressing us forward with nearly unbearable force. I got a pretty good look at
the area using the turrets optics as we approached from the west.
There were no other buildings outside or anywhere near the compound. There were three buildings inside it in a
neat horizontal row, and none of them were very large. They were packed close together in a line parallel to the only
gate in along the south. A faint trail leading up to it was probably a road that had been neglected for snow removal
for a while. The nearest city was almost two-hundred klicks off, and they probably didn’t bother with clearing it out
any more than was absolutely necessary. Especially with terrorists and all.
None of the buildings looked like they housed any munition which was good, and all the buildings were made from
bricks as well, meaning they wouldn’t provide any cover from dropship fire. Lucky for us, but not so lucky for any
living thing inside the building.
“Contact front, five personnel on foot, 200 meters and closing, port side—you’re up,” BARON informed
calmly us while pivoting slightly to the right, giving my port side turret a clear view.
We caught up to a patrolling guard of five terrorists who were completely taken by surprise. The engines in the back
pivoted and pointed forward along the length of the dropship. The resulting force of deceleration made my stomach
heave yet again and pulled both ATLAS’ and my head toward the front of the ship, and consequently, the turrets as
well. The heat from the engines came over us, forcing our dropsuits to expel built up heat with a hiss of white steam.
Without the dropsuits, someone would need to get a fork and stick it in us, cause we’d have been done. Charred, to
be specific.
Taking a moment to gather my strength, I turned my neck to look directly at the guards patrolling inside the edge
of the compound. With my right hand still in contact with the interface, I squeezed my left hand ever so gently into
a fist, activating the turret.
The patrolling sentries were quick and immediately began dispersing in every direction when my turret began its
siege. The resulting sound from the sputtering gun was akin to the trill of the letter ‘R,’ except spoken by a lesser
god of technology and violence, spitting volatile slugs of plasma energy with every flick of its tongue. They weren’t
able to move very far or very quickly in the deep snow and the first long volley of fire had maimed two of the men.
We hadn’t slowed down enough and flew by, still decelerating, trying to pull around for another pass. We banked
hard, this time flipping up on our side relieving our dropsuits of the turbine’s exhaust. I stood there behind the turret
at the ground and straight ahead at the same time, and we continued decelerating with all the engines designed to
lift the ship under normal circumstances.
I heard ATLAS absent mindlessly let out a groan of discomfort at the maneuver. He was now facing the sky directly
with his back to the ground. He must have felt like we were tumbling to the ground at the sudden disorienting twist.
I’ve been flying with BARON for a few years, and you never completely get used to manipulation of momentum
like that. I just didn’t let it show.
The force of all engines pushing was enough to bend my knees and make my head droop. Weightlessness took over
for a moment as our momentum came to a halt directly over the buildings of the compound. Gravity took hold of

our trajectory, and BARON began tilting the ship upright again. The result of the maneuver was that the ship was
now strafing sideways toward the patrol again. I faced them directly as we approached, focusing the cross hairs on
the right most target, but the targets were ready this time.
Their chattering fire focused on me. I mean, really focused on me. The three remaining goons were lying prone in
the snow bank taking their shots at me with uncanny accuracy. Three small projectile rounds from combat rifles
struck at my armor in the legs and right shoulder within moments. What little shield technology the Gallente had
invested in absorbed the kinetic energy of the rounds, letting them fall harmlessly to the ground, but we were still
over three hundred meters away in less than favorable weather. The blaster turret I was aiming was a destructive
power to be reckoned with, but its accuracy was measured in volume of fire, so to speak. I needed to get closer.
“Guard, Guard, Guard!” I commanded over the comms, and BARON whipped the Incubus to the left so
that the solid front face of the dropship was between the incoming fire and me.
The dropship leaned forward more conservatively than before and closed the distance in a matter of seconds. The
roaring sound of the dropship’s engines three meters to my left was somewhat deafening, but I could faintly make
out the sound of shouting, shots being fired, and the very distinct sound of lead bullets thumping against the front
of the ship until they stopped abruptly. We passed over the top of them not even fifteen meters overhead, and two
of the three were now sprawled out on the wrong side of the snow drift in a mess of red. Chunks of their head were
missing from a sniper round fired from over eight-hundred meters to the west; the third, that still had all his insides,
was in a dead sprint down a trodden trail toward one of the buildings, a rifle in his hands.
BARON steered us back and kept even pace with him strafing diagonally now, letting me line up for the shot. It
didn’t take very long. It was too easy. Just point at his feet and squeeze, then walk the crosshairs up his back. The
turret let out a short BRRRAP. I saw him look back at the noise, terrified for his life, and we locked eyes. It was
only in passing, but he bared his soul to me in that moment. I watched my handiwork end his life in slow motion.
The first few fiery shots landed short. The unstable projectiles touched the solid ground, reacting and expanding violently almost a meter wide into bubbles of energy that burn and tear at the atomic level. The next few shots landed
closer, pressing waves of crashing heat against his back, the rapidly expanding air pushing him along in vain. The
next shot exploded near the inside of his left foot midstride. The resulting splash of fire seared his pants, burned
away his leg down to the bone on one side all the way up to his knee, and blackened his thick boots to unrecognizable mass. It all happened too fast for him to register, and in his next step he faltered awkwardly on his skeletal leg.
As he faltered, the next shot struck the right hamstring. It went clean through his leg, but the plasma had reacted
the same to his leg as it did to ground. The leg exploded in charcoal black and blood red gore. His faltering devolved
into a tumble toward the snow. Two more rounds found their target as he fell. One severed his arm clean in a smaller
explosion, and the final round tore through center mass. He was gone before he could hit the ground.
I tasted bile in my mouth at the sight. Magical winter dropship ride or not, taking a life was still a horrifying business to be in. He had been running away when my instinct to neutralize had overwhelmed. Sure, he was still carrying his rifle and probably trying to reinforce another position, but then again, maybe not. He ran like a man does
when he fears for his life, I know what it looks like. I’ve seen men moving to conduct violence more than I cared to,
but I knew it when I saw it. In the heat of battle, I pulled the trigger on the former. It was a blurred line I crossed
at my own peril.
My mind had wandered, and time resumed its natural pace as I noticed ATLAS firing his turret on the center building. We cut in between the building ATLAS was suppressing, and the eastern building I was watching for targets.
I scanned the building looking for motion within to betray any hostile positions. I saw where my stray rounds had
landed from the strafing runs. The large blackened circles lie where the plasma scorched the earth underneath snow
and the steam explosion from rapidly melted ice had thrown the debris into the air.
ATLAS kept firing on the other side of the dropship, generating a commotion, but my attention snapped back to
the building as my subconscious registered some kind of movement, something very peculiar.
“Guard, Guard!” ATLAS called out for cover in his cavernous voice.
The Incubus whipped quickly to the right just as I saw what was happening. The building I had been watching

was barely ten meters by fifteen, useful for little else other than storage since it was too small for a barracks. No one
builds a building in this climate unless you really need it. It’s way too much trouble to get supplies here to build,
clear the snow from the workspace, work your employees in life threatening cold, and all that nonsense—for a tiny
little building? This must be a special building. Special, like one of those walking canes where you can twist the top
and pop out a sword.
Dammit.
The roof of the building split open down the center and began to open like flaps as the heavy blaster installation
emerged from the building, slowly exposing itself to the last few minutes of a dying blizzard. It stood somewhere
over seven meters high from the base of the dark metal, and its beak-like barrel was four times as long and wide as
the ones that were mounted on our dropship.
I didn’t hesitate. I gave the order while dropping control of the turret, “On me! Disembark! BARON, break contact, evasive maneuvers!” TINMAN had been quietly sitting on one of the seats cleaning his tools stood up, ready
to throw himself from the cabin. I went first, ensuring my weapons were secure before clearing the dropship, and
ATLAS followed over the other side a moment after.
Forty meters takes a while to fall.
I watched as the ground rushed up to meet me. BARON pulled another one of his stomach churning turns, and
was rapidly picking up speed. The massive turret rose slowly but steadily, pressing the sheets of roofing that had
hidden it up and over the side of the building with a metallic clang. The terrorists must have brought a hacker to be
able to access the defense systems of the facility, which made sense since they didn’t exactly seem like amateurs. It’s
annoying when the enemy has a plan.
I picked up speed as the acceleration of gravity increased its grip on my body. Faster and faster, I tumbled toward an
unwelcome introduction with mass times acceleration, but they don’t give us these dropsuits to be incapacitated by
menial things like gravity.
I reached out with both arms as far as I could behind me and pulled hard and fast until my arms were crossed in front
of my chest, and my knees were tucked up underneath them. The Inertial Dampeners activated taking the force I
exerted and stored it for impact. The energy left a bright blue trail of electricity behind me with a crackling noise.
The energy raged against my senses, trying to uncoil my arms and legs back to their extended pose, and I pulled
harder to contain the force for when I encountered the ground a moment later.
A thunderous crack of light and sound erupted beneath me. Blue light went out from underneath, inducing a
moment of weightlessness. The sound thundered through the air, more felt than heard. The only other feeling was
the force tearing at my arms disappearing as the energy flowed out. When the light cleared a moment later, I felt a
jolt as I landed softly on the ground crouched in a circle of bare earth cleared by the Inertial Dampeners. I reached
behind me to draw my rifle from its holstered position and stood, weapon shouldered.
I felt the second and third roaring thumps of blue light as I turned toward the larger building. I was watching the
door and the left corner of the building trying to identify enemies if I could, and stole a glance at the massive turret
to ensure it was occupied by the dropship. I assumed the turret wouldn’t worry about anyone on the ground until the
dropship had been dealt with, but just to be sure, “BARON, keep the big fella busy for a minute, will ya?” I asked
extra nicely.
The heavy thump-thump-thump of the giant blaster installation had begun already, spitting fiery projectiles across
the sky in a desperate attempt to bring down our Incubus. The rail cannon underneath the dropship returned fire
with blue-white anti-material rounds, wearing down the giant blaster’s shields first. “Yeah, sure, why not?” he
supposed with sarcastic drawl, and maybe the first hint of strain in his voice all day, “Right after I finish not
crashing.”
“TRIGGER, status on the center building,” I ordered the watchful sniper. The three of us in the compound

spread about ten paces from each other, advancing on the east side of the building. ATLAS had been suppressing
the solitary doorway on the east side and it bore the holes and burns of the assault, but if whoever had been there
ran to the west for escape, then TRIGGER was sure to be busy.
“Six hostiles, small arms—” I heard his oversized rifle discharge in the distance, “—minus one, that are
visible through the western windows. No one moving around either side.”
My eyes hovered just over the sights of my rifle searching the windows for movement to engage as our team got
closer and closer to the door. We stacked up on either side of the burned entryway; ATLAS was opposite me backed
by TINMAN who was stowing his rifle in favor of supporting the walking Heavy Machine Gun with a repair tool
since he was about to breach the doorway. TINMAN brandished a Flux grenade and silently moved up beside the
hulking lieutenant. I nodded quickly and reached over, opening the door with my non-shooting hand and TINMAN tossed the disabling equipment through the opening while simultaneously retreating to apply active repairs
to ATLAS.
The repair tool itself was the same red-brown, rusty color as TINMAN’s dropsuit, shaped like a sub-machine gun
with a large extra handle sticking out to highlight that it wasn’t a weapon. The contraption spun up with a short
high pitched groan and unleashed a lightning storm of tendrils that glowed with bright yellow luminescence. They
spun through the air and latched on to ATLAS’ dropsuit in no particular spot, and I watched nanites of his dropsuit
shiver in response to the charge of power.
The grenade went off, dispersing the EMP field throughout the interior of the building.
Something told me they had set a trap for us because when the perfectly harmless grenade went off, all three of us
were thrown ten meters back by an explosion. My vision went white—partly from the intense pressure of air against
my entire body and partly from the powdery back-blast of the snow. I tumbled through the air, landing on my side
and rolled a bit further.
I listened lying on the ground with my eyes closed for just a moment. Thump-thump-thump, the large blaster
turret nearby droned on as if it were on the other side of a mountain. The ringing in my ears began shortly after;
I opened my eyes and forced myself to assess the damage. I balled my fists and stretched my toes, all good on that
front. Heads up display reported no critical systems failures. My body reported one hell of a headache. That was to
be expected. A surge of anger followed the headache, blinding me to the pain. I’ve been blown up before. I fucking
hate being blown up.
I punched the dirt next to me out of pure frustration, and lifted myself up to my knees with a snarl on my face. I
couldn’t find my rifle immediately so I began reaching for the Plasma Cannon slung across my back. Shots began
roaring inside the building, tracers pouring out from the giant hole in the building caused by the explosion. The
noise kept on without pause, obviously coordinating their reloads for non-stop suppression, but the smoke hadn’t
cleared yet. They were taking pot shots and giving away their positions with bright muzzle flashes. Perfect.
The imposing cannon that had been slung across my back now rested atop my shoulder waiting for the carnage to
begin. I aimed the charge-fired colossus into the building, choosing my target patiently as bullets poured steadily
from inside. The cannon is packed with the same fusion coils as my dropsuit in less than a quarter of the space, but
unlike my dropsuit, it has only one purpose. Developed by a military weapons research company, Duvolle Laboratories, the cannon fires a mass of unstable, suspended energy that detonates fantastically upon impact with vehicles,
reinforced barriers, and especially infantry.
Your turn, bitches.
The coils of the plasma cannon began to spin, building up momentum and super-heating the matter in the chamber to a brilliant orange. The air around it was heated as well, stirring with energy. I pointed the gaping maw of
the cannon between the two closest flashing rifles near the center of the building. The tracers of fire immediately
began focusing on the glowing muzzle now visible through the waning smoke, and bullets ricocheted off my armor, interrupting my aim. I tightened my abs, locked my elbows together, and aimed with my hips to mitigate the

impacts. The shot was pulled left at the last second when a bullet clipped my helmet, but it was negligible. Instead
of splashing between the two riflemen, the left one exploded. The residual blast burned the man next to him two
meters away in a splattering kind of boom.
For a moment, the terrorists just stopped.
I imagined the horrified looks on their faces as they looked and tried to understand what happened to their
brothers. The opening in the fight was quickly closed with a river of bullets rushing from the hands of the now
standing ATLAS. His six-barreled rotating heavy machine gun was draped from both of his gargantuan hands,
spinning furiously as the barrels began to burn with orange heat. The bullets exploded forth in such quick succession
that no one bullet could be heard, developing into a rumble. TINMAN followed him closely using him as a human
shield while his lightning-like repair tool focused on maintaining the lieutenant’s advance. Bullets would strike
ATLAS leaving a dimple in his armor, and lightning would spring up out of it washing it clean of the damage. I
savored the sight and the terror it inspired inside the building while I reloaded the plasma cannon, but tore myself
away for the sake of my rifle which I had located a few paces away.
I stowed the plasma cannon again and made a run for the rifle. The smoke was all but gone now, and a few bullets
whipped by me, the sound of them cutting through the air was just audible over the roar of ATLAS’ machine gun. I
dove just past the weapon, rolling on the back of my shoulder so that I could grab the rifle mid-somersault, pull the
sights up to my eyes as I stood up, and twisted toward the fighting that had resumed.
The Federation’s in-depth research of plasma technology never ceased to amaze. The sleek and efficient design did
not vary from the Federation’s motif. Projecting a stream of plasma, it had the potential to melt the strongest steel
using a variation of the fusion coils. Sustained fire was a non-issue. The small amounts of mass that were being fired
were nearly insignificant for recoil, but with great effect in stopping power.
I leaned down to look through the sights of the plasma rifle, flipped the fire selector to full auto, and imposed my
will upon every flashing muzzle within the darkened building.
Dire Company had crashed the party.
The noise was deafening bliss to my ears. Somewhere in the background I could hear a voice transmission, something that sounded like BARON, but my brain wasn’t concerned. It was overshadowed by the sensory overload as
I advanced with a battle cry. Pure euphoria coursed through my veins. Here on the battlefield, I know what I am
supposed to do; when I can allow the primal part of my subconscious take complete control. I know where my
hand reaches for a fresh magazine, where to press the advantage on the enemy position, and where my bullets are
supposed to strike. I kept moving forward, drunk with the power and confidence. The drug that was knowledge of
pending victory, it was drawing me in more every moment with an unquenchable thirst for violence. For someone
like me, steeped in the pain and toil of war, it was moments like this that were as easy as breathing, and better than
sex.
We moved forward slowly, but steadily. TINMAN moved out beside ATLAS with his combat rifle sputtering its
deadly song while the lieutenant was reloading his giant machine gun. Step by step, we continued and watched the
flashes of muzzles extinguished under the flow of the Federation’s might.
The reports of sniper fire from TRIGGER increased dramatically and pinned the hostiles for a brief moment. His
transmission cut through the lull of battle, “Don’t worry about them! Find some cover!”
We had made steady progress closing the distance to the building again through sheer suppressive power. I had been
busy enjoying the thrill of the fight to notice one somewhat important detail. The Thump-thump-thump had been
replaced by the high pitched mechanical squeal that comes from the rotation of a turret installation.
I glanced back and noticed that the barrel of the turret had disappeared almost completely, apparently melted off
from over use. Apparently, I wasn’t that lucky because the barrel was some bizarre, deadly optical-illusion while it
was pointed directly at my face.

Some days my job sucks.
My heart didn’t skip a beat or flutter or race. I ran. Not a cowardly run, more out of mild case of self-preservation. I
have been in too many situations over the last seven years that looked nearly identical to this (pardon the pun) dire
situation to be anything but exceptionally disappointed. Which is more or less the namesake of our little company.
That doesn’t mean I didn’t scramble to get under cover.
My feet gained traction as my legs scurried with purpose underneath me. No words were necessary. One of our
team communicated that we needed to find cover—fast, and the people inside had been identified as the least of our
worries. So inside the building seemed like the place to be right now, maybe even thirty seconds ago.
The wall of bullets from our side fell instantly as we focused on running, and I regained the ability to hear again. The
few people left inside didn’t bother returning the gesture and continued their offensive. The fire from inside didn’t
give us much reason to pause with a turret looming over our shoulders, their weapons weren’t nearly as effective
against our armors. But bullets are bullets, and everything has a weak spot.
I picked up speed at a miserable rate in my lumbering commando dropsuit. I watched as TINMAN blurred across
the battlefield into the giant hole of an entrance to the building, and bound through what had been a wall until
about thirty seconds ago. A lot can happen in thirty seconds. Hell, a lot can happen in five.
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP.
All round me, earth and snow erupted in slow motion while I sprinted for the building.
As things go in a firefight, adrenaline is naturally produced in the human body as a response to the stress and the
threat of death. This does a couple of things. First it makes your thoughts move at an astounding rate. Time feels
relaxed for those precious minutes that you are amped up on what effectively equates to drugs. You can suddenly
fit an entire day’s worth of thought into those minutes. Moments turn into minutes, minutes turn into hours, and
Liberty’s Chains forbid if you ever had to endure an adrenaline rush for hours. It drains you of your emotions, and
turns you into a ghost of yourself if it drags on for long enough. I had been unlucky enough to draw that hand on
more than one occasion.
The next thing it does is shuts off extraneous facilities of the body, and it almost always starts with the pain receptors. It’s a miracle in that respect, and can save your gear when pertinent to the situation. Other things like auditory
reception are next, followed quickly by the common sense factors.
The one thing that the grey matter sitting on your shoulders never forgets is training. Training becomes instinct in
those moments of desperation and confusion. Training decides whether or you live making shit happen or whether
you die while contemplating your next move. I hadn’t really been trained in the normal sense. The way I was shown
was the mantra of all Immortals: “Pain retains.”
I had to learn to not get shot by being shot several times and sheer necessity to stop the madness and the pain. I
learned to not miss the target and conserve ammo after running out of ammo so many times, leading to my death.
I learned to take the fight to the enemy and change tactics on them before they drowned me in debt, destroying my
gear over and over. It was the survival of my sanity.
What I knew, I knew it because it was necessary. I knew it because I had developed instinct against the pain and
intensity of what I was defying—Death.
The snow and dirt all around me was still exploding from giant plasma reactions with solid matter. In my moments
running inside the building, I took a lead bullet clean through the thin space of armor above my right knee less than
five meters from cover. The lower part of my femur splintered into pieces. I clenched my teeth at the pain, but gave
it no more thought than that. I fell forward into a roll, tucking the useless leg tight underneath me, and came into a

one legged squat. I used that leverage to manage a sideways vault over the remnants of the shattered wall next to the
door that was somehow still. The blaster turret stirred with power and issued another volley as I cleared the debris.
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP.
I landed on the other side in a limp pile of armor and blood, mostly clear of dismemberment via giant turret. Adrenaline flooded my senses in response to the overwhelming stimuli of being shot. The turret began dissolving the cover
around me in flashes of white energy. I knew my damaged leg was useless at this point. The pain was only ignorable
when I chose not to put pressure on it, so I didn’t. My breaths came in shorter and sharper, my chest rising and falling at an intensifying pace. I was dimly aware that my surroundings were similar to a barracks, and we were in what
appeared to be the common area with tables and Quafe dispensing machines which TINMAN had already knocked
over for cover. I could feel the cold sweat accumulating on my forehead as the blood drained from my face to begin
repairs on my knee. Seems my blood had better places to be other than my central thinking organ.
There goes my common sense.
It was at that moment a perfectly rational thought entered my mind.
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP.
I drew the cannon from my back where I had stowed it, and placed it on my shoulder while still lying on my side
from my not-cowardly dive behind cover. I pulled myself up halfway, hunching behind the diminished cover on my
good leg. Local anesthetic auto-administered by the dropsuit was helping a great deal in that endeavor, but it still
made me wheeze in pain. I put my left hand up to support me using the half-wall and the other was placed firmly
on the cannon’s grip. Shots whipped by from the two terrorists left in the building, a few hitting my armor plates
and making me shift uncomfortably on my injured leg. Bits of debris flew through the air tossed by both lead and
atomic fire alike, and I steeled myself.
I looked over at ATLAS who was laying down light suppressive fire with his stubby green Ion pistol just over the
edge of a counter top. He looked like he may have took a few too many direct hits in between the plates, but he
looked like he would be fine. TINMAN was next to him, his trusty combat rifle spewing a lead infused torrent of
its own, the corpsman spared a moment to look and decide whether or not I needed medical attention. His face
was covered, but his body language was filled with a knowledge of what I was about to do and I thought I saw him
chuckle.
I closed my eyes, listening. It’s a good thing that blaster turrets aren’t very accurate. Rounds were striking all around
in a relentless stream. The turret continued firing until I heard his desperate mistake. Steam shot out of the disabled
turret’s cooling system, overheating with a loud PSSSHT, and giving me the opening I needed. I drew in a deep
breath and threw myself with my good leg into the open space where the door had been blown off its hinges.
I landed on my side, a metallic slap on the ruined concrete, and drew the sights of the cannon up to my helmet centered on the turrets barrel. I fired the projectile and it flew through the air with an arc landing at the bit of machinery
that allowed the turret to rotate. It detonated with a beautiful display of white-orange fire. Bits of metal dripped
from the side of the injured turret, and the power systems surged for a moment while the controls sputtered joltingly.
I raised my voice in a triumphant roar, “Hah! Take that you sorry excuse for a—!”
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP.
“Ahg!” I was more startled than anything. Freaking zombie turret would scare you too if you didn’t know it was
coming.
I scrambled for another charge to reload the plasma cannon that had used up the two shots stored in a single cartridge. I had reloaded so many times before the action was as fluid for me as taking a sip of iced water on a hot day,
but I never really practiced either of those motions while crippled on my side. I fumbled for a moment watching the

giant plasma turret strike the brick all around me. It may still be able to shoot, but its aim was disabled. The patch
of brick that the turret was aiming at was not that far from me, and the inaccuracy of the turret would eventually
strike me through sheer averages alone. It’s too bad that blaster turrets are inaccurate.
THUMP. THUMP. THUMP.
BARON was taking advantage of the turrets immobility, hammering away with his rail turret furiously from above
with audible whacks of anti-material slugs. I pulled the cartridge from its spot along my leg and smashed it into the
ejection-port release, letting the chamber snap open and the used core fall to the ground next to me. I shoved the
new one in, slapped the chamber closed and pulled the sights to my face in a blur of speed and fired again slightly
higher than the last shot, and I hit my mark.
Either the plasma struck at something vital, or maybe BARON finished smiting it from on high. Its orange glowing
barrel did not stir anymore, important wiring was exposed and on fire. The silence was nearly earsplitting save for
the comparatively quiet firefight happening right behind me. The adrenaline had begun to wear out now that the
metaphorical giant had been slayed, and the aches and pains washed over my thoughts all at once. I tried to get
up and took a sharp breath as my leg protested vehemently. I also noticed that shrapnel from the turret’s fire had
wedged itself neatly through the lighter layers of nanites along my stomach with mixed results. My eye lids were
becoming heavier as the pain weighed on them.
I was so tired in that moment, almost complacent enough to let ATLAS and TINMAN finish the fight out. That
is, until someone ran up behind me and stabbed me in the back.
Nanite injectors have these inhumanely and unnecessarily titanic gauged needles. Sure, saving your life and gear is
great, but I’m just saying, can’t we compromise? Five smaller needles instead of the steak knife with a hole in it? This
is the future, for Freedom’s sake! All in favor?
Anyways.
The needle TINMAN so gently thrust into my lower back between armor plates began doing it thing. My eyes widened out of surprise and the euphoric drug induced state of mind. My fingers and toes twitched with excitement and
eagerness for action. I suddenly felt like I could have lifted and thrown the turret installation over TRIGGER’s head
nearly a kilometer away if I wanted to. My wounds all itched with a curious sensation as the biological robots rushed
to them and worked to repair and reconnect tissues and bones to their proper place. The pain was gone, replaced by
the need to run a marathon. Of course, the hasty repairs of the nanite injector were quick and dirty amendments
meant to keep me in the fight; I still needed to give my body time to heal before I tried anything crazy.
I could always do that later.
I quickly sat up and picked up my rifle from underneath a layer of rubble and light snow that drifted in. I holstered
the cannon across my back again and moved carefully across the room to ATLAS as more snow blew in from the
fifteen meter wide hold carved violently from the building. Chattering weapons called and answered each other
in deadly correspondence. TINMAN had moved silently past me after his backstabbing patch-up and progressed
across the room to flank the Guardian Angel mercs along the left side of the room. He ducked from cover to cover
without giving me a second look. ATLAS held his position near what used to be the door now worried about the
turrets gunner coming up from behind. We gave each other a nod as I moved past him toward the threat inside the
building, and he bared the massive machine gun toward the turret outside in case there was more than just the turret
operator in the smaller building.
The two inside were still harassing us with scattered fire. They had to know their time was up, so I figured that they
were probably just holding out for reinforcements. Which was just great. I needed to wrap this up quickly.
I stood up slowly from behind the fallen drink dispenser, still favoring my good leg slightly, and aimed across the
open room. I looked around for the quickest approach to flank while suppressing them with a few half-hearted

bursts of plasma. They had taken up their position behind a circular reception desk in the center of the room near
the southern entrance that shielded them from us as well as TRIGGER.
Between us, cover was sparse. The things I could use for protection were a steel table that had been knocked over
with a dead guy lying behind it, courtesy of ATLAS’s HMG, and a thin looking fake plant that probably wouldn’t
do me much good. I’ve been doing this a while and have yet to see a plastic plant stop a bullet.
It took the adrenaline in me only a moment to figure out what I was going to do next.
“Covering fire!” I bellowed while holstering the rifle horizontally across my lower back, freeing up both of my hands.
I vaulted myself over the Quafe machine as TINMAN’s rifle began laying down a tyrannical sheet of bullets. Now
sprinting toward the industrial table lying on its side, I made sure I was keeping track of the dimensions of the room
as I went. One of the mercs got ballsy and popped a few shots of at me as I went, depleting my shields again, and I
fell into a slide that ended in cover behind the table.
I didn’t stop there. I reached down gripping the edges of the table, turned it into a steel shield and stood. It was at
least a hundred kilos heavy with centimeter thick steel. I didn’t even grunt picking it up, the only sign of resistance
was the sound of fusion coils whining with orange light under the new load. I twisted it to stand up long way between me and the podium with its legs facing outward, and then I started moving toward the enemy. Post-haste.
TINMAN ceased fire for fear of shooting me in the back in addition to his previous gesture with the nanite injector.
Dents rapidly popped out of the metal a few centimeters from my face as I ran toward them, the increased rate of
fire broadcasting their panic. I closed the distance, but kept track with my head how much further until the reception desk. I didn’t chance a look around the side since I had eaten earlier today and I don’t like the taste of bullets. I
sensed the desk draw near and followed my instinct, crouching down slightly to coil for the jump.
I soared into the air. I carried the table up with me when I jumped, letting go as soon as its momentum was decided.
Twisting myself mid-air, I drew my rifle and put my back to the steel next to me. In a flash of motion, I was facing
backward and flying toward the enemy, for now.
The legs of the table caught the front edge of the podium as I reached the apex of the jump, pulling it out from
underneath me as I kept sailing through the air past the terrorists. Suddenly not facing the wrong way anymore,
I could see the two men turning slowly as they grasped what I had just pulled off, but it was too late. I slammed
into cabinets on the inside of the large circular desk with my weapon trained where I knew the left one would be. I
saw their eyes wide with realization and fear as they understood what was about to happen. A few flashes from my
sweeping rifle and they no longer had to worry about anything else.
It hurt like hell, but damn did it look cool.
“Well aren’t you just the hero we’ve all been waiting for,” TRIGGER reported from his lofty vantage point.
“Show off.”
“Sorry, TRIGGER, I don’t do autographs,” I retorted, standing up making sure the area was clear of threats.
“ATLAS, did anyone ever come out to play?”
“No, Ma’am, think he may be stuck inside the turret,” he reported objectively, “and possibly on fire.” I looked
over at the turret that had exploded at some point during my table surfing.
I wavered on my feet a moment, pressing my hand to the small of my aching back. I glanced around. There was still
one more building, but I was fairly certain that there weren’t any more left. You can never really know it for sure. I
began putting a plan to action immediately.
“Understood. BARON, secure our position here with some uplinks.” I turned to look at ATLAS still
standing sentinel near the way we came in, “TINMAN, check on ATLAS and make sure he has what he needs.
TRIGGER, we’re going to need someone who thinks in zeros, ones and twos. Bring your skinny ass down here and
hack the gate controls to the facility. ATLAS, keep your eyes open, nothing has shot at us from the third building,
but judging by the turret trap and the remote explosive trap, I’d say that they are a bit craftier than we anticipated.”
They had already begun carrying out the orders in silence. They already knew what I wanted, after working together

for so long now, it’s to be expected.
I moved to the narrow window facing the third building that stood on opposite side from the bogus, turret-housing
building, leaning just past the edge to present less of a target.
It was the same size as this building, maybe twenty meters by thirty. I began to notice just how old all of these buildings were. I don’t think anyone that built these relics had been alive for centuries; people just don’t build with bricks
anymore. Maybe for aesthetics, sure, but this is a government established compound. Space age materials were mass
produced on a scale that left the antiquated clay technique in the literal and metaphorical dust, both logistically and
economically. The bureaucrats that undoubtedly spearhead these kinds of projects pay little heed to exterior decorating guidelines and pay much more attention to the bill.
But I had to say, our modifications on this building really let in the light and opened up the space. It felt cozier
already.
Looking out the window still, I studied the third building and found it to be in much the same condition as the
others, besides its unmarred structural integrity, but time had wrought deep colored stains where drainage had built
up green funk along the sides. Small fractures were present along the rising up from the foundation of the side facing
me, exposing its weathered complexion.
Speaking of structural integrity. The oversized engines of the Incubus began kicking up snow and getting louder
overhead. The constant ethereal wheeze of the turbines came to settle on the building and released a sigh of effort
and a crunch of snow as it landed on top of the severely battered, ancient stone structure. Dust came down from the
creaking ceiling. The dust unsettled for the first time in probably years, and I seconded the sentiment. The sound
of crunching footsteps followed after the landing, a quick succession of two beeps, and then the unnatural sound of
wind carrying between winter trees at a steady pace. BARON set the uplink on top of the building, creating a steady
stream of energy used as a beacon for the wormhole generator inside the F.C.C. Gythrash.
There was tactical advantage in setting the uplink up on the roof and out of the way of being destroyed by anyone
that would otherwise see it on the ground. This wasn’t BARON’s first time setting these up, and he knew where the
uplinks would be most effective. It sucked for us, but it was effective. The roof of the building was just high enough
to send shards of pain through the bottom of my feet, but not high enough to merit the use of inertial dampeners to
everyone’s great displeasure. It’s not a perfect universe, but the wormhole generating uplink had the power to turn
the tides of battle through tactical maneuvers alone. We needed it, and we needed it to stay active, so rooftop it was.
Complaining wasn’t going to solve anything.
I turned my eyes from the last building to the north: a blank, white expanse of seemingly flat ground. The rest of the
compound I stared at looked like a sheet of uniform ice. Only someone that was looking for the mound would have
made out the silhouette of the entrance to the underground cache.
Down under the protective crust of the planet, the volatile munitions were guarded the under hundreds of tons of
earth. Underground facilities were simple, but very effective at absorbing the destructive powers and minimizing the
affected area should someone mishandle the ordinance. Chain reactions can be a bitch.
We got pretty lucky during that fight. No one lost a set of gear, but it wasn’t quite over yet. We had decisively won
the battle for control of the compound, but the reports had recorded evidence of more than thirty individuals involved with the original overthrow. We had dealt with twelve. There was potential for a lot more fight during the
rest of the day.
But something just didn’t sit right.
A few minutes later TRIGGER made his way into the third building checking to see if it would explode when he
opened the door by merit of being the new guy. I helped clear it with him after it didn’t blow up. There was nothing
of importance inside apart from one small terminal that controlled access to the weapons below, heavily encrypted

and hidden in a secret compartment. TRIGGER set his thin helmet on the flat surface atop the computer and got
to work, interfacing with the hologram he conjured up from his forearm.
As I stood there behind TRIGGER, something started eating away at my subconscious. Apparently, it was eating
at his as well.
“They were patrolling the compound,” he said flatly as I took my helmet off, setting it next to the scout
helmet. He kept hacking away, digitally, “since when do terrorist ‘patrol’ this far into Federation territory? There
was absolutely no way they could even dream of holding this facility, and they knew it. If they operate at all in this
region, it’s a simple hit and run, smash and grab, pillage and disappear.”
For the new guy, his mind was almost as perceptive as his cybernetically enhanced sight.
“And the last two hostiles taken down in the round desk,” he continued, quieter than he typically spoke, “I
watched it. We are obviously operating on behalf of the Federation—even if we never explicitly stated it to them.
The Feds love of ‘Liberty’ and other political catchphrases is notorious for allowing the scum to surrender and live
to see another day.” As he spoke, his brow was furrowed more than usual as he worked.
It happened all the time. In the face of a plasma cannon, heavy machine gun, outnumbered, and watching all their
brothers killed, I hadn’t actually expected to have to fight those last two at all. They didn’t have the luxury of
coming back after their end when going into a fight. They had fought to the bloody, dark end. It was either bravery
or madness.
I thought about it for another moment. Right now, all that mattered was the mission. I couldn’t let him be distracted
while we were still on the job, distractions had to wait.
“Can’t say that it makes much sense to me either,” I stated plainly. “Maybe they are protecting something
down there, maybe they’re just crazy. Either way, we’ll sort it out later, but we still have to search for survivors down
there. And we still have to deal with the terrorists in there, whether we escort them out of here or bury them down
there.”
A chill went down my spine, but not for the cold of the atmosphere around me. TRIGGER nodded his head without looking at me and evidently finished hacking the control console, unlocking our way into the facility. I witnessed
through the window as monumental titanium barriers were peeled away from the mound with a distant groan,
exposing the shadowy insides leading to the rest of the suicidal Guardian Angel detachment. The shadows inside
stood out against the white landscape surrounding it.
A heavy sigh escaped my lungs. Staring outside still, the weight hung in the words I muttered to myself, “They don’t
give Immortals easy missions. They give us the impossible missions.”
The sniper grunted in the affirmative.
I gathered up the two men who would be joining me down there, put on my helmet again, and we went into the
belly of the darkness, prepared for a dreadfully unpleasant rest of our day.

Clouded Judgement
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“Results, not theories!” barked the angry Director, “The Board didn’t insist I personally visit this shambles of a
colony so I could listen to your excuses!”
Administrator Toukka winced at the pacing Director Valta’s displeasure, the viperous woman was known for
her intolerance even on a good day, and today was certainly not a good day. Nonetheless, he marshalled his best
diplomatic tone and pushed his point.
“To fully appreciate the situation, I really think you should hear Doctor Yuskollin out.” Toukka saw the
impact of his words as the Director fixed him with a cold glance. Toukka broke eye contact, taking a slow breath as
he stared out at the billowing cloudscape on the holoscreen behind the seething woman. Then he looked across the
table to the elderly Doctor Yuskollin, who sat sombrely, brow furrowed.
The Director bit back another snarl and followed his gaze to the impassive scientist. She waved dismissively,
“Keep it short.”
Yuskollin nodded before he spoke, giving Toukka the briefest of glances to indicate that he held little
faith in their cause.With the calming yet engaging voice of an experienced lecturer, he explained, “The cause of
the reduced yield of gas products is as a result of increasingly frequent and unpredictable changes in atmospheric
conditions. We have repeatedly innovated to overcome these varied environmental challenges, but it seems that for
every solution we deploy, the conditions change almost immediately - bypassing countermeasures and destroying
extractor equipment.”
Director Valta’s eyes narrowed and she spoke in a tone which mimicked the doctor’s calm timbre, but with
added predatory menace.
“Are you trying to tell me you’ve been out-innovated... by clouds?”
Yuskollin smiled. “Well in a sense, yes.” Toukka watched as the scientist persevered despite the Director’s
derision. “With the sudden and inexplicable shifts in the chemical composition and corrosive nature of storm fronts,
the evidence is increasingly suggesting that what we are seeing is something akin to an allergic reaction, or even,” he
hesitated, “an intelligent response.”
Toukka grimaced as Yuskollin shared that particular pet theory. Prior to this meeting, Toukka had implored
the doctor to keep his more outlandish ideas to himself. However, the Administrator was not surprised his request
had fallen on deaf ears; Yuskollin’s need to prove his wife’s far-fetched theories had become an obsession since their
recent tragedy.
The grey-suited Director now stood with her back to the seated men as she studied the ethereal blue-purple vapour
sea over which their command facility hovered. Here in the upper stratosphere, the view was often peaceful despite
the high winds, with occasional motes of ether playfully dancing across the dull metal skin of the facility’s outer
structures.

“Intelligent. Response.” The Director’s words fought their way slowly past gritted teeth. “Intelligent response?”
She turned back to face the men, placing her hands meticulously on the black table surface before looking up with
measured poise to speak in a cold, even tone. “Doctor Yuskollin,” she paused to force an entirely unconvincing smile,
“I have read your file. Unlike Toukka here, you are a highly educated man. I expect nothing less than an ‘intelligent
response’. However, I’m having a hard time believing that is what I’m hearing.”
Yuskollin responded, “All our data points toward...”
“NO!” the Director bellowed. Then more softly, “No, Doctor Yuskollin. ‘All our data’ points toward an
unacceptable decline in the acquisition of the raw materials this colony exists to obtain. Nothing else is of concern
to me, to The Board, nor to The Owner. All of whom, by the way, will be receiving an unabridged recording of this
entire review.”
Well that explains the histrionics, Toukka thought to himself. He buried a wry smile as the Director
continued.
“So, in the interests of your continued careers, I suggest you both consider your next few statements very
carefully. The only concerns I have is how you intend rectify your woeful performance and return this operation to
respectable levels of output. Both of you should take a few moments to think, then tell me exactly what the solution
is.” She turned back to her study of the sky field.
For a period, the only sound heard in the meeting room was the deep, constant hum of the equilibrium generators
as they maintained the facility’s altitude and position. In contrast, Toukka could feel his position as Senior Colony
Administrator slipping away from him, but he had one more roll of the dice.
“We could try sending manned teams to dynamically manage the extractor heads.” Toukka offered, knowing it was a desperate, cavalier suggestion, “Personnel at the sharp end might be able to read the conditions and
respond to stay one step ahead and keep the gas flowing.”
Yuskollin shot Toukka a look of complete disgust. “That’s not an option! You know what happened to the
last team. The risk to life...”
“Yes! Good!” the Director interrupted, clapping her hands. “Finally, solutions. So, how would that work?”
“It wouldn’t.” spat Dr. Yuskollin as he sat back in his chair, not shifting his berating gaze from Toukka, who
continued to explain.
“The extractor heads are what do the resource gathering, remotely operated from the Extractor Control
Unit. But we could modify the heads to accommodate a small crew.”
“And how would that improve yield?” asked the Director as the Yuskollin shook his head in silent
disapproval.
“These heads are getting destroyed because the remote ECU crews can’t respond quickly enough to the
changing conditions in the storms.” Toukka went on, “Dr. Yuskollin has developed a number of adaptive defence
systems which, if activated early enough, could prevent the damage.”
“But you’ve already tried these solutions and they have failed so far, have they not?” said the Director.
With a resigned sigh, Dr. Yuskollin offered his view. “As I stated before, we have been experiencing an
incredibly unlikely variety of assaults on any equipment lowered beyond a certain altitude; directed electrical charges,
extreme shifts in temperature and pressure, and some astoundingly complex corrosive compounds, all delivered with
unerring accuracy by hypersonic storm fronts of incredible force. We have developed measures to counteract many
of the antagonist forces, but they can’t be accurately deployed remotely.”
“Exactly,” interjected Toukka, “so by having eyes on scene to respond to the threats as they happen, they can
react in a way that the remote operators would never be able to.”
“But with no guarantee that it would even be effective.”
“Well, your science team did manage to keep their exploration capsule in one piece. Mostly.”
A look of unadulterated fury burned across Yuskollin’s face. “I...” His words failed him. He looked once
more each at the Director and Toukka then, without a word, stood and walked from the room.
Toukka knew he’d landed a low blow and he wrestled with his conscience. Yuskollin had a point, there were indeed
risks. But every individual who signed up to work at this or any similar facility knew that. Tragedy or not, Yuskollin’s
moralistic grandstanding was threatening to undermine the one chance he had of preserving both their jobs. As
colony Administrator, Toukka accepted it was his role to make the hard decisions.

“Interesting.” said the Director who, apparently untroubled by such matters of conscience, was flicking through a
holofile on the science team accident from the previous month. “So the upstanding Doctor Anders Yuskollin sent
his daughter to her death and left his wife crippled and in a coma. All in the name of science. Hmm. I would very
much like to see this Sky Bell exploration capsule. Lead the way, Mr. Toukka.”
~~~o~~~

Toukka had led Director Valta silently through the austere corridors of the facility. Like all structures built to
function on gas worlds, resilience and weight were the only design considerations. Maintaining equilibrium was
both law and religion, with strict controls on personal effects of every one of the hundreds of employees on each
of the hovering platforms that made up the colony network. Everything necessary was built from high-strength,
lightweight materials. Everything unnecessary was contraband.
Now they stood on a shielded observation platform, looking down over a scarred and pock-marked metallic sphere.
A narrow shelf around the base of the orb gave the structure a more bell-shaped quality. Various malformed wrecks
protruded from hardpoints on the shelf, presumably the remains of what was once scientific equipment, now nothing more than shattered evidence of the sheer power of natural forces. A circular hatch hung awkwardly from one
damaged hinge.
“So talk me through what I’m looking at.” said the Director.
“This capsule was designed by Yuskollin and his science team – including his wife and daughter - to capture
environmental data to help improve gas-harvesting efficiency. It would be deployed from the facility via high-tensile
cable and lowered into the troposphere to gather samples, conduct experiments and so on. For the most part, it was
unmanned, fitted with equipment able to be operated remotely.”
“Well, judging by the figures you’ve been sending my way for the past six months, it doesn’t seem to have
been very effective.”
“On the contrary. Early on, it was invaluable in isolating pockets of rich resource which our sensor equipment couldn’t lock down. However, as the high value reactive gases became more difficult to isolate, we started to
rely more and more on Yuskollin and his team to find them. They found they were having to dive deeper into the
troposphere and that’s when the retaliatory storms started.”
“Retaliatory storms?”
“Well, that’s what the Yuskollins called them. When the probe brought back some live bacteria from one
of the lower strata, they all got really excited and started talking about ammonia-based life and ecosystems. They
started to believe that these storms were being sent deliberately as a deterrent.”
“Hah! They really thought there was something intelligent down there?”
“I guess so. In any case, they decided it was worth a manned trip in the Sky Bell to make some observations.
Whatever happened crippled the Sky Bell, destroyed most of their data and killed two of the occupants.”
“The daughter Dr. Jessica Yuskollin and...” the Director glanced briefly to her holopad, “Technician
Uhrata.”
“Yep. By the time the Sky Bell was winched back up, the capsule door had been torn open and only Maeve
Yuskollin was found inside, clinging to life after being exposed to who knows what. There was some evidence of the
other two occupants, but it, uh... took a while to identify them. It’s all in the file.”
“Hmmm. So I see.” she flicked through the text on her holopad. ‘It’s inconclusive though. Events could
equally be explained as a result of operator error.”
“True. Yuskollin firmly believes otherwise though.”
“Well of course he would.” Director Valta considered for a moment, “Presumably, we need him on side to
make your proposal work?”
Toukka nodded, “I’ve got other people, but without Yuskollin’s input, it’ll be a slower, more risky project.”
“Then I think we should go... pay our respects.”

~~~O~~~
Through a haze of tears, Anders Yuskollin watched the slow rise and fall of his comatose wife’s chest as the ventilation equipment forced air into her ruined lungs. Most of the skin on her body had been seared off in the incident
and the medics had been unable to graft new tissue due to a crystalline infection that had sealed her wounds. Her
condition left her too fragile to survive removal of the foreign material and so here she remained, stable against the
odds, but with little hope of recovery.
Yuskollin desperately wanted to touch her, just to let her know he was there. But she was completely covered in a
protective gel and the medics had explained that the chemical burns had stripped away her nerves, so she would feel
nothing. Speaking to her was a hopeless effort too - exposure to the elements had destroyed her hearing. Yet still he
spoke, perhaps for his own benefit more than Maeve’s.
“They want to send more people down there.” he whispered. “But I can’t let them. Not after what I did to
you and Jess. I know you wouldn’t want that. Neither of you.” He looked to the framed picture of the three of them
on the bedside cabinet, taken after his daughter’s graduation from Hedion University in YC 93 - the three doctors
Yuskollin. The poor naïve family in that holograph had no idea how it would end.
The door opened behind him. He did not react.
“Doctor Yuskollin, may we come in?” It was Director Valta’s uncharacteristically sympathetic voice. She was
accompanied by the toadying Administrator Toukka, presumably fresh from making a new deal with The Devil.
Yuskollin wished they’d leave, but could not find the voice to say so.
“Toukka has explained recent events to me.” she soothed, “I just want to say how genuinely sorry I am for
your loss. I can’t imagine how hard this must be for you to deal with.”
Yuskollin looked round at the woman, her empathy was convincing. But Toukka, who was loitering shiftily
behind her, betrayed the fact that they had an agenda with his awkward body language and constipated expression.
“What do you want?” Yuskollin croaked.
“I want to help you,” the Director said without pause. “or more accurately, I want to help your wife. I’ve
spoken with the medical director and he explained that they do not have the capability here to repair or replace the
damaged tissue or effect a full revival.”
Yuskollin nodded, his reality given such voice caused an upswell of emotion he was failing to stifle. The
Director’s hand came to gently rest upon his shoulder.
“But what if we could get your wife treatment elsewhere that might bring her back to you? I’m sure the
Board would be supportive given everything your family has sacrificed. Let us help her.”
Yuskollin’s heart ached and his stomach lurched. He knew what was coming.
“And in return you want my help to risk this happening to more people?” He indicated to his wife’s shattered body.
“Well, I prefer to see it as needing your help to stop this from happening to more people. If the advances
you and your family have made can help pioneer a new way of atmosphere harvesting, then not only will the Board
be very grateful, your name – your family’s name – will become immortal.”
Yuskollin’s head bowed. The pain of his grief grew sharper as hope made its edges more keen. It seemed the
deal with The Devil wasn’t Toukka’s to make, it was his. He looked to his wife’s frail form and saw two futures, both
filled with sorrow and regret. But at least in one, his beloved Maeve lived.
“I’m sorry, my love. I need you.” he whispered into her ruined ear.
Then he stood with the resolve of a condemned man and made the deal.
~~oOo~~

Toukka twitched with anticipation as the senior colony personnel assembled in the executive meeting room. He had
been surprised how quickly the operation had come together, but in little under six days Dr. Yuskollin had managed

to oversee the complete conversion of an extractor head to accommodate a control pod for two occupants. With
the Director further greasing the wheels of motivation with some financial incentives, the two “vapournaughts” had
been selected from a pool of over fifty enthusiastic volunteers. Toukka had idly wondered if that was a sign that he
needed to run a colony-wide psyche-screening programme.
Nonetheless, the vapournaughts and assorted support staff had been briefed and drilled, and waivers had been
signed. They were scant minutes from the moment that had originally been borne of a desperate attempt to save his
job, but could now very well launch his career to unexpected new heights.
Of course, showcasing the launch as some kind of corporate event had been the Director’s idea; ‘A display of confidence and brand identity’ was how she had put it. Showing off, in other words. But the whole build-up, as hard
work as it had been, was intoxicating and only Dr. Yuskollin, now sitting quietly by himself in one corner, seemed
to have been unaffected by it.
The buzzing audience fell silent as the lights dimmed. Dressed in her signature slate-grey business suit, the wiry
Director Valta stepped up to the illuminated podium, the corporation logo slowly revolving on the giant holoscreen
behind her.
“Ladies and gentlemen. Scattered across the State are countless colonies just like this one, each populated by brave
and pioneering frontiersmen like yourselves, who face the daily challenges of a thousand harsh, alien environments.
Yet it is in these conditions where innovation thrives, where fearless individuals confront challenges and great minds
conjure solutions. On occasion, such brilliance has far-reaching implications which can change the future. I’m proud
to say this is one of those occasions. Chief Administrator Toukka will talk you through it.”
Toukka stepped up to the podium with a nod, “Thank you Director.” He paused for a moment to compose
himself, “As I speak, our two ‘vapournaught’ volunteers are piloting their extractor head deep into the troposphere.
Using state-of-the-art monitoring equipment and dynamic countermeasure systems, they will be able to harvest a
continuous stream of gas resource while safely protected from the conditions around them.”
He operated the podium control panel and the holoscreen behind him blinked into life to display the familiar upper
atmosphere cloudscape. Toward the horizon, the twinkling of distant navigation lights indicated the presence of
floating facility similar to the command centre. Beyond the structure, the azure band of the stratosphere gave way
to the star-spattered heavens above. With another finger movement, the view zoomed in to the angular platform of
an extractor control unit.
“We’re looking at the extractor control station situated 496 kilometres north-west of our position. In a moment we’ll be talking to their control room to get a better idea of what’s going on.”
There was a momentary hiss as open channels were established and stabilised, then a voice spoke.
“This is Senior Control Technician Tettava at ECU bravo-intaki-uniform-three-papa. Are you receiving,
Command?”
“We are indeed Tettava.” replied Toukka as the screens switched over to display the ECU’s camera feed
showing a bluish haze with a black cylinder extending from the left of the screen away into the distance. “We’ve got
your visuals, what are we looking at?”
“That is the feed from our first external camera on the underside of this facility, looking along the supply
conduit extending down toward the extractor head, which is in transit to the designated test point at 350 kilometres
below the tropopause. We will be onlining further cameras along the route as conditions allow.”
“How are the pilots?”
“They’re fine. We’re in constant contact with them, and they’re reporting all systems are nominal as they
pass the 300 kilometre mark. At that depth, the methane clouds which you can see on your view start to give way
to the ammonia and hydrogen sulphide strata. This is the upper threshold of where the volatile conditions have
previously been encountered. We’ll activate another camera drone to show the change.”
The picture shifted to show the shadowy image being transmitted from deep within the churning cloud layers of the
troposphere. The cloudscape had taken on a deeper azure hue and the occasional static discharge would momentarily illuminate new formations. Liquid particles glistened in the electrical light and the conduit was visibly buffeted
by the whirling vortices of ether dancing along its length.

Toukka glanced over to Dr Yuskollin, who was watching the feed intently with a tortured expression. He couldn’t
help but feel for the man, he was facing many personal demons today.
Tettava’s commentary continued, “The extractor crew have arrived at their designated testing depth, reporting an
ambient pressure of 1200 kPA and an external temperature of one-hundred and seventy-six Kelvin. We’re patching
through to the capsule feed now.”
The screen blinked for a moment, then the image of two men in a cramped cockpit came into focus. They were
wearing white protective suits and secured into cradles. The heavy-jawed pilot, closest to the camera, winked
playfully.
“Hi folks and thanks for flying Air Vapournaught, I’m your captain Cyrus Punainen and this is my co-pilot Frank
Paita. We are currently flying at an estimated altitude of: unknown, with an expected landing time of: later. The
weather outside is... a little cloudy, with a heady mix of acid rain, lightning bolts and herds of rampaging tornadoes.
But we’re pleased to report all systems are operating at nominal levels, we have just fired up the extraction filters and
the view... is spectacular. See for yourselves.”
The pilot pressed a switch and the screen filled with a view of elemental majesty. The extractor head had broken
through the violent storm and come to rest over an ethereal vista. Pulsating ambient light from the storm above
erratically illuminated a dense bluish-purple terrain of dark crevices and shifting vapour plateaus. Between these
gaseous tectonic plates ran rivers of paler blue with yellow striations which would often boil over and encapsulate a
portion of the terrain. Periodically, a sequence of blinding electrical discharges would strike across causing a kaleidoscopic eruption of light and gas that rippled out across the cloudscape.
Toukka looked over to Yuskollin. Even in the dark room he could see the tears rolling unimpeded down his cheeks.
Toukka wondered what the scientist saw that so moved him.
“Check check.” It was the co-pilot’s voice. “Control, we’re picking up some anomalous readings. We’ve
recalibrated shielding elements and deflection frequencies.”
“We’ve got a broad pressure shift and an increase in ionised ammonia in surrounding strata.”
To Toukka’ eyes, the image showed no obvious signs of change, insofar as could be assessed in an ever mutating environment.
Suddenly, the picture spun.
“Woah! Did something hit us?” The audio was still coming through, but the video, now hazy, showed only
blurred, intangible shadow.
“Negative. All readings still steady.”
“Wait, what’s...moving... mass...” The audio started to fragment, then cease. The picture darkened.
Toukka looked over to Yuskollin to see the doctor’s head was in his hands. Every other spectator sat in
morbid silence. Toukka thumbed the comm. “Extractor Control? What’s going on?”
“Uh..we’re trying to re-establish contact, but we’re getting no incoming data. The 300k camera is still up
though. Switching the feed.”
The picture returned to the view from the remote camera showing the writhing conduit. As before the conduit
trailed into darkness as it twisted in the winds, but now with more violence. The conduit thrashed as electricity
arced along its length and vapour coalesced around it. Dark clouds beyond shifted angrily and began to expand like
an erupting fountain.
Tettava spoke again, tension in his voice, “Our sensors are picking up a storm front that makes no sense. It’s moving
retrograde to the tropospheric current with huge force and speed. It’s... it’s following the conduit. Permission to
detach?”
Toukka felt sick. He looked over to Yuskollin to find the scientist staring at him with an unreadable expression.
The camera feed blinked to darkness as the raging cloud consumed it. The view shifted to the camera attached to

the underbelly of the Extractor Control Station. The usual, gentle blue haze of hydrogen and helium had already
darkened and distant flashes from the growing storm could be seen in the depths.
“Administrator?” Tettava’s panic was evident, “The incoming pressure spike is enormous. We’re going to
have to detach the conduit and engage emergency protocols.”
Storms were not unprecedented and every gas colony facility was designed to withstand phenomenal forces,
but to do so required all non-emergency processes to be shut-down and protruding structures to be withdrawn or
detached.
“Understood. Go ahead.” Toukka’s throat was dry.
He watched as the conduit silently disappeared into the expanding maw of the storm and with it, any hope
of the vapournaughts’ survival. Then the feed cut off as the camera deactivated.
“What’s going on?” The Director had appeared beside him.
“We’ve lost the extractor head and the incoming storm has forced the ECU into lock-down.”
The woman pursed her lips in frustration, but said nothing. She operated the podium control to bring up the external view still focused on the distant extractor facility. Sensor rods, hanging like stalactites from the underside of
the structure were slowly retracting. Resilient bulkheads slid across fragile surfaces. Then, with all safety procedures
complete, Tettava re-established contact,
“Command. Lock-down successful. But our telemetry is showing this storm is... its behaviour is odd. When the
conduit detached, the storm front slowed initially, but now it’s accelerating and expanding again. It’ll be on us in
seconds and I’m not sure if...”
The signal died. They watched as the tranquil foothills of rolling hydrogen vapour beneath the distant platform
buckled and erupted as a violent mass of dark, roiling cloud vomited upward, spitting lightning and acid as it consumed the fragile facility. The helpless onlookers watched it fragment and shatter even before it was enveloped by
the growing, enraged storm.
“It’s turning.” The fear-filled voice of Dr. Yuskollin stated as he rose from his seat and paced toward the
podium, not taking his eyes from the holoscreen.
“What?” spat the Director. They watched the expanding storm front as it continued to pump out from the
lower atmosphere like an overflowing geyser.
“Don’t be daft man.” said Toukka scornfully, “It’s just reached its zenith and now it’ll just spread and dissipate along the pressure gradient.”
“No. No it won’t.” Yuskollin said with morbid certainty. “It’s coming for us.” He turned to the grey-suited
woman. “This, Director, is your intelligent response.”
“That’s ridiculous.” she retorted as the increasingly disturbed audience began to fluster and move toward the
exit. “Sit down you idiots!” she bellowed at the fleeing crowd. “It’s five-hundred kilometres away.” They paid her no
heed.
“I’d say that storm front is doing well over a thousand metres per second.” said Yuskollin, “Five hundred
kilometres is nothing, it’ll be on us in minutes.”
“I’ll engage lock-down.” said Toukka, desperately.
“Yes, that worked well for them, didn’t it.” replied the doctor, without humour.
“Then we need to leave, what are the escape procedures?” the Director asked earnestly. Toukka shook his
head.
“The Hohmann mass driver has a single lifeboat projectile. But it’ll mean scuttling the entire colony and
abandoning all personnel not able to get to it in time.”
“Do it.” she ordered.
Toukka thumbed the comms control.
“All hands, this is Administrator Toukka. This is a state of emergency. I have been authorised to abandon
the colony. I repeat, all facilities are to follow evacuation procedures and proceed to lifeboats where possible or
engage lock-downs where not.” He disabled the comms and looked to Doctor Yuskollin who was still watching the
oncoming storm front intently. “How long?”
The doctor shrugged. “Probably less than five minutes.”

“Then let’s go.”
~ooOoo~
The heaving tide of panicked bodies seemed to propel Doctor Yuskollin forward. Peversely, he was at peace as all
those around him grew increasingly frantic. Yuskollin was barely aware of Toukka’s firm grasp on his arm, dragging
him along. He thought of his wife. He had failed her. Her suffering would soon be over but his would continue.
Perhaps it was a fitting punishment for making the deal with The Devil.
“What the f...” Toukka’s voice dragged him back to reality. They were approaching the entrance to the
emergency launch platform, but those who had arrived before them were still gathering on the concourse rather than
entering and boarding the lifeboat. The crowd was manic and several individuals lay unmoving on the floor.
Toukka led Yuskollin and the Director as he forced a path through the mob to the launch platform entrance and
thumbed the door open button. It remained closed.
Yuskollin was vaguely aware of an increasingly aggressive conversation between Toukka, the Director and several
mob members, but he paid it no heed. He was drawn to the nearby viewport looking out onto the emergency launch
platform. Peering through, he could see the broad chamber was in darkness. Neatly arranged emergency equipment
led up to the four lifeboat entrance portals. In contrast to the increasingly feverish mob, it looked peaceful in there.
Then, his attention was drawn to a single figure standing by a control panel. His old eyes struggled to make out any
detail, especially in the darkness.
The world shuddered and Yuskollin was thrown hard against the corridor wall. The storm had arrived.
A nearby sound alerted him to the fact that the crowd had somehow gained access to the launch platform and the
mob poured in, the emergency lighting blinking on as they did so. The mysterious distant figure was illuminated at
the very same moment the storm tore open the facility.
He saw his wife, Maeve.
As corrosive, alien winds howled in through widening cracks and flayed the crowd, dissolving clothing, skin and
bone, he watched as the ether caressed Maeve’s ruined body. He felt a chest-bursting sense of love and relief as she
crumpled to the ground and wisps danced from her form to join the cacophony of destruction. He smiled.
“You were right, my love. They were here all along.”
With a final scream of distressed metal and the roar of elemental wind, his conscience became unclouded. As he
drew his last acid-filled breath, Doctor Anders Yuskollin accepted the judgement and found peace.

Taking His Medicine
Jakob Anedalle

Illustration by Niden

Acting relaxed when other people are tense is part of my job. Just the travel to the tiny independent station in lowsec
was enough to make friends question my sanity. They see the holovid operas where every gate is camped and even a
civilian personnel transport is a target for a booster-crazed ganker. Not just the baseline pirates who usually would
rather get protection money, but a nigh-immortal capsuleer who will risk their own ship and crew “for the lols.”
Some of my friends and associates haven’t left highsec for the last ten years - since the growing availability of pods
created the capsuleer menace of late night drama. Many are young enough that they barely remember when there
weren’t capsuleers. But then my profession does tend to largely employ the young, or those who can pass as still
being young. As I slip into that second category, contracts like this are what I need. The young might lose their
composure in such situations, while those of us who have seen it before can keep our professional demeanor.
So when the station boss, Harold, kept pacing back and forth across the false wood flooring of his private quarters I
just eased back into one of the leather oversized chairs. I hiked one leg up on the arm of the chair, but only drew the
eyes of the other person in the room: Harold’s chef Anki. If it ever comes around that I can’t distract a young man
with a stretch of my legs then it’s time to retire. The fact that he had the look of someone raised in strict Amarrian
culture was to my advantage. I don’t turn down advantages any more.
“Boss, he’s docking up now.” The tower operator’s disembodied voice came over the intercom. Anki gave
me a shy, nervous smile but turned back to his boss. Harold had stopped pacing finally.
“Thanks, Roger. I want to know if anything warps within 250 klicks for the next few hours. If anyone asks,
we’re closed for some repairs and expect to be open for business again tomorrow. Field up and nobody else docks
without my say.”
Harold swiped at his battered wrist-comm then tapped a rhythm on its surface. “Jared, we’re clear. Your
scanners should confirm four on station: Roger in the tower and the three of us in my quarters. Welcome and come
on in.”
I straightened and stood up as Harold turned back towards me. Time for me to earn the exorbitant sum in the
contract.

Jared looked rough, rougher even than I expected. The pod doesn’t give you any room for niceties, what with the
body plugged up in pretty much every orifice. Or so I’ve heard from other capsuleer clients. He’d pulled on clothes
at least, even if nobody had worn those old style cuts for years. The patches had been ripped off, but I recognized
the Federation trim and colors.
“Amanda, huh?” His cold eyes looked me over as if he was valuing loot from a gank wreck. “You don’t look
like an Amanda. Deteis?”
“Mostly. Little bit of lots of things.” I kept my eyes on his, forcing myself to keep my face relaxed and
pleasant.
“I’ve killed lots of Caldari. Maybe a hundred thousand.” He took a step closer, staring down into my eyes.
The stale smell of pod grew in my nostrils. Harold had warned me, but even without that I could see the pain that
echoed behind the glare.
“Just don’t make it a hundred thousand and one tonight, okay?” Smiling at the right time was part of the
job too. I shifted my weight, subtly curving towards him. That his eyes drifted to my chest and then to the curve
of my hip was a reassuring sign. Somewhere inside of there was a man, trapped behind the killer.
His eyes closed, his body seeming to draw inward. He turned away. “Damn you Harold, all you could find
me was a squid?”
“She’s out here in the middle just like us.” I had never heard Harold’s voice so soft.
“Scanned?”
“Body scan plus all her things. She’s clean. Her bag’s in the bedroom if you want a personal check.” Harold
nodded towards the door.
The capsuleer nodded once. “Fifteen minutes, then send her in.” I could see the tension through his back
as he stalked into the bedroom. He looked like a man who was always expecting someone to try to stab him in the
back.
Harold looked at me as the door closed behind Jared. “You sure you’re still okay with this?” It was honestly
more than I expected of him.
“Yeah. Yeah, I’m sure.” I gave him a wink. “I’m a professional.”

He took me roughly, which I was prepared for.
Some capsuleers do that because they’ve lost some vital human element and now only seem to get off on pain and
tears. They’re dangerous and I try to avoid contracting with them.
Some do it because, for all of the tales of their freedom and power, they are dominated by other capsuleers every
moment they are in their pod and they feel a need to lash out and dominate someone else. These I’ve learned to
tolerate and manipulate - they generally pay well too.
Some capsuleers put all their fears into that desperate moment of release.

“Look, I’m sorry about calling you a squid.” He couldn’t meet my eyes to say it.
“I’ve been called a lot worse before.” I settled in beside him, a short arm’s reach away. For some clients the
only time they let themselves be vulnerable is in those naked moments after their lust is spent. Part of the job is
knowing when to just listen.
“That bit about killing Caldari - the worst thing is that I could have said that about any faction. I could
have said that about any pirate nation. About any kind of people in all of New Eden. You name them, I’ve killed
them.”
“So what keeps you from stopping?”
He laughed, a dark bitter thing. “I don’t even know how many bounties are on my head anymore, but there’s
got to be at least a half-dozen that only pay out on my permadeath. People who are just waiting for me to be out of
my pod in one place long enough.”
“Isn’t there any place out away? Off in Null somewhere?”

“Ha” his laugh barked out. “Null? You must not know anything about Null. I can’t trust anyone in Null.”
He pushed himself up on the bed and swung his legs as if to leave, a bitterness in his eyes. That look softened a little
as his eyes ran over my body. “Damn.”
He was gentler the second time, softly kissing the bruises he had raised before.

Afterwards he was ready for other appetites. He opened the door and smell of cooked meat wafted into the room.
Jared only bothered to pull on shorts; I’ve found that many capsuleers have lost cultural feel for body modesty. I
grabbed a simple gown from the pile where Jared had searched through my bag.
Anki stood by a simple table set for two, draped with a white table cloth. I could almost imagine it was the exclusive
setting of some of the more wealthy clients of my past, if I overlooked the raw metallic backdrop of the utilitarian
quarters.
Jared stared a long moment at Anki, until the smaller man turned his head down in submission.
He turned to Harold. “How long has he worked for you?”
“About eight months. You know what the turnover is like out here. Keileigh took off for some line job at
Bourynes after last time.”
Jared eyed the food as Harold continued. “All the ingredients came through sources I trust. I watched Anki
make all this while you…“ his eyes flicked to me, “.. while you two were busy. I put samples of everything in the
bioscanner you sent. Damn it man, it’s not like this is the first time.”
There was a long pause as the brothers stared at each other, history weighing on them.
“Well, I’m hungry enough, come on Jared.” someone had to break the tension so I headed for a seat. Anki
jumped to get my chair for me, his eyes clearly torn between the discretion of his Amarrian training and the viewing
opportunities offered by the thin cloth wrapped about me. The eyes I wanted to distract right now were the capsuleer’s, but their cold hardness had returned, focused down hard on his brother.
“Jared we do this every year, but it’s not enough. You can’t stay in that machine.” Harold was almost pleading.
“You have no idea what you’re talking about.” Jared stalked forward until he was in his brother’s face. “No
idea what it is like.”
“You’re slipping away. This isn’t enough to remind you what it is to be human anymore. All this we do to
remind you …”
“Come on Harold, you know I need it.” Jared’s hands surged forward and Harold stumbled back. “Come
and give me my medicine.” His eyes had the wild look from when he first stepped in from his pod. “Do I need to
remind you again? Remind you why you’re stuck in some backwater lowsec dive while I’ve piled up the ISK?”
“Yeah, cause you look like a trillion ISK right now.” Harold gave a long tired exhalation, his eyes not looking up to meet Jared’s, his body half turned away.
Jared leaned forward, eyes wide. “Come on, you want me to remind you why we’re really here… about the
Center... about her?”
Harold turned towards him, fist rising from his hip in a quick arc, lifting Jared off his feet with the impact. Harold
had warned me his would happen, but it didn’t keep me from sliding away from the table and putting my back to
the wall near the door to the kitchen just in case I needed a quick way into cover. Anki nearly dove into the kitchen
to escape.
They knew each other so well; after that first hit it seemed that each of the next blows were anticipated. They circled
and traded jabs without committing. I had to wonder if all capsuleers had some rituals to avoid mindlock - a way
to remind them of their flesh. “Meat needs” I had heard a capsuleer once call them. Was this something else he
needed - to feel his body battered in some way other than feeling the signals of missile hits on his hull?

Once they might have been evenly matched, but Harold had aged honestly while Jared’s clone body reflected what
he was like when he had first been strapped in a pod a decade ago. That showed soon enough when a heavy hook
drove Harold sinking down to his knees. Jared stood over him, great labored breaths racking his chest. I couldn’t
take my eyes off of them. Somehow it felt like this was the most meaningful way they stayed connected. How many
times had they done this?
I heard the door to the kitchen slide open very slowly. It was that careful motion which caught my attention; it felt
wrong. When the snub nosed gun came into sight I felt myself freeze.
“The Nation sends its regards.” Anki’s voice seemed colder, calmer than the shrinking menial I had taken him for.
The gun went off with a loud explosive sound and Jared spun away as blood spattered the back wall of the room. At
that moment it seemed all I could see was that gun as it shifted slightly and fired again.
I’d like to say that I was some holovid heroine, but what I realized at that moment was that he probably didn’t mean
to leave any witnesses and he didn’t yet know I was right there. I did the only thing I could think of, which was to
grab Anki’s gun hand at the wrist and him as hard as I could in the balls. The gun fired again right as I felt my toes
smash into him. Anki folded over as the pain exploded across my foot. It didn’t hurt so much that it kept me from
kicking him in the face and again in the side of the head as he went down. After that he didn’t move, but I just kept
kicking him until the gun fell out of his limp hand.
“Amanda.” Harold’s voice did not sound good. “You’ve gotta help me.” Harold was clutching his left arm,
blood soaking through his sleeve, but he was staring at Jared. I felt bile rising in my throat. Jared’s side was torn
open, blood pooling on the floor.
“You have a doctor somewhere nearby?” I rushed over him, stripping off my gown and trying to figure out
how to wrap it around him.
Harold shook his head. “Not near enough. We’ve got to get him into his pod.”
Jared’s head rolled towards me, but his eyes were unfocused. He tried to speak, but it was barely a whisper.
I leaned in close. “It’s okay Jared, we’ll take care of you.” I felt like I was babbling.
His eyes focused briefly on mine and he whispered weakly, “They told us we’d be Gods.”

We struggled to get him to the pod door, but once we laid his body out inside it seemed the machine knew what to
do. I could see his chest just barely rising and falling as the pod sealed itself around him.
“Roger, come in Roger.” Harold barked into his comm. “Fire up the defense grid. Jared’s pod is coming
out. Lock it and pop it, fast as you can.”
“What!?” Rogers confused voice was loud even through the commlink.
“Don’t argue with me. I’m force-undocking him now. Lock and Fire. I repeat, lock and fire.”
I staggered over to the nearest port window, my right foot a ball of pain anytime I tried to put weight on it.
There was a thump as the docking ring let go of the pod and it was shot away from the station.
“Come on Roger, don’t let me down here.” Harold begged as he slumped to the floor.
I’ve seen ships destroyed before. Crazy capsuleers dueling outside of busy stations and hapless freighters caught by
a suicide ganker. It has always been a moment of fear and apprehension for me, something that makes my breath
catch. I’ve never held my breath hoping to see that explosion, never been so glad to hear the chatter of autocannons.
At least, I hoped it was the tower that killed him.
I never found out. Harold got patched up. I got my pay plus a substantial bonus and got on the first ship out of
there. I haven’t heard from either of them since. Sometimes I’m tempted to look up public records for Jared,
assuming that was his real name, to see if he’s gotten a new CONCORD bounty since that day. But if he hasn’t,
does that mean he died before the pod could transfer him to another clone, or that he somehow got out of the
capsuleer rat race. I honestly don’t know which one I’d wish for him.

Decoherence
Rhavas

Decoherence in quantum systems … is the irreversible process by which a pure state becomes a mixed state. Usually
decoherence arises from an interaction between the quantum state and some environment. There is a school of thought that
takes this as an explanation for how the classical world in which we live (and which has no large-scale oddities like
entanglement) arises from the underlying quantum world.
– Ian Durham, Associate Professor, Quantum Foundations Research, St. Anselm College via Quora
***
Sigga VIII – Sisters of Eve Bureau Station

out.”

“There is a high risk of death on this venture, Rappel.”
“I am already dead, Sister. Plus, I’m a capsuleer, which gives me a good chance even if my clone doesn’t hold

“We believe that even in your current state, you have at least five years before that happens. But it is entirely
possible that the radiation will interfere with your transference.”
“Well, as you know, my mutation tends to re-surface in my clones as well. They say it’s something to do with
the transference base copy and my original clone grades. Not that these docs seem to really understand it all that
well. It doesn’t matter – what matters is that now I can do things I’d otherwise fear to do.”
The Sister nodded slowly. “It is one reason that you were selected. And why you’ll be going alone.” She held
out a datapad, which he accepted.
He glanced down at his orders. The Sisters had named the ship he would be flying Canary, both to disguise his
Gallente roots and to call to mind the old Minmatar saying about that bird being killed with mine gases and such.
Despite its morbid overtones, Rappel somehow found it both appropriate and amusing.
“The interceptor you will find in your hangar,” she continued, “is outfitted with a number of unique sensor
arrays that will record everything in and around your ship, along with being rebuilt to have significant speed at the
expense of weapon systems. We have reason to believe that others are also attempting to reach the gate again, and we
need to ensure we stay ahead of learning anything that could be a danger to the cluster or a path through. That said,
our observations lead us to believe that your chances of survival if you complete the mission and reach the singularity
are very slim.”
He nodded. “I won’t let the Sanctuary down, Sister.”
“I’m sure you won’t.”

***
X-7OMU IV – Sisters of Eve Academy Station
“He’s an awful expensive asset to be throwing away like that.”
“Not throwing away, Reverend Mother. His mind transfers are inherently flawed and his clone reproduction
is as well; he won’t last like most capsuleers would. Also, he’s one of the first few off the line …”
“Thus my point.”
“But there will be many others. And by the time the capsuleers become ubiquitous, we must know the answers – or they will find them and use them against us. Besides, with the waypoints he will be able to get in range
in record time.”
The Reverend Mother leaned forward and put her elbows on the desk, steepling her fingers as she looked
at the younger woman. “He will remain resolute?”
“He thinks he is dying already. He has nothing to lose.”
***
New Eden System
Rappel floated calmly in the hydrostatic fluid of his pod, comfortably cushioned from the shock of the jump through
the final stargate. He reoriented his camera drones to take in the scene. Happily, the Blood Raiders who often
circled the gate looking for fresh pilgrims to ambush were nowhere to be found this time.
Rappel aligned the ship toward the distant shine of the EVE Gate, Point Genesis. For most capsuleers, this is as
close as they would ever get. But for The Sanctuary, many lives and many ships had been sacrificed to allow him,
now, to get far closer.
Even with those who had gone before having provided navigational aids, it would still take many months to warpjump all the way there. There was much to do in preparation – study, observation, ship reprogramming and modification. The time would be well-filled.
He aligned to the first waypoint and warped.
***
Halfway between New Eden and Point Genesis
Rappel’s health had slowly continued to deteriorate over his time in the cramped little ship. The Sisters had arranged
for an exit method from his pod, but it was at best a makeshift one. He needed to be especially careful with the fluid
management system to avoid losing too much of it during fluid changes; there was no more other than what was
already on board.
He worked out regularly, such as it was in the small ship, and managed to stave off the majority of the entropy and
atrophy that threatened to destroy his body.
When he was in his pod, he studied. There was much that the Sisters knew about the Gate of course, but far more
that they did not. The details of the radiation. The likelihood of being able to restart the gate – and how much was
actually still left there. What the Jove knew.
Rumors persisted of cloaked items, remnants of the gate itself, even a Jove colony standing guard. Rappel made
his way through the data for the hundredth time, adding bits and pieces of his own observations as he slowly approached his destination.
The alert caught him by surprise, breaking him out of his reverie. A vaguely familiar, but somewhat distorted male

voice came over the comm channel when he opened it.
Rappel, you need to turn back. Warn them not to come closer.
“Who is this?”
There was no answer.
***
Tachyon bursts emitted by the EVE Gate interfere with quantum entanglement. It is a most unusual phenomenon. Your
data archives show records of these emissions originating from the gate’s unique singularity; we are equally puzzled by
them. This happens nowhere else in the cluster. We suspect they interfere with wave function collapse.
-Grious, Templar One, Chapter 20
In Warp to Checkpoint Omega, 65 million Km from Point Genesis
Rappel, please respond. Point Genesis is not safe. Turn back now.
The cautionary, personal ones were the most common. But the closer he got to Checkpoint Omega, the more frequent – and differentiated – they became.
It’s amazing. Beautiful. There’s a live opening – I’m going through.
Rappel sighed. The most annoying part of it was that any response he sent had no response.
Aaaaaaaaaggghhh you … aggghhhnngg
That was the one he hated most. Seriously, who would activate comms while in what sounded like horrendous pain?
Europa 1, come in. Europa 1, be aware of incoming colonists, prepare for tracking and reporting.
That one didn’t even quite sound like any accent he had ever heard. The form of speech was very archaic. Who
talked like that?
Oh god … we’re too late. Self destruct activated. Everyone get out now!
That was the woman’s voice, haunting, but fast becoming familiar.
Hurry, there is enough here that we can stabilize it. But we have to act fast. Call for more help, we can get this thing
operational!
The first time hearing her voice, he had called the Sisters. They were sending additional ships, but after repeated
attempts to connect with that voice, all of them had come to the conclusion that it might well be a false alert. Still,
in their diligent way, the Sisters were still sending more people just in case.
Who is this?
One of a thousand variations on this one. One time he even swore it was his own voice talking. And yet no one ever
seemed to answer.
***

Checkpoint Omega
From here, it would all be microwarp drive flight. There were no more waypoints.
Point Genesis dominated the view of the camera drones, washing out almost everything in the massive glare.
Communication channels were becoming choppy and difficult in reaching the Sisters.
“Canary, please respond.”
“Here.”
“Status?”
“Stable. But the shields are taking a beating from the radiation. I’m not sure how long they will hold.”
“Speed and heading?”
“You can’t tell?”
“The radiation is interfering with transmission of the flight data.”
“Full speed right at it, just over 5000 meters per second.” The Sisters had done a nice job of modifying the
ship for pure straight-line speed.
“Anything else to report?”
“I’ve nearly completed reprogramming the assistance drones to carry out command functions if need be. I’m
not sure how well I’ll hold up once I get there.”
“Understood. Just make sure that you jettison the recorder beacon so that we have a chance to recover any
data. We anticipate we will lose transmission with you in a matter of days. What about those other transmissions
you mentioned?”
“They’re almost constant now. I’m having Aura filter them for the most part. It’s hard to separate one set of
conversations from the other. Not that they’re really conversations, though – still just one-way.”
There was a thoughtful pause at the other end. “You’re still recording all of it?”
“Yes.”
***
A tachyon … is a hypothetical particle that always moves faster than light … Most physicists think that faster-than-light
particles cannot exist because they are not consistent with the known laws of physics. If such particles did exist, they could be
used to build a tachyonic antitelephone and send signals faster than light, which (according to special relativity) would lead
to violations of causality.
–Wikipedia: Tachyon
En Route to Point Genesis
It was becoming clear to Rappel that the EVE Gate, if you could call it that, was not remotely what he had expected.
The enormous overload of light made it impossible to see any structure, if indeed there was now or ever such a thing.
There was something else very, very wrong, but he could not put his finger on it.
At one point, he swore he saw a ship exactly like this one flying the other direction … but that was impossible; there
was no one else out here.
Another time he thought the camera drones showed the silhouettes in the distance of seven massive ships of a
design he didn’t recognize, gradually accelerating out of his view behind the stark light of the singularity.
Looking down at his radiation badge, he saw it slowly beginning to change color.
“Canary calling, come in.”
Only static returned.
Rappel checked the comm feed. It was alive with constant chatter. For a moment he amplified the signal he was

getting. A handful of statements surfaced through the cacophony of voices.
Turn back! There is still time!
What a proud moment for all of humanity.
We have made it through; aligning to our new home.
The prophets have spoken truly.
I can’t make it! Mayday! Mayday! Mayday!
We are prepared, whatever is there.
He reduced the signal again. He was alone with the ghosts.
The Canary hurtled onward toward the brilliant center of the object that now blotted out all else in the sight of the
camera drones.
***
The Significance is holding position dangerously close to the EVE Gate, whose quantum turbulence remains markedly
elevated. Tachyon emissions from this massive defect remain steady; traces of several dozen universes pass through the ship
every second.
–Templar One, Chapter 1
Point Genesis
Rappel wasn’t honestly sure where, or who, he was any more. How long he had been here.
He had needed to leave the pod days earlier, its hydrostatic equilibrium destroyed by the radiation and the effects
of being this close to Point Genesis. He was instead strapped into a bridge chair, too weak to stand. The assistance
drones had tried to keep him hydrated, but the food had run out, and the anti-radiation treatments were gone.
He ran a radiation-blackened hand across the top of his head, knocking loose the last locks of hair, along with a
piece of his scalp, and let the changes wash over him.
It was bright. It was dark.
He was himself. She was herself. He did not exist, and never had.
He was safe from the radiation, watching the undulating patterns of the singularity without fear. Dead of radiation
exposure, all of his skin sloughed off, lying in a pool of congealing blood on the floor. Being murdered by his own
assistance drones.
He had to warn himself not to come here. Those communications … “Point Genesis is not safe. Turn back!” he
croaked out from between cracked lips. “Turn back, there is still time!” He couldn’t warn himself. He never thought
to warn himself. He didn’t know he could warn himself.
He was Rappel. He was Jove. He was the pilot of Dano Gheinok’s Conformist flagship.
But most of all, through the agony and the haze, he was dying.
“Fire the beacon.”

The assistance drone activated the controls. Beneath the ship, a probe launched, rapidly accelerating to warp speed
on its way back to Checkpoint Omega.
An observer, had there been one (and sometimes there was), would have seen the tiny interceptor flicker as it merged
with the center of the singularity, appearing to be an Abaddon, an Eidolon, an ancient colony ship, and finally wink
out of existence, swallowed by a dark, foreboding energy at the core of the searing brightness.
The many-worlds interpretation is an interpretation of quantum mechanics that asserts the objective reality of the universal wavefunction and denies the actuality of wavefunction collapse. Many-worlds implies that all possible alternate
histories and futures are real, each representing an actual “world” (or “universe”). In lay terms, the hypothesis states there is
a very large—perhaps infinite —number of universes, and everything that could possibly have happened in our past, but
did not, has occurred in the past of some other universe or universes.
–Wikipedia: Many-Worlds Interpretation
***
X-7OMU IV – Sisters of Eve Academy Station
“We’ve retrieved the recording beacon, Reverend Mother.”
“And?”
“Results are still being analyzed but … it appears that the communications were in fact legitimate
tachyon-carried signals. We’re not sure how. But we are starting to discover whole threads of communications from
many people, not just Canary.”
“What people?”
The Sister hesitated, clearly not comfortable with what she was about to say. “Well … it appears that they
were sent by people across the mellinnia. There are hundreds we can’t understand, in languages no one has ever
heard.” She paused. “And there are other somewhat ominous readings that defy explanation. So far.”
The Reverend Mother absorbed this for a few moments before speaking. “Get me those answers. And move
the next team up.”

Ontology

Abulurd Boniface
“The viewer’s eye is drawn to the sharp edges of the image, reinforcing the idea of the harshness of the environment
that generated it, emphasizing the nature of the character required to be successful and thrive in it. Implicitly
warning the onlooker what the rewards are for winning and the costs involved in losing out.
The discoloration on the impact zones, where the incoming fire from the weapons used in the engagement has
created its own mesmerizing tableau, the heat stress of the impacts mimicking the wild, gorgeous nature of space, as
it is displayed in the various systems capsuleers jump through as they go about their normal routine. It conveys an
aura of banality to the brutal scene, an indication of how strongly the pod pilot is inoculated against the shocking
levels of violence that is part and partial to the realities of being a capsuleer in New Eden. Capsuleers are so used to
the intimate directness of the forces they unleash upon each other that, for them, this is not a crime scene, a display
of haunting foreboding of things to come, they merely see a salvaging opportunity.
Imagine the mindset required to look through this field of misery, typically from the destruction of a single space
ship, very often the product of fierce and protracted battles involving hundreds to thousands of ships that were
thrown into the meat grinder to further the interests of some distant warlord. The Mittani’s minions, as a for
instance, echoing the ambitions of their secretive master. The result is a scene of epic destruction, worthy of the
nod of approval of the driving forces behind New Eden’s finely-tuned machinery of war.
Even in the death and destruction that is so casually visited on the ships and the crews that populate them,
capsuleers will look for new opportunities to further their interests and they are so accustomed to that, they will even
pluck the dead bodies of their fellow capsuleers from the debris field. It serves them as bragging rights, as a souvenir,
as a business opportunity as some are known to sell the corpses to the Drifters who make new fighters out of them
to fill their legions.
If New Eden is anything, it is a living, and dying, embodiment of the idea of creative destruction. The piece
encompasses the bewildering array of opportunity available to capsuleers, and very few other souls among the boiling throngs of bodies in their trillions. It calls out the level of commitment required to make it that far and serves

as a warning at the same time that failure comes at a high cost. Many are called to try their luck, few are able to
stand the withering storm unleashed upon them, far fewer still are ready and prepared to pay the price of defeat.
New Eden is an inhospitable place where only those callous souls willing to sacrifice anything and everything, will
eventually rise to dominance.
The piece on display is intended to be a message on several levels. The capsuleer who commissioned it had this to
say about what the work is made from, how it was made and why it was made:
“This piece is a reinforced armour plate from a titan I had a team hunt down and destroy. The titan belonged to a rival
alliance. I wanted the armour to indicate there was nothing that can stop me from achieving my goals. The best armour
from the best ship, flown by the best pilot, in the best fleet, was not enough protection to defend against my hunger for
reaching my destiny. I will stop at nothing to get to where I’m going. I do not care how many crew perished, I do not care
how much ISK was destroyed, I did not care for the contents of the ship or its salvaging. I merely wanted the armour plate
and the pilot’s body (for use in a different work of art, editor) to drive home the message that I am here, now and for
eternity, to be a force to be reckoned with. That is why this piece is called The Point, because that is what I was making.
That is why it is on display here: to show this and future generations what I will do to reach my goal.”
This original and unabridged message from the capsuleer ‘commissioning’ this work of art, at whatever cost to all
other parties involved (273,400 hands lost, one titan-class vessel, 14 super capital ships, 35 capital ships, 7
dreadnoughts, 55 battleships, 240 odd other sub capital ships ranging from frigates to strategic cruisers, at the latest
counting) is an indication of the absurd lengths capsuleers will go to in order to achieve their goals. In that respect
The Point is made succinctly in that when capsuleers are asked “What is the ‘raison d’être’ behind the capsuleer life
in New Eden, this kind of example (though seldom as dramatic as this) is what they will indicate as their driving
motivation for doing the things they do.
(Vital statistics: The Point, part of a 1600mm reinforced steel armour plate stressed, warped, roughly 15 by 10
meters, approximately 2000 tons. Estimated at 3.74 billion ISK at auction)”

The Life of Nina Cruse
Kirith Kodachi

“I’m so sorry, Dad.”
“Oh honey, its not your fault!”
Nina closed her good eye and turned her head to the side as tears began to swell. Her father leaned over the railing
of the hospital bed and stroked her hair and brushed some locks of dark hair out of her face that had fallen over her
eyes, and as he did so he once again winced at the sight of the right eye swollen shut and the split lip and felt his
heart break all over again. His own eyes welled up with tears and the anger in the pit of his stomach began to churn
but he pushed it down. Later, he promised himself, right now Nina needs me.
“I tried to fight him off, Daddy, but he was so strong!”
“I know, Nina, I know.” She began to sob in earnest now and she reached up to grab his hand that was
stroking her hair, careful not to catch her broken finger that still ached despite the medications. It hurt other places
too; her face and ribs where he hit her, her head where it struck the ground when he pushed her down… and other
parts she did not want to think about.
“Honey,” her father gently spoke, “its not your fault. Sometimes bad things happen to good people,” he
added as his tears began to freely flow and his throat constricted. “Sometimes they happen to the best. Its not your
fault.”
They stayed there for a minute holding hands and crying, comforting each other and then he sat back in his chair
and wiped his eyes. Jord Cruse had not felt this helpless in a long time and despite knowing there was nothing he
could do he felt still the need to say or do something, anything, to make it all better.
“I should have done something different,” Nina muttered from the bed. “Should have went a different way
home, wore something different… something.”
“Nina, listen to me, its not your fault. Its… its his fault.”
“I should have at least taken self defense classes, martial arts or something,” she bemoaned. “You always
wanted me to! I should have listened!”
Her father sighed. It ached his soul to see her torture herself up over this tragedy but he didn’t know the
words that would help. “Look sweetie,” he began gently, “Sometimes there is nothing you can do. No matter what,

sometimes you just can’t win. Its not your fault,” he paused as he struggled to find the right words, “its just the way
it is.”
“NO!” she shouted. “I refuse to accept that this was just bad luck, daddy! No fucking way!” She clenched the
sheets with her good hand and slammed it on the bed repeatedly. Then, her anger spent for the moment, she calmed
down, took a few deep breaths, and whispered, “I won’t let this happen again.”

“So Miss Cruse, you’re interested in joining the State War Academy, are you?”
Nina sat in the utilitarian office facing the older woman behind the desk, her hands nervously clenched in her lap of
her somber skirt and jacket ensemble she borrowed from her mother. She didn’t know why she was so nervous since
almost no one was denied their application into the Academy unless they had obvious debilitating defects, and right
now Nina was as physically healthy as a 19 year old could be.
The recruiting officer, a semi-retired Chief Warrant Officer whose desk name plate read “A. Danersan”, perused over
Nina’s school transcript for a minute before putting it down and looking intently at the young woman in front of her.
“Your grades are very good, Miss Cruse. I’m surprised you are not applying for internship at the corporate offices.”
She indicated Nina’s body with a wave of one hand. “Especially one of your stature,” she added frankly.
She felt a blush on her cheeks. Nina was painfully aware that at 160 centimeters and under 50 kilos she was a
lightweight compared to all of the other people in the waiting room, but she was not to be dissuaded from her goal.
“Yes ma’am, I am small but my dreams are big.” She had practiced that line for days but now that she said it
to someone she thought it sounded lame. She hurriedly added, “I believe I can get into the officer stream and then
apply for the Capsuleer program.”
Danersan leaned back in her chair and her eyebrows raised in surprise. “The Capsuleer program?” She
surveyed Nina again. “Your marks are good, but they are not exceptional. Nothing in your listed interests suggests
a proclivity for commanding a starship. I did a search on the net and your page came up.” As she picked up a tablet
Nina’s cheeks flushed. “You say under the section on future plans, and I quote, ‘I hope to someday help the community leading recycling and conservation efforts’, end quote.” She put the tablet down and looked across the desk
at Nina again. “That was only last year. What changed, Miss Cruse? Why go from wanting to be a conservator to
joining the Academy and aspiring to be a Capsuleer? Is this some flight of fancy? Because we don’t take kindly to
spurious applicants,” she added darkly.
“Well,” Nina began tentatively, “I’ve had a reality check the last few months. I’ve come to realize that we, I
mean, I’m in less control than I thought. Of my destiny, you know?” Danersan said nothing and continued to watch
her with an unblinking stare. Nina felt flustered but forged ahead. “I just, I just want to be in control. And staying
here and working at some desk job is not going to do it for me. I need more.” She met the older woman’s gaze. “I
need a challenge, I need to challenge myself, I need to be stronger. I need to win,” she finished.
She felt like withering under that unflinching gaze but she didn’t. Instead, despite the rapidly beating heart
and perspiring brow, she held it and said nothing more. Finally Danersan leaned forward. “Alright Miss Cruse.
You’re not the usual applicant that professes a desire to become a pod pilot but I’ve seen stranger things.” She smiled
and reached for some paperwork. “Let’s get you started, shall we?”

Nina hit the mat hard, the right hook that had slipped past her defenses and struck her temple had jarred her with
enough force to see stars as she spun to the ground. As the ringing in her ears subsided she heard some cheering and
some encouragement to shake it off and get back up.
She started to get back to her knees and looked at her opponent. Cadet Donna Klofed was bouncing back and forth
on the balls of her bare feet with her gloved fists at the sides of her muscular frame that was about 15 centimeters
taller than Nina’s and many kilos heavier. But despite being smaller Nina had gotten a lot more physically fit in the
past year since joining the academy and her she was a lot faster than a lot of her bigger classmates. She had made
good use of that speed advantage in matches and that made her confident she could take on almost any of the other

students, but this time, however, she underestimated her opponent’s reach with those long arms.
“You want more, Cruse?” Klofed taunted. Nina didn’t know her very well as they were in different years in
the academy, Donna being one year ahead. They only shared the advanced combat training course where occasionally the instructors would have the cadets put on gloves and helmets and practice some mix martial arts fighting. Nina
enjoyed the feeling of exhilaration the fighting gave her but this round against the bigger and more experienced
second year cadet was starting to frustrate her.
She regained her footing and got back into her fighting stance, gloves up and on the balls of her feet. Klofed put her
mouth guard back in and started circling the other fighter. The rest of the class and the instructor, an asshole of a
man named Lieutenant Kenned, starting cheering them on again and offering yelled advice.
Nina knew her lankier opponent’s reach was too much of an advantage and a fast left side roundhouse kick that she
blocked with her elbow confirmed that. As she danced back and circled to her right to avoid the flurry of punches
that followed the leading kick she decided she would have to move in to have a chance. But before she could, Klofed
saw an opening and executed a perfect spinning side kick that slipped under Nina’s defenses and struck her right in
the stomach, sending her backwards and on her ass. As she rolled to her side to catch her winded breath, she cursed
herself for getting hit again and wondered if she should stay down this time.
“Come on, Cruse, that all you got?” yelled Kenned from the side in his usual arrogant voice. “Maybe you
should stay down this time!”
Suddenly Nina had a vision of a face. It was that man who stepped out from behind the wall on that day, that fateful
day when everything changed, near the end of her senior year of school. She could hear his taunting voice, feel his
fists crashing into her face and body, feel the weight as he pinned her down, feel his nails scratching her skin as he
ripped her clothes. But this time Instead of frightened she just felt angry and she wanted to punch him like she
could not before. Her heart pounded harder in her chest as a new dose of adrenaline coursed through her veins and
she got up practically shaking with fury.
She got up into her guard position and raised her gloved fists but instead of waiting for her opponent to make the
first move she rushed in, slipped right past Klofed’s hasty defensive jab and bent her knees low to turn into a full
rotation of a right uppercut to the midsection. She heard a satisfying grunt of a short exhale of breath from Klofed
and blocked a hurried knee as her opponent stepped back. With the extra space her retreating opponent allowed,
Nina straightened her knees, stepped in and followed up with a fast left hook that beat Klofed’s glove to the side of
her helmet. The solid blow spun Klofed’s head around and she flew backwards and fell on the mat.
The small crowd cheered, with the notable exception being the coach Kenned who watched with a frown. Nina
offered a gloved hand to Klofed as the latter started to get back up, and it was accepted with a head shake and a
grin.
“Good one,” Klofed slurred around her mouth guard, “Nice and fast.”
“Thanks,” Nina replied.

“I see here that your psych profile recommended against you being allowed into the program.”
Nina focused the cameras connected to the training pod she was in on her instructor, Lieutenant Commander Zinne. It took a second for her mind to control them properly, setting the focus of each of the three separately. “Yes sir,” she synthesized through the speakers.
“And how did you convince that old battleaxe to accept your admission regardless?” Zinne asked with
amusement in her voice. The “old battleaxe” she referred to was Head of Admissions of the Capsuleer Program,
Captain Kirtner, who looked like he was two hundred years old and hadn’t smiled in the past hundred of them for
fear of shattering his calcified visage.
“It was not easy, sir,” Nina admitted. She thought back to that meeting, sweating under that furrowed glare
and hard face, pleading for her chance and insisting it was the only thing she wanted to do. The parallel to her first
meeting with the recruiting officer when she wanted to join the academy was not lost on Nina; it seemed like everyone wanted to stand in her way of becoming a pod pilot someday. Nevertheless here she was as once again her

passion and determination had swung the decision in her favour despite the psychological profile report on her that
suggested she was not capsuleer material. “But,” she added, “I refused to be dissuaded.”
“Well,” the senior officer continued, “your academy marks are high, best in your class in most subjects, you’re
on the fast track of promotions and already a Lieutenant, and you could have your pick of assignments… why do
you want to be a capsuleer and risk it all if the neural transference fails?”
Nina stretched out her pod connected senses. She looked at the training facility through three different
perspectives across the electromagnetic spectrum, listened on five different microphones over frequencies beyond
human hearing, tasted the various particles in the air through the electro-filters, and accessed the public profiles of
the Lieutenant Commander Zinne and the two assisting techs all at the same time. “The reward is worth the risk,”
she intoned. No one will ever hurt me again, she thought to herself.
“I see.” She put down the report and nodded to the technicians. “In any case, your basic initiation into the
pod interface is complete. You have demonstrated all the required proficiencies of the neural interface uplink so its
time for your final exam. Are you ready Lieutenant?”
Within the training pseudo-capsule Nina felt her pulse quicken. The dreaded transference test that she had
heard whispered about in the dorms, the step through the gate of death that led to immortality. “Yes sir, I’m ready.”
“Then let’s begin.” She indicated to the two techs to proceed and a minute later one of them said, “Transference protocol is primed, awaiting authorization for initiation.” She nodded while replying, “Acknowledged,” and
she looked straight at one of the camera lens trained intently upon her.
“Lieutenant Nina Cruse, your prime neural transference procedure is ready to begin. Do you understand
what this procedure entails and the risks involved?”
“Yes sir.”
“Do you waive the State of any wrongdoing in the case that something in the neural transference does not
proceed as expected?”
“Yes sir.”
“Lieutenant, do you agree to proceed with the neural transference?”
“Yes sir, I do.”
“Very well then,” Zinne announced, “good luck Lieutenant. Authorization of neural transference procedure
given.” She pressed her thumb pad to a scanner on the console in front of her and everything in Nina’s world went
blinding white.

The first thing Nina was aware of was her body slipping from the cloning vat with a deluge of fluid on top a flat
surface where her body stopped while the fluid (the ‘incubation suspension medium’ her memory supplied her)
drained around her.
“Subject 13-734CruseN decanted,” a nearby voice recited. She tried to open her eyes and turn her head
to the voice but she couldn’t move. She could not move her head, her eyelids, anything. She couldn’t breathe. She
became aware of a growing pain in her chest as it screamed for oxygen.
“No auto-respiration detected,” another voice reported, “I’m hooking up the ventilator.”
As fresh oxygen flowed down the tube in her throat, she felt some measure of her panic subside for the
moment. “Why can’t I move?” she asked herself.
“OK, I’ve got activity in the EEG,” the first voice said, “so the transference occurred, but the readings are
fluctuating wildly.” She heard the voice come close to her head. “Lieutenant, Lieutenant Cruse, can you hear me?” 		
She felt a light slap on her cheek. “Lieutenant?”
She wanted to scream, “Yes, yes, I’m here!” but nothing would work; it felt like nothing in her body was
connected to her brain.
“Attempting pain stimulus,” the other tech’s voice said. A second later Nina felt a pinch in the instep of her
foot as a sharp needle was inserted. “You fucker!” she wanted to shout as the pain lanced upwards but still she could
move no part of her body.
Nina felt so helpless; she hadn’t felt this helpless since that day when she walked home from the game alone,
that day he stepped out from behind the building and hit her, was on top of her, hitting her more, her breath was
knocked out of her, she couldn’t fight back, panic rising as her shirt was torn off, his groping hands… all she could
see was his leering grin and she couldn’t move...
She felt the anger rising then, a pure white hot rage, a desire to strike out and smash his filthy face. Every

ounce of her soul and emotion was poured the effort to reconnect to her body. A finger, an eyelid, a twitch, anything…
“We’ve got a spike on the EEG,” one of the tech’s reported, “Come on, Lieutenant, are you there? Nina?”
Nothing. She could not move a single muscle. She couldn’t even cry in her despair.
“EEG is dropping. We’ve got, um,” a pause while the technician checked the timer, “three minutes and no
response. We got to call it.”
A sigh from the other man who was encouraging her and he said, “Alright. Subject 13-734CruseN is not
responsive, neural transference has failed, and we are disconnecting life support.” She felt her fear spike as the
breathing tube was disconnected and her lungs deflated and no new air could be drawn.
“I’m sorry, Daddy”, she lamented to herself as the pain in her chest returned and the edges of her
consciousness started to fade to black. “You were right. Sometimes,” she finally accepted, “sometimes you just can’t
win.”

Fifty Shades
Borat Guereen

Scholars have found a new forgotten Eve Chronicle, titled “Fifty Shades...” and have completed
the translation of the ancient text.
“Leila was riding hard on top when his pleasure climaxed, and he exploded in her. All the scented candles lit in the
richly furnished bedroom of the palace barely concealed the smell of their sweaty naked bodies. Like in all amarrians
buildings in the occupied Starkman Prime, these candles were lit all day long to cover the smell of the permeating
rotting vegetation that was a constant reminder of the planet’s unforgiving sun and humid atmosphere. Idonis
Ardishapur now laid sprawled across the wide bed, as his Minmatar love slave cuddled with him, purring soft words
in his ear in her strange dialect. Content and fulfilled, he started dozing, thinking again about this woman who had
opened his mind about the Minmatars in general, and made him discover pleasures he never knew existed. She has
been his best lover by far and the son of Arkon Ardishapur, Royal Heir of the Ardishapur family, thought about how
good of a bargain he got when he bought her as he slowly drifted out. Little did he know that he was making love
with one of the last Minmatar Houri, and that this was the last time he would...
As her master fell asleep, Leila left the bed and covered herself as was expected of her station. She stood in the
shadows, on the balcony overlooking the open courtyard of the palace, enjoying the true fragrance of Starkman
Prime. The palace was a significant change from their usual little hiding place in the city that he used as his pleasure
house. She distractedly wiped out the tiny residues of the talaminada flower seeds from her fingers. As usual, she
had used those with the ritual words of her mystical training during their love-making to more strongly implant
complex suggestions in her lover’s mind. By now, his mind was starting to change, but the inceptions were not firmly
rooted. It would be another six months before he would be ready, as she has not gone through all of the fifty shades
of the ancient mind-melding art. Still, everything was falling in to place slowly. He had brought her in the palace for
the first time the day before, as part of his servant staff, and this was only one of the many signs that his conditioning
was effectively taking roots.
Down, in the open courtyard, the Royal Heir Arkon, Idonis’s father, was already at work. Three minmatar prisoners
had been brought in front of him, and he was interrogating them, trying again to uncover more about the rebellion

that he knew was brewing around him. From her vantage point, Leila watched Drupar Maak standing at his side.
A Starkmanir mystic like herself, he had worked his way to the position of palace secretary, and she knew he was,
like her, one of the key masterminds of the upcoming minarchist rebellion. Everything was falling into place slowly
to prepare the return of the True Elder. A few more months of plotting and organizing, a few key positions to fill,
and the great rebellion could begin, to free once and for all the minmatars from the abject conditions the Amarrs
had brought upon them.
Leila noticed subtle signs of tension in Drupar. He had recognized one of the three Minmatar prisoners, one of the
officers of the rebellion ring, as she had. He may also have noticed that the interrogation Arkon was painfully
inflicting on the three prisoners was somehow different than previous ones she had witnessed. He was more
deliberate, probably mixing power words from his cursed faith, with all the expertise of the Amarr inquisition technics. Leila was too far away to notice the details of the changes. They both knew that the rebel officer would soon
die from an internal brain shutdown incepted into him if his willpower was to fail under the elaborate mental pains
Amar inquisitors were known for. Still, something was not right with this specific interrogation, as the prisoners had
already been through excruciating mental tortures, and yet they were still breathing, and speaking. It was impossible
for her to hear what the tortured rebel officer was saying. A sense of dread started to fill her mind…
In the courtyard, Drupar suddenly leaped into action, seizing Arkon’s golden scepter while his attention was focused
on the prisoners’ words. He drove the sun-flaring edge of the scepter’s head deep into the neck of the surprised
Royal Heir. Everything after that was a blur. The dying Royal Heir’s mechanical hand grabbed Drupar by the throat,
squeezing the life out of him, as palace guards rushed forward. Too late, as everything happened in the blink of an
eye. The three prisoners, freed of the mental emprise of the Amarr inquisitor, used these few moments of chaos to
escape. Leila watched her master wake up, stirred by all the commotion below. He hastily dressed up and left the
room. She knew that this was the last time she saw him, and that she had to leave the palace right away.
That very moment, when Drupar gave his life, suddenly changed everything. This event would undoubtedly start
the great rebellion, but it was way too early to achieve the goals the True Elder had set. Leila knew full well what
would be Idonis’s reaction to the assassination of his father. The power of her inception was now ruined, but she
could still save her life.
Less than a revolution later, she was in a starship transport, headed for Pator. She successfully passed three Amar
military checkpoints before embarking, but her fake Federation ID and her highly sophisticated disguise allowed
her to join the ranks of the non-Minmatars authorized to leave the planet. The Amarrian orbital fleet was being
deployed, their guns menacingly pointed to the surface. It was already common knowledge that Idonis, as the new
Royal Heir of House Ardishapur, had given the order to burn Starkman Prime, and destroy the whole Starkmanir
population. As the transport ship entered warp, Leila had a last glance at the external monitors and saw the first
displays of lights from heavy lasers in the planet’s shadow, leaving no doubts about the fate of her birth place. There
was no telling anymore about the global consequences of this fateful day, but the return of the True Elder would
have to wait for the right conditions again. If indeed Arkon had found a way to break through the key rebels’
incepted mental defenses, Drupar may very well have saved their true secret. For him, and for all the Minmatars,
Leila knew she now had to carry on and start over again…”

The Best Sport

Jason Jones (Archangael)
I was about to call it a night when the Venture appeared on scan.
The night was less eventful than I liked. I only got into a few fights, and of those, only two had been any good.
System after system showed me a few people signed into the local transponder, but they were mostly docked in
stations and pursuing their own business. Once in a while a ship would appear on my directional scanner and my
heart would start going a little faster, but then they would disappear off scan. Just come fight me, I wanted to tell
them. You’re an immortal. It’ll be fun. But it takes all kinds to make a universe.
I very much expected the Venture to disappear from scan. That kind of mining frigate was rarely fit for battle.
I mean, it could be fit with guns, and I would welcome that. It probably wouldn’t be much of a challenge, but a kills a
kill. I frantically worked the d-scan to narrow down where he was, and it became clear to my practiced hands [DG1]
that he had found a small scattering of asteroids in deep space. He was almost certain to be mining.
The pounce was almost perfect. I dropped out of warp about ten kilometers from him, my warp scrambler already
hot. He was orbiting a big chunk of hemorphite, mining lasers worrying at it. At first he didn’t seem to notice me,
and my scrambler off-lined his warp drive before he even reacted. He started to align out, mining lasers deactivating
as my autocannons began to impact.
“Hey… “ he said over the local system channel.
He seemed to change his mind about what he wanted to align to, because the ship stopped and plunged off in another direction. By this point I was through his armor plating, though, and there was no more doubt whether he
would escape. The ship’s integrity failed, the capsule ejecting as it exploded. I targeted his pod out of habit. Considering how long it took to lock on, there was little chance of catching him. But he showed no more decisiveness now
than he did before, and my autocannons chewed that up too.
I’m not a corpse collector, so I let it float and warped away.

Later, I’m back in my home station, out of my own capsule and idly flipping channels in my Captain’s Quarters. I
bring up the kill report. Reviewing the public record on the pilot, I see he’s fresh out of the academy. Less than a
month a capsuleer and, I guess, mining to jump-start his wallet, like so many of them do. Hell, like I did for a few
days, before I learned better. I don’t feel bad for my kills. They’re a time-honored sport in the capsuleer world. But
I don’t want to bankrupt anyone either. Pilots with no money don’t fly, and if they don’t fly, I can’t shoot at them. I
brought up the interface and sent him double his ship’s value with a short note to keep a closer eye on local.
When I woke up the next morning and checked my message log, there was a mail from him. This happens pretty
often: sometimes it’s an enraged diatribe, sometimes confusion, sometimes an attempt to play along, like trying to
be Mr. Cool. Which one would it be this time?
“Hi,
Thanks for the money. But now I’m double confused. I don’t know why you decided to destroy my ship. I was just mining.
I thought you must be hard up for money if you’re killing me for my rock pile. But now I don’t know because you sent me a
pile of money, way more than the ship is worth.
I only just got started. I don’t know how everything works. So, thanks for the ISK, and if you could tell me what’s going on
I would be thankful for that too.”
I responded:
“No problem about the money. Myself, I’m a pirate. I track people down and shoot at them for the sport of it. Sometimes it’s
easy pickings, other times the other guy knows what he’s doing and I end up on the wrong side of the kill report. That’s a
side benefit of immortality, you know – your body and mind react as if it’s life or death, because it is. But even if you lose,
you get to come back for another run at it. Best sport ever invented.
My advice to you is to watch the local channel more closely. If someone enters system and you don’t know them your best bet
is to dock up. Even better: grab a combat ship of your own and fight. You’ll learn to love it.
Oh, and don’t bother with mining. Do combat missions for a corporation or CONCORD if you must. They pay better and
you might even learn something about flying your ship – not that the baseliner pirates you’ll be fighting are any real threat
except maybe in large numbers. Good luck.”
I sent it and moved on to some other business. My broker in Jita needed his daily instructions. A few minutes later,
an indicator flashed: incoming request for a personal conversation. It was him, of course. I accepted it.
“Hi”, he said.
“Hey”, I returned, neutral.
“Thanks again for the money, and for the advice. It, uh, it really helps.” He sounded nervous.
“Sure, any time. We pirates might have a bad reputation, but some of us like to help out when someone
is just getting started. We were all there once.”
“Listen… I know you’re probably busy and all. But I could use a little help, if you don’t mind. You said to
get a combat ship and try some security missions. Well, I did that, but now I’m not so sure about completing the
mission. I don’t want to ruin my rep with this agent by failing.”
I thought about it. It’s true, I had planned out the day, more or less. But on the other hand, this was
something new. It would be a change, for a few hours. And hey, it would be a chance to use some of my more expensive hardware that I wasn’t looking to risk on everyday operations.
“Sure. Where are you located?” I started to sift through my ship module inventory, finding the ones I
wanted and keying the commands for the assemblers to begin fitting out my Tengu-class strategic cruiser.

“Whoa”, he said as we dropped out of warp in the deadspace pocket this group of Guristas had established them-

selves in. To a first-timer, the screen-full of threat signatures found in these little baseliner pirate nests was daunting.
This one was far from the largest I’d seen, though, and this group was no match for a single capsuleer, let alone two
of us. The power differential was almost embarrassing, but that’s why capsuleers are so respected… and well-paid.
“Just stay with me. You can always warp off if things get too hot.” I locked onto his ship to monitor his ship’s
defenses, just in case, while my first missiles streaked toward the defenders.
I fought the first wave of defenders. By the time the second wave arrived, he was starting to take part and doing
fine. The armor on his ship took some damage, but he was able to self-repair with me soaking up some fire. In
comparison, I hardly needed to run my shield booster, as my shields’ natural recharge was strong enough for the
comparatively weak ships guarding this outpost.
As we fought, I gave him the benefit of my experience. “You know, you took a chance inviting me here. There are
plenty of people who would consider you a quick and easy kill. Me, I keep my word. But you should really be very
selective who you trust. Almost anyone can turn on you.” His armor self-repair was falling behind a little. “Send me
your fit,” I told him. He sent me the schematic of how his ship was outfitted. “Oh yeah. This could be a little better.
For starters, always fit a Damage Control module. That’s Rule #1. Rule #2: when in doubt, see Rule #1”.
After a while, I started to get bored and antsy. “Listen. You seem to have this under control. You just needed a little
push in the right direction. Get some money saved up and then come out to low security space. That’s where the
action is. Good luck and next time we meet, don’t be surprised if one of us explodes.” He thanked me and I left.

Later that evening, if you can believe it, the guy calls me again. I’m starting to get tired of him at this point. But I
accepted the conversation.
“Hey… I hate to bother you again, but you’re really the only capsuleer I know. I’m in a little bit of trouble.”
I didn’t respond, so he continued. “I was going from system to system here, and I don’t really know how, but I got a
little lost. I’m trying to puzzle out the map but it’s not so easy. I don’t think I’m in known space anymore.”
Wormhole space, I thought? Surely not. “What does the local transponder say?”
“Local? Oh… 9SBB-9.”
I looked it up. Querious region, but not very far from CONCORD-controlled, safe space. He’d only gone a few
jumps out of his way.
I considered. The guy needed help. But I was about at my limit. He was turning out to be more of a beggar than a
victim. I’d go out there, though, I decided. I’d go out there alright. Time to teach him his next lesson.
“Sure, I’ll head out that way and see if I can get you back to your home station”. By means of the clone express, I didn’t say. I quickly swapped a few subsystems on my Tengu for cloaked operations, climbed in my pod and
undocked.
The flight there was uneventful. You have to be wary of fleets camping the stargates where CONCORD-patrolled
space meets null security space, but with my cloaking and my piloting skills there wasn’t much danger. Anyway, there
were none this time. I entered system through the stargate and saw him signed into the local transponder. “Where
are you?” I asked.
“Planet 3. So glad to see you. Do you want me to warp to the gate?”
“No. I’ll come to you.”
I aligned to the third planet and entered warp. I grimly looked over my display, warming up missile launchers and
warp scrambler.
I dropped out of warp only a few kilometers from him. He was flying a Maller-class cruiser this time. I took up a
lazy orbit around him and locked on. His token shields disappeared after my first salvo of missiles. I checked local
to see if he had anything to say about this, but there was nothing.

His ship’s armor was not dropping as fast as I expected. Maybe he’d taken my fitting advice to heart and used a
Damage Control module. Then I noticed a few more things. The first was that he had locked me in return and
applied not one, but two warp scramblers to me. My racing brain put it down to his inexperience. Why would
someone have two scrams? Then, I noticed he had activated another module.
The cynosural field is a beacon that jump drives and jump portals can lock onto and so travel multiple light years in
a single jump, bypassing the stargate network that normally connects the cluster together. When done in combat,
it’s called a hot drop.
The first ship to exit the jump portal was a Devoter-class heavy interdictor. That pilot activated his ship’s warp
disruption sphere, making my warp drives useless, even if there weren’t already two warp scramblers on me. Then
another ship jumped in. And another. A few more rounded out the ten or so ships that now surrounded me, locking
on with guns ready to fire.
My friend was now waxing philosophical in local, letting me in on some advice that sounded very familiar. “You
should really be very selective who you trust. Almost anyone can turn on you. You were right though. This is the
best sport ever invented.”

Illustration by Rixx Javix
“Mynxee Eyes Study”

Dirty Deeds, Done Dirt Cheap
Dorian Reu

“Yeah, I think so. He sounded like he was ready.” Sydney used the capsule’s ability to transfer her thoughts
into an audio-visual representation and Kira’s Capsule did the same in return.
“You’re sure? He said he had the ISK? And he was ready to do this?” Kira asked again but in further detail.
“I… I really don’t know. I didn’t ask, I was a bit shocked that he even reached out to me.” Sydney clarified
that her discussion with her Uncle Wrathe was less than detailed. “Let me make sure… I’ll get back to you. Thanks
Kira”
“No problem Syd, Let me know if I can help. Oh and tell Dorian and Mynxee that I said Hi.” Kira
disconnects the transmission just as Sydney jumps her interceptor through the Madirmilire gate into Ashab. Only
4 jumps to Safizon, where her Uncle’s call came from… Where her Cousin died just days before.
“Contact Mynxee” Again her ship did as commanded, reaching out to find Mynxee at the Institute of
Paleocybernetics in Thera. The response was text only, due to the nature of wormholes and the lack of FTL gates
to allow the normal A/V communications in Empire Space.
“Syd, how are you?” Syd could hear Mynxee’s voice as she read the text, and replied. “I’m good, Yeah… I
have a question”
Then the rapid fire began:
“What’s wrong?”
“Are you OK?”
“Is Dorian ok?”
Mynxee really was more than a friend to Sydney and Dorian ever since Dorian joined Signal Cartel. Sydney
thought of her as a big sister.
“No… We’re good. Well, I mean, Dorian is in that Wormhole you guys showed her and..” Sydney sent the
message and paused to figure out what she really wanted to ask.
“Spill it Syd.” Mynxee always could cut to the chase.
“It’s my uncle, he stopped talking to me when I became a capsuleer. Religious reasons… but called me a
few hours ago to let me know my Cousin died to the Drifters at Safizan. Now he wants…” It came out as a blurp of
information. Not really a sentence, but more her attempt to get the whole story across quickly.

Mynxee typed back quickly “Woah, slow down Syd. Your Cousin died?”
“Yeah, to the drifters.” Was all the response she could muster.
Oh Honey, I’m so sorry. Can I do anything?” Mynxee offered and Sydney began her full explanation about
her Uncle Wrathe’s plans…
“Jeeze… Well… Damn… “ Was the first response that Sydney heard before Mynxee decided that this
would take more than a text reply.
“OK, I’ll be right there. Scout says I have a exit from Thera about 8 jumps from Safizon… In Jesoyeah.
Have you gotten to Safizon yet?”
“Yeah, Kinda, I mean almost.” Sydney composed herself and texted back. “I’m jumping into Safizan now.
We’ll wait for you in the station hanger, at 2-1. It’s the only station in system.” Just then Mynxee’s face appeared.
She had obviously exited wormhole space.
“That was quick!” I said to her image now displayed in my head. “Yeah, I was headed to do some inspections
at our other offices and was ready for launch. It actually would have been shorter but the exit hole was 200AU’s away.
See ya in a bit.” She replied and disconnected the feed just as I was given permission to dock.
Amarr Navy Assembly – Safizon II – Moon I
Once docked, Sydney exited her Interceptor and saw her Uncle in his Mourning Robes on the gantry way. All she
could do is hold his trembling body as he wept on her shoulder. She just let him cry.
Sydney just had enough time to help her Uncle regain his composure as Mynxee’s Astero pulled along side her
Crusader. Once she exited the ship, Sydney introduced her to her uncle who was still visibly broken up.
“Nice to meet you, Miss Mynxee.” Wrathe said as he wiped his still watery eyes.
“It’s Mynxee, just Mynxee, and it’s nice to meet you as well.” she responded with a soft and caring tone.
“Let’s go find somewhere we can sit and talk.” They all agreed and moved to a quiet table in a Capsuleer bar
on the same level of the station as the hanger bay.
Wrathe was asked to explain where he was in the process of becoming a Capsuleer. His answer caused both
women to stare at him in disbelief.
“I am… I am ready to begin the process.” Wrathe said with an obvious strengthening of his voice.
“So… You haven’t been tested? For compatibility?” Mynxee asked.
“What? Compatibility? No. Is that necessary?” Mynxee leaned back in her seat, exhaled deeply and used her
hand to push her hair out of her face.
“Uncle, if you aren’t compatable with the Pod you can’t get this done. You’ll die. And you need to have
training, psychological training, to allow your mind to accept this process. You could go insane if you aren’t ready
to accept the fact that you will become only information. That your body will mean nothing and that it’s death just
means a transfer to another. Don’t you remember how long I trained?” Sydney attempted to explain the difficulties
to her uncle.
“No… I did not want any information about you. I felt you broke your promise with God. As I will…”
Wrathe paused and then his face tightened. “So, you are telling me that I cannot get this done? That I need training?
Mental Training? NO. I will not wait. If I die, so be it but if I survive… those monsters will regret the day they killed
my Christina.”
Sydney looked at her uncle, who stared back at her.
He just didn’t understand… You just can’t become a Capsuleer… Not like this, not this fast. She turned away to look
at Mynxee, who had leaned forward now, her elbows on her knees, hanging her head so her Dreadlocks blocked her
face.
“Ok, sooo… there is a way.” Mynxee answered my stare even though she couldn’t see me. She lifted her head
and looked at me, then turned to Wrathe. “Sir, it’s dangerous. If you take your time and do it the right way, your
chance of survival goes way up. but some of these… procedures are shady. You could end up dead, or catatonic…”
“Miss… err… Mynxee, it does not matter for I will either become like you and avenge my daughter, or I will
die. Either way I will have to face my God. This will just determine the timeframe of that meeting.” Wrathe calmly
replied to both of the women.

Mynxee turned to Syd and said “Look, I understand his motives and I want to help him, but if he dies… If
he dies, I don’t want you to blame me.”
“Blame you? I couldn’t blame you for that. He needs this, and if he dies then it is Gods will.” Sydney said
quite matter-of-factly.
“I’ll never understand you Amarrians and your God’s hatred of clones, but I understand what you’re saying.
Ok, Lemmie make some calls. Oh, and this may take a bit so go get a room for him. These people I need to speak
to haven’t heard from me in quite awhile.” Mynxee headed out of the bar toward the privacy of her ship.
“Alright, we’ll be there sometime tonight and thanks, I owe ya one.” Mynxee replied to her old friend from
the privacy of her ship.
“OK, more than one.” Her friend laughed and disconnected the transmission. “This kid is going to make
me use up all the love these guys have for me.”
“Contact Syd…”
“Hey, Mynxee. What did you find out?” Sydney responded when she accepted the transmission.
“Come to my ship, and bring your stuff. We’ve gotta be somewhere tonight.” was all that Mynxee said
before disconnecting the transmission.
She began powering up her ship and performing the preflight checks and had a chance to sit looking at her pod
before they arrived at her quarters.
(Beep, Beep, Beep)
“Come in… Alright, get in.” was all she said to Sydney and Wrathe.
“But Mynx…” Sydney was cut off
“Nope, I’m driving. Where we’re going, your ship would just cause questions or get shot at. Or both.” and
with that Sydney and her Uncle boarded Mynxee’s Astero.
Twenty jumps later, four of which in Low Security space, they arrived at the Poteque Pharmaceuticals Station
orbiting the second moon of the fifth planet in Abath. Upon docking, they did not immediately see their contact.
Only after waiting until the hanger crew had secured the ship, did he show himself. He motioned for them to come
toward him and he exited the hanger with the three in tow. They followed him down a corridor, not a word was
spoken. Finally they turned into a small break room that the hanger maintenance crew was using. The maintainers
saw them enter and with a wave of the quiet man’s finger… all of them proceeded to leave.
The quiet man sat down and motioned for the three to do the same. He never said a word. The three sat there uncomfortably in silence until another door opened. When it did a man smoking a cigarette entered and sat next to
the quiet man.
He took a drag from his smoke and said “Why?”
Mynxee attempted to speak and was waived off by the smoking man. He looked at Wrathe who was obviously the
only person in the room who could possibly need this procedure and asked again “Why?”
“Vengance.” Was his answer and it brought a smile to the smoking mans face.
“This is dangerous.” The man said through the smoke cloud as he exhaled.
“I am ready to die for this.” Wrathe’s answer again pleased the man.
“You might just do that.” the smoking man laughed as he said the words causing him to cough. “You just
might”
“You, Girl. You understand the risk? Can you keep your mouth shut if he Dies?” Sydney was asked.
“He needs this. I will not stop him and I will honor his wishes. I will stay quite if he… If he dies.” Sydney
looked at Mynxee and Mynxee nodded her approval.
“Good, first we will test you. If all is well, we can proceed tonight. If the test comes back bad, you will need
to sleep on your decision.” And with that the quiet man reached out and grabbed Wrathe’s arm. He inserted a needle
into his forearm extracting a vial of deep red blood. He pulled a small hand held device, with a screen, out of his coat
and inserted the vial into it.

The image showed his entire body and the image spun as the test proceeded. The amber screen turned green. He
was compatible.
The two men looked at Wrathe “Well then, are you ready?”
“I have made peace with my decision.” He responded and this caused the two men to smile.
“Do you have the ISK?” The smoking man asked and Mynxee looked at Sydney for payment.
Wrathe looked at the man “ISK? I have Amarrian credits… I do not have ISK.” Sydney grabbed her Uncles
shoulder and spoke “We have the ISK” she took the pad from the Quiet man’s hand and transferred the necessary
funds. Wrathe’s eyes thanked his Niece without saying a word.
“Good, come with us. You two ladies stay here.” and the three men left the room.
Slowly, the maintainers returned to the break room. They were nice and offered the two capsuleers some of their
meager packed lunches. The ladies graciously declined and after three and a half hours, the smoking man returned.
He walked into the breakroom and lit another smoke. “It’s done, he’s alive. But we’ve kept him sedated in the clone
vat until you could be there.”
Mynxee Spoke up first “Clone bay? He was just to get the implant, not get a clone yet! It’s too soon!”
“You paid for the old man to become a Capsuleer, he is now a capsuleer.” The smoking man said.
“He might be mad, he wasn’t ready for this. He’s had no training! You knew that!” Mynxee charged the
smoking man and thrust him against the wall with her forearm.
“We shall see, won’t we?” said the smoking man as he tried unsuccessfully to push from Mynxee’s grasp.
“So help me…” Mynxee uttered as she released the man.
“Follow me.” he said as he moved to the door and squashed out his smoke in the tray by the door.
It appears that the Poteque Pharmaceuticals Station that they docked at has a duplicate clone bay. It is identical to
the official one used by many capsuleers but this one is different. The difference was obvious when they saw Wrathe.
He was floating in a bay, with an second identical clone right next to him.
“Ya see, we make the first clone out of just crappy biomass. It’s a poor clone but it works.”
“Then we complete the Capsuleer implant procedure and immediately Biomass the original body and burn
his memory to the first clone, the shitty one. Then we use his own cadaver to create the second clone. Cadaver
Biomatter makes the best clone material but bodies are so hard to get, so we make our own.”
“Now all we need to do is kill this clone and viola, you have a capsuleer!” The smoking man actually made
this vicious procedure seem commonplace.
“Care to do the honors?” the quiet man said to Sydney with a smile. It was the first time he spoke.
“No… No, it’s ok.” Sydney answered with a shiver. “Suit yourself ” the quiet man responded and turned the
dial on a wall panel.
The first clone of Wrathe jolted and then fell limp, then moments later the second clone vibrated and began
breathing via the tubes inserted into his mouth. The second vat, the one that now held Wrathe’s consciousness,
opened and the fluid dumped into the grated floor. Wrathe fell forward into the arms of the smoking man and the
quiet man.
“I… (Cough) I… Moved.” Were the new capsuleer’s first words.
“Yeah, you did. How you feeling?” Mynxee asked.
“Uh… Hungry.” Wrathe responded, still a bit confused.
“That’s my Uncle.” Sydney assured everyone. “Let’s get you dried off and find you something to eat.”
As Wrathe ate for the first time in his new body, Sydney and Mynxee walked away to talk.
“He’s going to need a lot of help.” Mynxee stated the obvious to Sydney to reinforce the issue.
“I know, but I can’t teach him to fight, I don’t know how.” Sydney sat down at the bar. “But you know how!”
“Oh, no, those days are long gone. However… Have you spoken to Kira? She just opened her own
corporation, ya know? They help new Capsuleers take their first steps into this new life.”
“No, she never mentioned that. I didn’t know. Do you think she’d help him?”
“It’s what she does. She’s got quite the crew with her. Call her, I’ll go sit with your Uncle.” Mynxee said as
she walked away from the Bar. “You can use my ship.”
Sydney made her way to the hanger bay and boarded the Astero. “Contact Kira”
“Syd! How’d you make out with your Uncle? Is he OK?”
“Yeah, about that. Do you have a minute?” Sydney smiled uncomfortably as she said the words.

The Last Word
Rixx Javix

He was 738 pages into “How To Fly A Titan, Volume V” when the alarm went off. It had been a full three months
of silence and the screech of the ringer caused him to jump slightly. His hand slammed the off button and silence
returned to the empty deck. He could hear the last of the screech dying as it echoed down the hallways of the
Federation Navy Comet. Serves it right, he thought. Damn alarms.
His practiced eyes quickly scanned the Overview and he was surprised to see the other Comet on scan. Without
thinking he had already spooled up the After-Burner and the Railguns were heating up. The old ship shuddered,
creaked, and popped, but she held together. He laughed inside because there wasn’t that much difference between
him and the ship these days. He didn’t even use a Pod anymore, he just sat in the empty husk of the last one, wired
and plugged as always. Who needs a Pod when you are the last?
Or was the last. Until this other Comet showed up in Hevrice. For the past two years the stars had grown
increasingly quiet and devoid of capsuleers. Rumors in stations varied across the breadth of New Eden, some said it
was the same disease that killed the Jovians, some said worse things. All he knew was that fights had become scarce.
Then fights became unusual. And then fights became rare. And then he stopped seeing Capsuleers at all. Until that
Tristan three months ago.
The Pirate Lord coughed. His grizzled hands flying across the controls for the millionth time. The scanner showed
the other Comet, named “Wanderer” had landed in orbit around Planet 1. His local comm channel beeped. He
almost forgot how to answer.
“Hello there.” He tried to sound friendly. He failed.
“Holy shit, it’s Rixx Javix! I thought you were dead.” His voiced sounded like he was twelve.
“No, not dead. Not yet.”
“Honored to meet you Sir. I haven’t seen another Capsuleer for over a year myself.”
“I think we are the last.”
“No shit?”
“I shit you not.”

certain.

“Well dayum! Just me and the most infamous Pirate in New Eden!” The kid sounded excited, that was
“These days I mostly read and try to keep this old Comet running, not much else to do.”
“Not like the old days huh? Oh man, I bet you have a million stories.”
“A million and one, and they are all available in my Memoirs - you can pick up a copy in any decent station.”
“Yeah, I know, I’ve read ‘em. Still, never thought I’d run into you in space.”
“So kid. We gonna fight or not? I’m just sitting here on the Sun with my thumb up my ass waiting.”
Take your time kid. Think it over.

“Oh wow, uh... sure I guess. How old did you say your Comet was again?”
“She’s an original kid. I’d guess she’s over a decade old now. Not new and shiny like the one you got there.”
“Right. Let me think about this.”
He wasn’t thinking about it, he was already in warp. Stupid kids. As soon as he landed he was already
scrammed and the old Comet’s Railguns were chewing into his brand new armor plating. The kid never even
noticed the Loki de-cloaking off in the distance, the boosts already sealing the fate of his ship. The pod just sat there
in the smoldering wreckage.
“Good fight I guess.”
“No such thing anymore kid.”
“No I suppose not. You gonna let me go then? I mean, we are the last ones...” He sounded somewhere
hopeful.
“The Cloning Vats are cold and dead kid. Ain’t no coming back.”
“Hold on wait, I got iskies....” His voice was silenced by the rapid blast of the Railguns. One volley and one
more capsuleer ceased to be.
Silence again.
His comm beeped.
“Rixx?”
It was his wife over in the Loki.
“Yeah, wattcha got?”
“Reports coming out of HED of a Drake... Piloted by a capsuleer. Sounds like we got another one.”
“Alright. Plot us a course and let’s go set up down there.”
The Loki disappeared as Rixx fed the coordinates into the nav-computer. He wondered, for the millionth
time, would this one be the last? As the ship slid into warp, he knew it wouldn’t be. It couldn’t be. He was destined,
cursed some might say, to be the last. And just like that, the Federation Comet known as “The Grim Reaper” left
system.

Afterword
Rixx Javix

Special thanks to all of the authors and artists whose work appears within.
To all those whose work did not make the final volume, thank you as well.
It was not easy picking and choosing, but someone had to do it.
I hope there will be another volume.
I’ve read more Eve fiction in the last six months than I did in the six years previous and
I’ve learned one thing, you are some seriously sick, demented, and talented
people. Thank you for submitting your work for this collection and for letting
me put this together for everyone to enjoy.
Until next time, Stay Frosty my friends.
Bryan Ward / June 10, 2016

